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Abstract 
Historically there has been considerable debate over the origin of karaka ( Corynocarpus 
laevigatus J.R. et G. Forst.) in New Zealand. In contrast, the extent and importance of pre-
historic arboriculture in New Zealand has received little attention in the literature. This study 
reviews the ecology and ethnobotany ofkaraka and investigates its cultural and natural 
biogeography. 
Maori migration traditions frequently state that karaka was introduced to New Zealand. 
However, molecular evidence and finds of fossil seeds of late Oligocene age show that 
karaka is endemic to New Zealand. Therefore, Maori traditions probably relate to the 
translocation and cultivation of karaka within the New Zealand region, for which there is 
abundant anecdotal evidence. Karaka fruits were a valuable addition to the Maori diet and 
were likely to have functioned as a replacement for traditional Polynesian tree crops. The 
preparation of karaka seeds also had Polynesian precedents and entailed a rigorous regime of 
steaming and soaking to rid the kernel of its toxic elements. There is data to suggest 
selection for fruit size and/or nutritional value in cultivated karaka populations. 
A database ofkaraka distribution was compiled and populations classified as 'cultural' or 
'unknown' on the basis of spatial association with archaeological sites. Groves classed as 
cultural were assumed to be cultivated or translocated by pre-historic Maori. Lack of 
effective seed dispersal by birds and the longevity of the trees, mean that the contemporary 
distribution of karaka provides a reasonable template for the extent of its prehistoric 
translocation and cultivation within New Zealand. 
Karaka has a distinct cultural and natural biogeography. The greatest overlap between 
cultural and unknown trees occurred in the northern North Island while the majority of trees 
in the lower North Island, and all trees in the South Island were classed as cultural. Prior to 
the arrival of Polynesians in New Zealand, karaka was probably restricted in distribution to 
the Northland/Auckland region. Its natural range was then extended by human translocation 
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and cultivation to the lower North Island, South Island, Kermadec Islands, Chatham Islands 
and many other in-shore islands off New Zealand. 
IV 
Climate variables were fitted to the distribution data and discriminant analysis used to further 
test the classification of karaka into cultural and unknown populations. Significant 
differences were found in climatic parameters between groups. Cultural karaka were found 
in environments with greater solar radiation seasonality, higher evaporative demands and 
greater soil moisture deficits than unknown karaka. The climate profile ofkaraka was closer 
to that of other tree species currently restricted to the northern North Island than with more 
widely distributed species. Furthermore, the climate profile and location of cultural karaka is 
biased towards the same environmental correlates of pa and pit site locations, further 
indicating that karaka was a cultivated tree crop. 
The extensive translocation of karaka by Maori means that it has the potential, with the 
application of molecular methods, to serve as a marker for prehistoric settlement and 
mobility. Preliminary work was begun on this aspect and a predictive model is presented of 
the possible relationships within and between populations ofkaraka. 
It is concluded that the importance and extent ofkaraka arboriculture, and probably that of 
other endemic tree species, has previously been overlooked. This has implications for our 
view of certain plant communities as unmodified by humans, and provides an impetus to 
protect surface vegetation as an integral part of some prehistoric archaeological sites. 
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1.1 Impetus for the study 
The idea for this study germinated while I was working for the Department of Conservation 
for six months on the Chatham Islands. While the islands have a unique botanical and 
ecological heritage, they also have a fascinating and rich human history- from the original 
Moriori inhabitants, or tchakat henu; to the whalers and sealers; the Maori; the 
missionaries; and the farmers and fishermen. All have left their mark on the landscape and 
ecology of the islands, just as the land left its mark on them. However, one very visible 
reminder of the pre-historic human history of Rekohu captured my imagination - the 
dendroglyph groves ofkaraka, or kopi, as they were named by the Moriori. Anyone who 
walks through one of these groves, or better yet, sits quietly amongst them, cannot fail to be 
moved by their ambience. In the words of King (2000, pg. 35): 
'The [dendroglyph groves ofkopi] have a quiet cathedral-like atmosphere: their relative 
luxuriance silences the otherwise ever-present wind, light strikes the eye and the ground 
through the leaf canopy in an effect not unlike that produced by stained glass, and the eyes of 
the dancing Polynesian figures - many of them vital after two hundred years - look inwards at 
the human observer'. 
Interest in kopi led to my looking into its natural history, and at its place and importance in 
the prehistoric cultures of the Chatham Islands, and New Zealand in general. At the same 
time, I also had the pleasure of meeting Brian Molloy, who has long had an interest in the 
ecology and ethnobotany of karaka. It soon became obvious that there was a story to be told 
about karaka- a story which is interwoven with that of humans in New Zealand. 
1.2 Aims and objectives 
Initially, the objective was to use karaka as a model for human settlement by investigating 
the genetic relationships within and between karaka populations in the greater New Zealand 
region. However, difficulty getting consistent results, and eventually a lack of time, meant 
that the exploration of genetic relationships within karaka became beyond the scope of a 
Masters thesis. Nevertheless, preliminary work on this aspect is presented, together with a 
predictive model of the possible relationships between and within populations ofkaraka. The 
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focus then changed to become an exploration of the ecology, ethnobotany and biogeography 
ofkaraka - in particular its use, translocation and cultivation by prehistoric Maori in New 
Zealand. 
1.3 Structure of the thesis 
Chapter One outlines the taxonomy and distribution of Corynocarpaceae in the Pacific. The 
ecology of karaka specifically is researched, as this is relevant to its use by Maori and the 
feasibility of the approach taken in Chapter Three. 
Chapter Two is a survey of the historical ethnobotany of karaka i.e. traditions of its 
translocation, cultivation, use and harvest. The role of karaka as a tree crop, in the context 
both of plant introductions and use in the wider Pacific, and in New Zealand specifically, is 
explored. 
2 
In Chapter Three, historical records ofkaraka distribution are reviewed. A database of 
karaka distribution is compiled and populations classified as cultural or unknown on the basis 
of spatial association with archaeological sites. This data was used to quantify the cultural 
versus natural biogeography ofkaraka in the New Zealand region. 
In Chapter Four, climatic variables were fitted to the distribution data and discriminant 
analysis performed in order to further test the classification ofkaraka into cultural and 
unknown populations. This also provided quantitative data with which to compare the 
climate profile and distribution of karaka with those of other tree species. 
Chapter Five presents a summary of the methods and approach taken towards the molecular 
work. A predictive model of the population genetic structure of karaka is proposed. This 
model was constructed by integrating information on the human and natural biogeography of 
karaka with hypotheses of Polynesian settlement and other data such as Maori tribal 
traditions. 
A brief summary of the main findings and their implications are presented in the Concluding 
Remarks. The full dataset ofkaraka distribution data and associated archaeological sites is 
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printed in the appendices. Figures and tables referred to in the text can be found at the end of 
each chapter - figures first, then tables. 
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Chapter 1: Biogeography, taxonomy and ecology of Corynocarpus 
laevigatus (karaka). 
1.1 Biogeography, taxonomy and fossil history of Corynocarpaceae 
1.1.1 Taxonomy and Pacific biogeography of Corynocarpaceae 
4 
The genus Corynocarpus is the sole member of the family Corynocarpaceae. While various 
familial affinities have been suggested, recent molecular work suggests that Corynocarpaceae 
is most closely related to the Anisophylleaceae, Begoniaceae, Coriariaceae, Cucurbitaceae, 
Datiscaceae and Tetramelaceae, which together comprise the order Cucurbitales (Wagstaff & 
Dawson 2000). 
Controversy has also surrounded the relationships between the five species comprising 
Corynocarpus. Stevenson (1978) compared the morphology of flowers and leaves of 
Corynocarpus similis (Vanuatu), C. dissimilis (New Caledonia) and C. laevigatus (New 
Zealand) and concluded that they were one and the same species. From this, she suggested 
that karaka was brought to New Zealand from New Caledonia or Vanuatu by early oceanic 
voyagers. 
More recent work (Molloy 1990, Wagstaff & Dawson 2000) indicates that karaka is a 
distinct species and is endemic to New Zealand. Figure 1.1 shows the relationship between 
Corynocarpus species inferred from sequence data, their chromosome numbers and fruit 
morphology. Figure 1.2 shows the Pacific distribution of the five recognised species and 
their possible origin and subsequent radiation. A palaeotropical center of origin followed by 
two independent radiations southwards is suggested, one through New Guinea to Australia, 
the other through New Caledonia to New Zealand (Wagstaff & Dawson 2000). 
Corynocarpus similis is the most widely distributed species and is found in Vanuatu, the 
Solomon Islands, New Britain, New Ireland, and the Bismarck Archipelago. Corynocarpus 
cribbianus occurs in New Guinea and north-eastern Queensland. Corynocarpus rupestris has 
two sub-species, C. rupestris subsp. rupestris and C. rupestris subsp. arborescens, both of 
which are restricted in distribution to north-eastern New South Wales and south-east 
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Queensland respectively. Corynocarpus dissimilis is found only in New Caledonia and 
Corynocarpus laevigatus (karaka or kopi) is endemic to New Zealand. 
Corynocarpus laevigatus is most closely related to C. dissimilis (Molloy 1990, Wagstaff & 
Dawson 2000). The hypothesised dispersal, isolation and speciation ofkaraka in New 
Zealand may have occurred via land connections that existed between New Zealand and New 
Caledonia during the mid-Tertiary (Herzer et al. 1997). 
1.1.2 Biogeography of karaka in New Zealand from the Tertiary to Holocene 
Migration to New Zealand in the mid-Tertiary is backed up by finds of fossil seeds identified 
as karaka oflate Oligocene age at Landslip Hill, Southland (Campbell 2002). Other pollen 
and fossils found in this area suggest a deltaic-coastal ecosystem at the time, broadly 
analogous to the vegetation of modern northern New Zealand and present day New 
Caledonia (Campbell 2002). This type of vegetation would not survive under the present day 
climatic regime at this latitude, but the Oligocene period is thought to have been 
characterised by warm temperatures and high sea levels. No other macro-fossils have been 
found to date. 
In the Quaternary, it is thought that deteriorating climates and repeated glaciation events had 
major impacts on plant distribution, diversity and patterns of endemism in New Zealand. 
Many of the more tender or less adaptable Malaya-Pacific elements of the flora disappeared 
and much of New Zealand's forest cover was depleted and replaced by grassland or 
shrubland (Meurk 1995). However, it is likely that Northland was less affected by 
deteriorating climates and retained much of its conifer-angiosperm forest over the last glacial 
cycle (Ogden et al. 1992, Wright et al. 1995, Newnham 1999). Patterns of endemism in the 
New Zealand flora also indicate that Northland was an important refuge during the 
Pleistocene, particularly for tree species (McGlone 1985). It can only be speculation as to 
what the fate ofkaraka was over this time, but it is possible that prior to the arrival of humans 
in New Zealand, it became restricted to the northern North Island, along with a large number 
of other species with tropical affinities. 
Infrequent karaka pollen has been found in palynological samples from North Island sites of 
late Pleistocene and Holocene age (Table 1.1 ). Out of over 20 000 samples, there are only 
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seven records of karaka pollen. The first six of these records should be treated with caution 
as none are more recent than 1973 and karaka pollen was likely to have been confused with 
fungal spores (D. Mildenhall pers. comm.). The most recent, reliable records of karaka 
pollen come from the Kauaeranga Valley, Coromandel (Byrami et al. 2002) and a pa site in 
Taranaki (J. Wilmshurstpers. comm), where it appears at the same time as Polynesian fires 
and deforestation at approximately 700 years BP A relatively recent expansion or dispersal 
ofkaraka within New Zealand and to outlying islands is also suggested by ITS sequence 
variation within C. laevigatus, whereby no variation was found in trees ranging in 
distribution from the North and South Islands of New Zealand to as far afield as the 
Kermadec and the Chatham Islands (Wagstaff & Dawson 2000). 
1.2 Description and ecology of karaka 
1.2.1 Description 
Karaka occurs in coastal and lowland forest in the North Island, the South Island to about 
latitude 44°, and in the Kermadec and Chatham Islands. It is a handsome tree growing to 
18m in height. Trees may be single or multi stemmed with stout branches. It has thick, 
glossy, dark green elliptic-oblong leaves which vary in size from 7 - 20 cm long. Karaka is 
gynodioecious, with creamy-white flowers 4 - 5 mm in diameter borne in stiff panicles 10 -
20 cm in length. The fruit is a drupe, ellipsoid to ovoid in shape, variable in size, but from 
approximately 2 - 5 cm long. The fruit has an outer mesocarp which is smooth, bright 
orange, fleshy, and odiferous when ripe. A soft, fibrous endocarp surrounds the seed which 
is large and elliptic, with distinct testa veins (Allan 1961, Poole & Adams 1994). 
1.2.2 Seed ecology and toxicology 
As is typical of species with tropical ancestry and large-seeded, fleshy fruits, karaka seeds are 
considered to be recalcitrant - in that they have a high water content, a well developed 
embryo, no dormancy and are sensitive to desiccation and dry storage (Fountain & Outred 
1991, Bannister et al.1996). Karaka seeds germinate rapidly after fruits have been shed from 
the tree. For example, fruits collected in early March from trees in Canterbury began 
germinating a few days after collection, and the majority had germinated after two months 
(Burrows 1996). Karaka had high percentage germination on the soil surface or when 
shallowly buried, but dark treatment reduced the germination rate (Burrows 1996). 
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Germination rate and percentage are improved by removing the mesocarp and/or endocarp 
(Bannister et al. l 996). However, germination of karaka seeds is delayed and reduced by 
desiccation and the fruit flesh and endocarp may buffer the embryo from water loss 
(Bannister et al.1996). Seeds at different stages of maturity showed no differences in the 
ability to germinate (Bibby 1992). 
The first research describing the poisonous qualities ofkaraka kernels was by Bennet (1833). 
This was followed by Skey (1871) who isolated the bitter, toxic compound and named it 
karakin. Bell (1974) conducted experiments to determine the effects of the glucoside karakin 
and its hydrolysis derivative ,6-nitropropionic acid (NPA) on pigeons and rats. Depending on 
the dose given, pigeons and rats showed symptoms of vomiting, head retraction, convulsions 
and death. Minimum lethal dose was 60-70mg NP A/kg for pigeons, and 100 mg NP A/kg for 
rats. No antidote was found, although MgS04 could be used as an anticonvulsant (Bell 
1974). 
1.2.3 Phenology 
Karaka are capable of producing fruit from about ten years of age, or younger (Molloy 1990). 
Flowering is from August to November, and is followed by the abortion of some immature 
fruit. Fruit production appears to be reliable although some biennial fluctuation has been 
suggested (Dijkgraaf 2002). Ripe fruit is presented on trees from January to April (Allan 
1961) with considerable regional and latitudinal variation in fruiting times. For example, 
fruits in the Auckland area were observed to ripen from December to March (Dijkgraaf 2002) 
while on nearby Titiri Matangi Island, fruiting was from January to April (West 1986). At 
the extreme southern end of its range, a planted tree in Otago ripened its fruit from April to 
June (Bannister et al. 1996). There is also variation in the length of time that ripe fruit is 
displayed on the trees. Fruiting periods at two sites in the Auckland area were more 
contracted than those observed in Kaikoura, where ripe fruit was displayed for three months 
or more (Burrows 1996, Dijkgraaf 2002). 
1.2.4 Frost tolerance 
Karaka is moderately frost tender, with some suggestion of increasing resistance in relation 
to latitude and climate (Table 1.2). In colder, frostier climates, seedlings may require 
protection in order to establish. Frost can also damage the developing flowers and immature 
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fruits, leading to their abscission. In Dunedin, the result is that in some years karaka can lose 
all its fruits (P. Bannister pers. comm.). The later, and more protracted, flowering and 
fruiting of karaka observed towards the southern limits of its distribution therefore 
contributes to a greater chance of abscission and reduced reproductive success. 
1.2.5 Population size structure and ageing 
For the purposes of this study, the ability to accurately age karaka trees would have been 
useful. Unfortunately, this is difficult as the tree does not produce visible growth rings. 
However, diameter at breast height ( dbh) was recorded for most trees from which leaf 
samples were taken for DNA extraction, so a size distribution is available (Figure 1.3). The 
majority were less than 75 cm dbh with some trees also in the 100- 150 cm dbh range. It 
should be noted though, that multi-stemmed trees are quite common and can arise from 
regrowth around apparently long dead stumps (pers. obs.). Because of this, the diameter of a 
tree may not be an accurate basis for determining its age, or a reflection of how long it has 
persisted at any one site. Occasional, very large trees exist. The largest measured was on 
Lady Alice Island (300 cm dbh), with large trees also found in Taupo (191 cm dbh) and 
Coromandel (150 cm dbh). These trees at least, probably pre-date European settlement. On 
the Chatham Islands, heartwood of dead trees was subjected to radiocarbon dating, from 
which a date of - 200 years BP was obtained, although radiocarbon dates as recent as this are 
problematic (B. McFadgen pers. comm.). 
1.2.6 Dispersal 
Karaka is often stated to be an important food supply for birds (Molloy 1990, Sawyer et al. 
2003). Of the extant, native frugivores still present in New Zealand, only the pigeon, or 
kereru, Hemiphaga novaeseelandiae, has a gape size large enough to consume whole karaka 
fruits (Lee et al. 1991). However, there is limited evidence to suggest that they consume the 
fruits in any quantity. McEwan (1978) lists karaka as a fruit eaten by kereru but gave no 
information on the quantity consumed. In the Auckland area, Clout (unpublished data) found 
that just 0.7% of feeding observations were ofkereru consuming karaka fruit, while James 
(1995) commented that pigeons did not seem to favour the fruit even when there were 
copious amounts on the tree. In the same study area, Dijkgraaf (2002) found that kereru 
feeding on karaka fruits accounted for 4% of the total feeding observations, and that karaka 
comprised only 0.74% of the total fruits consumed by pigeons. It was concluded that karaka 
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was not a preferred food for pigeons (Dijkgraaf2002). Similarly, over four years of 
observations on the Chatham Islands, karaka fruits made up 0%, 2.2%, 0% and 0.7% of total 
pigeon feeding observations (Powlesland et al. 1997). When fruits are eaten by kereru, 
subsequent dispersal may not be particularly long distance. McEwan (1978) noted that after 
gorging themselves on fruit, kereru typically fly only a short distance to a suitable perch, 
where they sit and then void the undigested seeds. Kereru consuming Prumnopitys 
ferruginea (miro) fruits excreted 35% of the seeds beneath the parent tree, 40% from 10-30 
m away and a small proportion beyond 40 m (Clout & Hay 1989). 
Other possible dispersal agents include the human introduced species - possums (Trichosurus 
vulpecula) and rodents (Rattus rattus, R. exulans and R. norvegicus). These animals may 
disperse karaka seeds short distances but most evidence points to their being seed predators 
rather than dispersers. For example, large increases in the numbers ofkaraka seedlings were 
observed on Kapiti Island following possum and rat eradication (Sawyer et al. 2003). In the 
Auckland area, possums and rodents favored karaka fruits but generally ate only the ripe fruit 
flesh, avoiding the green, unripe flesh and the fresh kernel. However, both possums and rats 
ate the kernel after it had lain on the ground for about three months, by which time the toxin 
had presumably leached out (Dijkgraaf2002). Possums were also recorded as consuming 
karaka fruits in the Orongorongo Valley, Wellington (Cowan 1990) while very low seed 
removal rates of karaka fruits by rodents were observed by Moles & Drake (1999). Kiore 
(Rattus exulans) are known to eat the flesh of karaka fruits, and to uproot seedlings. They 
also gnaw at the kernel but do not totally eat it (Campbell et al. 1984). Despite this, 
Campbell & Atkinson (1999) found that kiore had no impact on karaka recruitment in 
northern coastal forests. Recruitment, however, is severely reduced or prevented by the 
presence of stock (pers. obs.). 
1.2. 7 Life history strategy 
The 'r' and 'K' life cycle types proposed by MacArthur & Wilson (1967) are a useful, 
shorthand means to describe opposite extremes in life cycle strategies. With regard to trees, 
r-species are those with short life spans, reaching sexual maturity rapidly, and shedding 
numerous well dispersed seeds. Rapid invaders of disturbed areas or tree-fall gaps such as 
Leptospermum scoparium (manuka) or Schejjlera digitata (pate) are good examples (Ogden 
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1989). In contrast, K-species are long lived, produce large seeds and shade tolerant 
seedlings. At the extreme, K-species should be self-perpetuating in situ, with a reverse 'J' -
shaped frequency distribution for population size and/or age. As New Zealand examples, 
Ogden (1989) givesPrumnopitysferruginea (miro) or Beilschmeidia tawa (tawa). Karaka 
could be also be considered a K-species as it relatively long lived and most of its large seeds 
are not dispersed - falling directly below the parent tree where they germinate quickly. This 
advanced pool of seedlings is shade tolerant and provides the capacity to replace the adult 
tree if it dies. 
Therefore, karaka has a propensity for forming groves and is capable of persisting 
indefinitely in situ. For example, the Paturau River Mouth on the South Island's west coast 
is an old Maori settlement where archaeological site surveys have described pits and terraces. 
A photograph taken here at the tum of the century shows large numbers of tall, mature 
karaka (Dawber & Win 2001) and remnant trees still exist among limestone outcrops out of 
reach of stock. This means that karaka has occupied this site for at least 250 years. A 
different line of evidence, that of traditional tribal history, also indicates that some karaka 
have long held the ground they stand in. For example, tribal history of the Rangitane people 
states that several generations ofkaraka trees have lived and died on the banks of the 
Manawatu River, near Palmerston North, and that the trees were brought there by their 
ancestors (Anon. 1988). 
1.2.8 Naturalisation 
Naturalisation and non-human dispersal of karaka occurring since its cultivation and 
translocation by Maori is important in the context of this study, as they will act to obscure the 
degree of association between karaka and archeological sites. Karaka has naturalised in 
some regions of New Zealand. For example, it is known to have recently spread into some 
bushed areas around Wellington (Gabites 1993). Therefore, the presence ofkaraka need not 
necessarily indicate sites of Maori occupation, but nor need it indicate that it was part of the 
'natural' vegetation of a particular area. In other regions it is notable that karaka has not 
naturalised or spread very much at all ( e.g. the east coast of the South Island, where dense 
groves ofkaraka are separated by coastal forest in which it is completely absent). 
Considering the life history strategy, mode of dispersal and ecological requirements of 
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karaka, the capacity for it to spread and naturalise probably varies with region - i.e. it is 
dependent on the abundance and diet preferences ofkereru as its only dispersal agent, the 
degree of predation by introduced mammals, as well as the regional climate (drought and 
frosts) which influences reproduction, germination and survival. However, the very good 
correlation between karaka and archaeological sites in many parts of New Zealand indicates 
that naturalisation has not been extensive enough to obscure the relationship between the 
two. 
1.3 Summary 
• The five species comprising the genus Corynocarpus are morphologically and genetically 
distinct. 
• The genus is likely to have a palaeotropical center of origin with two, independent 
radiations southwards - one into Australia, the other into New Caledonia and New 
Zealand. 
• C. laevigatus is endemic to New Zealand, and it, or its precursor, has been here since at 
least the late Oligocene. 
• Karaka may have become restricted to warmer, northern regions of New Zealand during 
the Pleistocene glaciations. 
• The ecology ofkaraka is such that once established, it is capable of persisting in situ for 
long periods of time. 
• Dispersal and/or naturalisation are unlikely to have greatly obscured any observed 
association between karaka and Maori archaeological sites. 
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Figure 1.1: Fruit morphology and relationships within Corynocarpus inferred from combined 
analysis of rbcL and ITS sequences. Numbers below fruit are chromosome numbers. Figure 
reproduced from Wagstaff & Dawson 2000. 
Figure 1.2: Map showing present distributions and chromosome numbers of Corynocarpus species. 
Possible origin and radiation are illustrated with arrows. Figure reproduced from Wagstaff & 
Dawson 2000. 
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Figure 1.3: size distribution of karaka stems sampled nationwide (n = 252). Largest stem only included when trees 
were multi-stemmed 
Table 1.1: Karaka pollen in the palynological record. Data courtesy of D. Mildenhall, Institute of Geological and 
Nuclear Sciences, Wellington. Kauaeranga Valley record from Byrami et al. 2002. Taranaki record J. Wilmshurst 
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Table 1.2: Frost resistance (mean temperature causing 50% damage) in leaves of karaka. P. Bannister, unpublished 
data 
Location Mean Temperature (0 C) Standard deviation 
Kermadec Islands - 5.5 ±0.2 
Thames - 6.1 ± 0.1 
Chatham Islands - 5.9 ±0.3 
Kaikoura - 6.2 ±0.2 
Dunedin - 6.0 ±0.3 
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importance, traditions, preparation and use. 
2.1 Introduction 
2.1.1 Plant translocations in Oceania 
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The pre-historic, human translocation of economically and culturally important plants in the 
Pacific region is well documented (Cox & Banack 1991). These plants were valuable for 
many reasons. Many were sources of food, fibre, timber, textiles, dyes, poisons or 
medicines. Others were imported purely for adornment or aesthetic reasons. What is 
interesting to consider when looking at these plants is the number and variety of tree crops 
that were introduced and cultivated throughout Polynesia. A recent review listed seventy-
two intentional Polynesian plant introductions, plus another twelve possible introductions 
(Whistler 1991). This data provides a rough guide to the relative frequency of the growth 
forms and the uses of Polynesian plant introductions. Of the eighty-four species, forty-nine 
(58%) were trees, thirty-two (38%) were shrubs and two (4%) were vines. Sixty-four (76%) 
were listed as being presently or historically cultivated. The total number of introduced 
species can also be broken down into the uses for which they were valued (Table 2.1 ). From 
this it can be seen that the majority of Polynesian plant introductions were fruit and seed 
producing tree species. 
However, the New Zealand situation was quite different. If any tropical tree crops besides 
Cordyline terminalis syn. fruticosa (ti) or the shrubby Broussonetia papyrifera (aute) were 
introduced to the New Zealand mainland by the first Polynesian arrivals, the plants 
themselves did not survive to tell the tale. Instead, there was a reliance on edible roots (such 
as imported taro, ti, yam, and particularly kumara, and indigenous fem root) which was 
anomalous in the broader picture of Polynesian subsistence agriculture. Consequently, much 
attention has been paid to these introduced root crops in the literature. In contrast, the 
importance and extent of arboriculture utilising indigenous tree species in New Zealand has 
been understated, and at worst overlooked. 
In light of this, the importance of tree crops in providing fruits and nuts, and a great many 
other material benefits to Polynesian peoples throughout the Pacific, can be seen as central to 
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the understanding of Maori traditions surrounding karaka and the distribution and use of the 
tree itself within New Zealand. This in turn leads us closer to an understanding of the role of 
karaka in the food economy and culture of pre-European Maori. 
2.1.2 Traditions concerning the introduction of karaka and its translocation within New 
Zealand 
Early recorders of the Maori migration traditions, tended to view the stories as historical 
narratives. For example, Smith (1921) stated that 'it is an axiom that all tradition is based on 
fact - whilst the details may be wrong, the main stem is generally right'. These early authors 
also took great liberties with the stories they were told. Traditions were merged, names 
transferred, supernatural elements edited out, and a chronology imposed that was wholly 
artificial. The end result has been described as a 'Pakeha account of Maori history' (King 
1997). In recent decades however, the early migration traditions have come to be regarded 
more as mythical accounts than historical narratives (Orbell 1991). It has even been 
suggested that the migration traditions relate to tribal movements within New Zealand 
(Simmons 1976). This does not diminish the value of the traditions themselves, and neither 
is all historical or factual basis to the stories denied. What it does mean is that they need to 
be read and interpreted correctly. Obviously, stories such as the one that accounts for the 
presence ofkaraka trees growing at Awhitu, on the southern shore ofManukau harbour, are 
more mythological than literal. These trees are said to have grown from a paddle made out 
of karaka timber, which was thrown ashore from the Tainui canoe as it sailed past (White 
1880). 
Nevertheless, elements of historical fact are embedded in the mythology of the early 
traditions. For example, many of the stories tell of the introduction to New Zealand of 
tropical plants and animals such as kiore, kumara, aute, taro and yam - which could only 
have come from Polynesia. The persistence with which karaka is included along with these 
known 'exotic' introductions also implies some historical or factual basis to the traditions. 
However, rather than resort to a re-working of the traditions, or speculating on which canoe 
stopped at which island to pick up karaka fruit to take to New Zealand, it is probably more 
realistic to interpret the oral tradition of 'bringing the karaka to New Zealand' in a different 
way- once the usefulness of karaka as a food source became evident, it was widely 
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cultivated and deliberately translocated within New Zealand and its outlying islands (Molloy 
1990). 
Perhaps the most well known tradition telling of the arrival ofkaraka in New Zealand 
concerns the Aotea canoe. A version of this legend outlining the reasons for the voyage and 
the stops made en route was dictated to Smith (1913) by Hetaraka Tautahi. The Aotea is said 
to have stopped at an island called Rangituhia and here picked up karaka seed. In this 
version, subsequent landfall was made in New Zealand somewhere between Kawhia and 
Aotea, and the karaka seed was planted at a place named Pou-o-Turi. In an effort to 
reconcile the botanical status ofkaraka as a New Zealand endemic with traditions such as 
this, Percy Smith concluded Rangituhia was Raoul Island, in the Kermadec Group (Smith 
1913). Another version has it that Turi planted karaka on the north bank of the Patea River, 
which became established and whose progeny became a large grove which persisted until the 
Maori land wars when cattle and horses belonging to the troops completely destroyed them 
(Kararehe 1893, Anderson 2000). Another tradition concerning the planting ofkaraka at 
Patea is given by Anderson (2000). This time, it is Kupe, sailing in the Mata-horua, who is 
credited with introducing a variety of karaka called oturu. 
One tradition, this time from the east coast of the North Island, concerns the Nukutere canoe 
and its commander Tama-tea-nuku-roa, from whom the Te Whakatane tribe trace their 
descent. The Nukutere is said to have been abandoned at Wai-aua, but Roau, the son of 
Tama-tea-nuku-roa, went on to plant the taro, ti and the karaka at Waioeka (Best 1925). 
The Takitimu canoe is also credited with introducing karaka to the North Island east coast 
(Anderson 2000 pg. 182): 
'Then Takitimu came on to Nuku-taurua (Table Cape); and here Rua-wharo exclaimed: 
"Behold! There is a place which resembles my home, if it were not for the sandhills inland." 
Tupai said: "It will at any rate suffice as a standing place for us." So Rua-wharo and his 
younger brother landed there, and took with them the emblem of the atua Kahukura in the 
garment called Tawhiri-rangi, a dogskin cloak belonging to Hau-tu-te-rangi. Rua-wharo also 
took ashore karaka seeds, and his pet bird, a kokako. Many others also landed at this place.' 
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The Moriori people of the Chatham Islands (Rekohu) also have traditions that relate to the 
introduction ofkaraka at the time of the islands' settlement. The first canoe of which the 
Moriori have any tradition was Kahu's. There was doubt as to the name of this canoe; some 
called it Tane, others simply referred to it as Kahu's canoe (Ko ro waka a Kahu). Kahu is 
said to have planted fem root and kumara, although the latter would not grow. Sometime 
later, two canoes, the Rangimata and Rangihoua are said to have arrived. Little is known of 
the Rangihoua other than that it was wrecked on the north coast ofRekohu near Okahu, with 
the loss of most of those aboard. The Rangimata is said also to have made landfall on the 
north coast ofRekohu, where some of her crew landed and planted the karaka tree and the 
marautara (an unknown kind of convolvulus creeper) at a place named Wairarapa. The 
Rangimata then continued down the east coast and landed at Te Awapatiki, near the mouth of 
Te Whanga lagoon, where she was apparently wrecked. Sometime after this, one other canoe 
(the Oropuke) may have arrived but there is no record of the manner in which she arrived, or 
where she made landfall (Shand 1896). 
Besides the migration traditions, there are also numerous records describing the translocation 
ofkaraka from place to place within New Zealand, and the establishment of groves. For 
example, Kai-Tahu were said to have 'brought this tree [karaka] from the North Island to 
Kaikoura [where] it flourishes but very few trees of it are further south' (Beattie 1994) One 
tradition has it that a variety of karaka named oturu was taken from Patea aboard the 
) 
Kurahaupo canoe by Whatonga, and planted at Nuhaka, Hawkes Bay (Anderson 2000). 
More recent oral histories also tell of the translocation ofkaraka within New Zealand. 
Legend has it that a very large karaka (named 'Kahukuri') growing in Taupo is derived from 
seed taken from Wharekuri pa near Napier after a raid by Tamamutu ofNgati Te Rangiita 
about three hundred years ago (Fletcher pers. comm.). Maori accounts of the translocation 
and establishment ofkaraka groves can also be found in the minutes of the Native Land 
Court hearings (Native Land Court Minutes1 1888, pp. 264,269, 198): 
' ... Te Waiwhakaate was a pa on Kakepuku ... below pa are karaka trees planted by Te 
Maungariri .... [there is a] pa which belonged to Tuhua, fortifications can still be seen .... karaka 
trees on it were planted by Tuhua .... these were all kainga at the [Mt] Titiraupenga end of the 
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2.2 The importance of karaka to Maori and Moriori 
2.2.1 Karaka in the New Zealand context 
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It is very likely that Polynesians expected to find certain types of wild plant foods wherever 
their voyaging took them (Leach 1986). In New Zealand for example, the palm tree 
Rhopalostylis sapida was named nikau, which can be translated literally as 'no coconut' 
(King 1997); the name of the Polynesian fibre plant Pandanus or Jara was given to flax 
(Phormium tenax) as harakeke, meaning 'strong Pandanus' (Anderson 2002). Seen in this 
context, the fruits and seeds of trees such as karaka, hinau (Elaeocarpus dentatus) and tawa 
(Beilschmiedia tawa) were probably seen by Maori as replacements for trees like the Tahitian 
chestnut (Inocarpus edulis). This tree was at least casually cultivated in Tahiti, and was 
valued for its large seed which was eaten roasted or boiled. 
Given the traditional role of tree crops in Polynesia, and the successful application by Maori 
of ancestral techniques for dealing with poisonous or unpalatable substances, it would have 
been uncharacteristic for Maori not to have utilised karaka and other large seeded indigenous 
trees such as tawa and hinau (Leach 1986). However, it is difficult to pin down the exact role 
that karaka played in the subsistence economy of pre-historic Maori. Early authors vary 
considerably in their assessment of the importance ofkaraka as food in comparison to 
kumara and other indigenous food resources such as fem root. From the accounts of these 
early observers, two scenarios could be envisaged. The first is that karaka kernels formed an 
important, staple part of the Maori diet. The second is that karaka was not valued so much 
for the quantity of food it provided, but as a status or prestige food. 
2.2.2 Karaka as a staple food item 
Of the plants considered wild, or uncultivated, by early observers, karaka figures 
prominently. Colenso (1868) considered karaka, tawa, hinau, fem root and puwha to be the 
most important 'wild staples'. Best (1942) put hinau, tawa, karaka, tutu, raupo and fem root 
as highest in importance while Thomson (1859) gave fem root, karaka and hinau. In 
comparison to cultivated foods, Colenso (1880, pp. 25-26) described karaka as being: 
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" ... ofinestimable value to the Maori as a common and useful article of vegetable food, second 
only in place to their prized kumara tuber; and I should have placed it before the fem root, only 
it is not so common, being confined to the vicinity of the sea ... As an article of vegetable food 
they were greatly and universally esteemed by the Maoris; and were very wholesome.' 
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The proposition that karaka was a staple food is further supported by this statement, also 
from Colenso (in Skey 1871, pg. 318): 
'As the same karaka woods did not bear alike plentifully every year, the years of barrenness 
were to the tribe seasons of calamity and want, the karaka being one of their staple vegetable 
articles of food.' 
In coastal Waikato there is extensive evidence for the cultivation ofkumara as well as for 
widespread planting of karaka (Wilkes 1998). Here, vegetable foods are thought to have 
formed the nutritional mainstay, despite the proximity of many Maori settlements to the sea 
and to large tracts of forest and swamp inland (Wilkes 1995). In this region, karaka 
plantations are referred to in the context of mahinga kai (food gathering places) and are listed 
alongside other important resources and where they could be found (Native Land Court 
Minutes2 1888 pg. 63): 
' ... Pohe was a fishing ground for moki .... We also used to net Kawai at the mouth of the 
Marokopa. There was an eel weir at the mouth ofKiritehere Stream, another at Te Tarata, 
another at Tokotahi .... Te Aputa we caught birds called titi. Orarau was a similar place where 
fires were lit to attract birds at night .... there is a kaka catching place at Mangakohekohe and a 
para reserve at Orohetakao, a similar one at Ngaurukehu; we also had karaka plantations when 
we lived there in large numbers and also at W aipawa .... ' 
Elvy (1996 pp. 1-2) who collected traditional knowledge in the Kaikoura area in the early 
1900's had this to say concerning the importance of the karaka to the Maori: 
'And as for shellfish, the paua, or muttonfish, is abundant in many localities, and the great 
whelk, or pupu, is also found by those who know where to look. These old time foods, the 
karaka berry, the paua, and the pupu are now despised by the pakeha, but in olden days they 
were prized by the Maori and many sanguinary battles were fought to obtain these coveted food 
supplies .... ' 
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A further illustration of the value placed on karaka is shown by statements from Maori of the 
Ngati Tama iwi, who, after visiting the Chatham Islands, returned to their people telling of 
'the sunshine and warmth of those islands, and the abundance of fruit so easily gathered 
there'. One individual, Paki Whara, ofNgati Tama said (King 2000 pg. 55): 
'It is a land of food - he whenua kai! It is full of birds, both land and sea birds of all kinds, 
some living in the peaty soil; with albatross in plenty on the outlying islands. There is an 
abundance of sea and shellfish; the lakes swarm with eels; and it is a land of the karaka 
berry ... ' 
On the Chatham Islands, karaka may well have formed the nutritional mainstay among 
vegetable foods. Because the Moriori did not possess kumara (Best 1976) karaka may have 
assumed greater nutritional importance than was the case on the New Zealand mainland. For 
example, for vegetable foods, Skinner and Baucke (1928) list three plants of greatest 
importance to the Moriori- karaka, fern root and mamaku (Cyathea medullaris). Karaka 
was listed as 'the most relied upon source of food to be preserved for winter use', and 'of 
incalculable value to the nation for its fruits' (Skinner & Baucke 1928). Fern root, although 
considered important by these authors, was placed second behind karaka because high 
quality specimens were restricted to certain soils and locations. Mamaku was probably a 
luxury food and was unlikely to have formed a nutritional mainstay as it is slow growing, not 
widespread, and its harvest killed the tree. As a food, its use was reserved for great occasions 
and visitors (Skinner & Baucke 1928). By about 1835, more than forty years after European 
contact, Moriori are thought to have still relied heavily on traditional foods such as karaka, 
fern root, eels, fish and shellfish (King 2000). 
Wakefield (1908) wrote that on setting out on a canoe voyage from Wellington to Wanganui 
in 1839, the travelers' food consisted of cold cooked potatoes, fish and large baskets of 
karaka kernels. He also noted that karaka kernels were used extensively by Maori when 
traveling as they required no further cooking before being eaten (Wakefield 1908). 
Nutritionally, there is every reason to suspect that karaka fruits were a valuable addition to 
the diet. The berries contain the sugars sucrose and glucose, the fatty acids stearic and oleic, 
and six of the eight essential amino acids (leucine, methionine, phenylalanine, threonine, 
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tryptophan and valine). The treated kernels have a food value resembling oatmeal, 
containing 11.9% water, 10.9% protein and 58% carbohydrate (McMurdy in Bell 1974). If 
there is a question mark regarding the role of karaka as a staple food it is whether or not it 
provided a great enough yield to be considered as such, and whether the harvest and lengthy 
preparation process rendered it energetically viable. There is no data on fruit yields 
obtainable from karaka trees, but they appear to fruit reliably and heavily in most years. In 
addition, some of the groves were once very large. In the Wellington area, a single grove of 
karaka covered six hectares as late as 1890 (Beckett 1963) and another extended for 0.8 km 
up the lower Wainui-o-rnata valley (McFadgen 1963). 
Lack of data on yields and yield-for-effort of karaka make comparison with other Maori 
_ cultigens difficult. The sweet potato was certainly a staple food when climatic conditions 
permitted its cultivation, and even in areas marginal for its growth, yields could have been as 
high as 11.8 tonnes per hectare - a respectable figure compared to yields of 15.75 tonnes per 
hectare using modem cultivars and methods (Harris et al. 2000). Karaka would probably not 
compare to this in terms of quantity. However, the cultivation of kurnara may have been 
more time consuming and labour intensive. Land would have to be cleared, soil prepared 
and sometimes improved, the crop planted, weeded and harvested before being stored in 
specially constructed houses. In comparison, once planted and established, groves of karaka 
probably required little or no attention and would have been largely self-maintaining. In 
addition, the fruits of karaka fall to the ground when ripe. If they were harvested so then the 
only real labour involved would have been gathering, cooking and soaking of the kernels, 
sometimes followed by drying. 
2.2.3 Karaka as a status or prestige food item 
The concept of status or prestige foods is known to have existed in Oceanic cultures. 
Pueraria tubers had prestige value in New Caledonia where the plant is described as being 
'not a famine food but a delicacy, a food for chiefs' and in Fiji, the use of the stern starch of 
Cycas was also restricted to the chiefs (Barrau 1965). In the Chatham Islands, Skinner & 
Baucke (1928) list rnarnaku as a luxury food which was served only to visitors and on 
important occasions. 
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In New Zealand, many of the most valued 'wild' foods listed by early authors, such as hinau, 
tawa, karaka, tutu, ti, mamaku and raupo, are those which required considerable processing 
before they could be eaten. Leach (1986) considered that what made these plants desirable, 
despite the extra effort involved in their preparation, was the relative ease with which they 
could be found, the quantities in which they were available and the quality and taste of the 
finished product. However, it is also possible that the value placed on karaka, and others, 
stemmed from the very fact that they were 'value added' foods. To serve these foods at 
feasts and important occasions may therefore have conferred some status on the host. Given 
that karaka grows well only in coastal and lowland areas, they could also have been useful 
items to trade with inland tribes lacking karaka groves of their own. For example, Colenso 
(in Skey 1871) wrote that karaka was 'a food for winter use, for feasts, for distinguished 
visitors, and for gifts to friendly chiefs and tribes residing inland'. 
2.3 Karaka as a cultivated food 
2.3.1 Background 
Despite many early authors listing karaka with other plants of 'wild' provenance, it was in 
fact cultivated both within and beyond its natural range. For example, Colenso (1880), in 
describing the plant foods of the early Maori, lists karaka as a wild food source but believed 
it was often cultivated, as his informants told him that it was planted in their gardens and pas. 
This is borne out by the distribution of karaka, and its close association nationwide with pre-
historic pa sites, kumara storage pits, garden areas and co-occurrence with other known or 
suspected Maori cultigens (see Chapter Three). Given the Polynesian precedents for the use 
and cultivation of tree crops discussed above, and the fact that there is widespread evidence 
for archaic agriculture in New Zealand (Leach 1984), it is likely that karaka was used and 
cultivated from the earliest days of Polynesian settlement in New Zealand. 
2.3.2 Manipulation and selection 
It is uncertain to what extent karaka would have been actively managed as a tree crop. Once 
planted and established, it would certainly have been largely self-perpetuating, given the 
amazing fecundity of the trees and the number of seedlings to be found under mature 
specimens. Nevertheless, there are some indications that the trees were manipulated in order 
to produce a desired result. For example, Colenso (1880) wrote of being informed by' ... an 
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old priest (tohunga), the secret tabooed way to make a young karaka tree, on its being so 
transplanted, become fruitful'. 
It is likely that Maori selected specimens with large seeds for cultivation as karaka growing 
on or near pa sites commonly have larger fruit than those growing in natural stands (Platt 
2003). There is one old tree growing on Okoki Pa, Taranaki, with seeds double the size of 
'normal' karaka, and several trees around it in various stages ofreverting to smaller seed size 
(Simpson 1994). On the Chatham Islands, indications are that karaka also bears fruit that are 
larger than on mainland New Zealand (Table 2.2). Selection may also have been in the 
direction of smaller stature and fruit. For example, the variety of karaka, named oturu, said 
to have been planted at Patea by Kupe, was similar to ordinary karaka but of low growth and 
with smaller leaves and berries (Anderson 2000). 
There also appears to be considerable regional variation in the nutritional quality of karaka 
berries, although the only data is for the fleshy mesocarp (Table 2.3). Fruits from the 
Chatham Islands and Orongorongo Valley, Wellington, were higher in lipids, protein, ash, 
carbohydrate and fibre and appear to have a lower flesh component than fruits from 
Auckland. 
If differences in nutritional quality and fruit morphology are due to human selection, they 
would presumably have been arrived at, and maintained by, the planting of seeds from trees 
with the required traits. If the short prehistory model of Maori settlement in New Zealand is 
accepted (Anderson 1991), this would give a maximum of 800 years for these changes to 
occur. Changes in fruit morphology due to human-plant interactions over a similar time 
frame have been documented previously in Oceania for species such as Canarium, Spondias 
and Dracontomelon (Lepofsky et al. 1998). Noteworthy also, is that one of the relatives of 
karaka, Corynocarpus cribbianus, was historically cultivated on Santa Cruz, in the Solomon 
Islands (Yen 1974). This species showed fruit size variability, with trees close to former 
village sites inland shedding extra-large ovoid fruit, which apparently were a domesticated 
type. The tree is no longer cultivated, and only occasionally gathered by hunters, but in past 
times the fruit was used as a food after cooking (note: I believe Yen (1974) is referring to 
Corynocarpus similis, as C. cribbianus is not found in the Solomon Islands). Corynocarpus 
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similis fruits are also reported to have been eaten in Vanuatu, where the tree is said to be 
most common around garden and village areas and along forest trails (Wheatley 1992). 
There is certainly scope for more research into the use of Corynocarpus in the wider Pacific, 
and a comparison of fruit morphology, quality and nutrition between cultivated and natural 
karaka in New Zealand. 
It is also interesting to speculate on whether the early Maori were able to optimise the 
productivity of their karaka groves. Karaka is thought to be gynodioecious (Garnock-Jones 
pers. comm.). Female trees produce small flowers with no pollen and set good quantities of 
fruit while male trees have larger flowers, which produce pollen and appear to have a 
functional gynoecium, but only a few flowers set fruit. Therefore, optimum fruit production 
could have been achieved by the manipulation of the sex ratio. However, it is unclear 
whether the early Maori had knowledge of different sexes in relation to plants (see for 
example Beattie 1994, pp. 193-194), but it is possible that they knew what to do, without 
knowing why. 
2.4 Maori use of karaka 
2.4.1 Harvest and Preparation 
Being so large and conspicuous the karaka berry would have been among the most obvious 
indigenous fruit to sample as food. One could imagine the pulp was eaten first with no ill-
effects but without the proper preparation the poisonous qualities of the kernel ( described in 
section 2.4.4) would have soon become apparent. This probably presented no long term 
impediment to the consumption ofkaraka kernels. Techniques such as prolonged cooking, 
soaking, straining, sieving and pounding are well documented throughout Polynesia and were 
applied to certain foods to detoxify or otherwise render them palatable. Most of these 
methods were also applied by the Maori in the New Zealand context (Leach 1986, Leach 
1987, Anderson 2002). 
While details vary, most published sources agree on a fairly rigorous regime of steaming 
and/or soaking ofkaraka kernels before they could be safely eaten, although details vary 
considerably. Fruit was either collected from the ground after it had ripened, or trees were 
climbed and the fruit picked or knocked off (Buck 1966). For preservation, the kernels were 
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either dried, or allowed to soak in water until they fermented. Colenso (in Skey 1871, pp. 
317-318) gives an excellent description of the Maori method of harvesting and processing of 
karaka fruit, probably from the North Island, and many subsequent authors refer to his 
account: 
'In the autumn a large party would go to the karaka woods on the sea-coast, which were most 
rigidly preserved (tabooed), to gather the fruit. This was generally done by beating them down 
with a long pole (hence the term, 'ka haere kite ta karaka'; the verb ta, to hit or strike sharp, 
short, sudden blows with a stick; the same verb is used in speaking of the operation of 
tattooing), after which they gathered them up into baskets. In or near the adjoining beach large 
pits were dug for earth-ovens, into which when ready the karakas were poured, and the· earth 
banked up in the usual way. These ovens were left several hours before they were opened, 
generally till the next day, or even longer, when the karakas were taken out, put into baskets, 
laced up, and placed under water, often at the mouth of some neighbouring stream or quasi-
lagoon, where also they remained some time (I believe a day or two at least), for the double 
purpose of destroying all remains of the poisonous quality, and for the loosening and getting rid 
of the skin and flesh of the fruit; when they were washed clean by knocking them about pretty 
roughly to rid them of the outer skin, &., taken out, spread in the sun on mats and stages, and 
carefully dried, and, when quite dry, again put up in new baskets for winter use, for feasts, for 
distinguished visitors, and for gifts to friendly chiefs and tribes residing inland'. 
Presumably, on the Chatham Islands the Moriori had a similar method of harvesting and 
preparing the fruits for consumption. This account comes from Skinner & Baucke (1928, pg. 
19-20): 
'The climber placed a ricker sapling upright against the tree, and at a height convenient to work, 
lashed it firmly with a supplejack withe to the bole; foot supported on this tie, he lashed another 
higher up, and so on to the top. Arrived there, he beat off the fruit, intoning the while an 
incantation of hope that no sexual intercourse had taken place since last harvest with the trees 
accursed of barrenness. Beneath, the women gathered the nuts into baskets, thence to water 
where the nuts are stirred, those that float scooped off, then emptied into a hot-stone lined pit 
(well known native oven), taken to water, the pulp stamped off, sewn into green flax baskets 
(the green flax is supposed to have some special virtue); then steeped in stagnant water for two 
moons to soak out the alkaloid poison; air and smoke dried and stored for winter use'. 
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A more innovative, or opportunistic, method of cooking karaka fruits was observed in the 
Bay of Plenty area by Kirk (1889, pg. 172): 
' ... on one occasion, when traveling with Natives in the Tarawera district, they collected a large 
quantity of the ripe fruits, but refused to eat the pulpy layer: on camping for the night the 
baskets containing the fruits were placed in a boiling spring, and remained there till noon the 
next day, when the kernels were carefully rinsed and eaten with the greatest relish'. 
In Canterbury, an area where karaka was historically quite uncommon, some ofBeattie's 
(1994, pg. 302) informants had knowledge regarding the preparation of karaka while others 
were largely ignorant of its use: 
' ... a Rapaki Maori said that karaka berries were gathered together and cooked (tao) in umu and 
then dried in the sun. Then they were stored away in baskets and (ifleft) would keep from two 
to five years but as a rule were soon eaten. They were like nuts and were up to two inches 
long .... Two Tuahiwi Maoris said the karaka was not much in evidence in Canterbury but grew 
at Kaikoura. It was cooked in umu but they did not know the details .. .it was also said that if 
eaten raw the berries were poisonous but they had no details of this .... Karaka berries could be 
eaten, said the principal informant, after they had been prepared by steaming for twenty-four 
hours in a Maori oven and then dried. This converts them into 'Maori nuts'. Another way was 
to put them in water to cure like rotten com, leaving them steeping for months'. 
The underwater fermentation and storage ofkaraka kernels has been documented by other 
authors. For example, Wakefield (1908, pp. 100-101) wrote: 
' .... the kernel forms an important article of native food. It is enclosed in a tough stringy husk. 
The natives gather the berries when ripe; and after separating the pulp of the fruit from the 
kernel by steaming them in large umu, or ovens, they collect the kernels in baskets and soak 
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After European contact, maize (Zea mays) and potatoes were treated in a similar manner 
(Yen 1959). 
Elvy (1996) described seeing in Kaikoura heaps of kernels soaking in creek beds and was 
told that it was 'advisable to leave them thus for three or four weeks for the poison to soak 
out, and also that salt water was very good to steep them in'. Thomson (1859) described how 
the kernel was 'cooked in the oven for ten days, and then steeped for several weeks in a 
running stream before it is fit for use'. Reports from modem-day experimenters also vary 
with respect to the all-important cooking and steeping time. Crowe (1981) ate seeds he had 
boiled for four hours, with four changes of water. Dick Hovell (D. Hovell pers. comm. in 
Crowe 1981) ate kernels after boiling them for one hour and leaving them in running water 
for ten days. Lastly, Skinner (1981) gives directions to remove the flesh, then to boil the 
seeds for three-four hours then cover with water and steep for a week. 
2.4.2 Ownership of karaka resources 
The regulation ofresource access in pre-European times is poorly understood, but probably 
operated at different hierarchical levels and spatial scales. Anderson (1998) suggested that in 
the South Island at least, this may have resolved into specific resource patches, or mahinga 
kai, being controlled for the use and inheritance of individuals and families. From the 
information available this is likely to have been the case for karaka as there is some evidence 
that individuals or hapu (sub-tribes or family groups) owned particular karaka groves, for 
example (Native Land Court Minutes3 1888, pg. 77): 
'Taha had no permanent place of abode, he had three places of residence which he used to 
occupy; Pehitawa inland, Te Taharoa and Marokopa on the coast. I never heard that he had any 
land in his own rights except at Taharoa he had a karaka grove'. 
On the New Zealand mainland, Colenso (1880) described the harvest of the karaka berries as 
a communal task with men, women and children all participating but he does not discuss 
ownership or how the berries were subsequently divided up. Buck (1966) also wrote that the 
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gathering and cooking of the berries in one common earth oven was a community effort, but 
that each family had their own water enclosure where the treated kernels were stored. In 
Kaikoura, Elvy (1996) was under the impression that certain families had the sole rights to 
take the fruit from a certain restricted area. He stated that 'many of the clumps have 
historical interest and in bygone days were the property of individual Maori families on 
whose rights it was unsafe to encroach'. He also noted that the karaka berries associated 
with burials were tapu to all but the descendents of the deceased (Elvy 1996). 
On Rekohu, it is thought that the population was divided into about six tribal districts with 
each tribe having exclusive rights to all birds, fish and food within those boundaries (Shand 
1896). Within these tribal divisions family groups were probably responsible for finding 
their own food, although in some activities the whole tribe participated. For example, the 
harvesting of kopi berries was apparently a communal activity but once harvested they were 
rigidly shared out to scale; this in contrast to fishing where the proceeds of the catch went to 
the one who caught it (Skinner & Baucke 1928). 
2.4.3 Karaka kernel cuisine 
Accounts vary regarding the taste of the karaka seeds, and their preparation for consumption. 
Some sources describe the seeds being cooked or steamed again before eating. For example, 
Colenso (1880) wrote that ' ... when used, the kernels, still in their thin yet tough inner skin or 
husk, were steamed in an earth oven, which softened them for eating'. According to Skinner 
and Baucke (1928, pg. 360) the Moriori soaked the cooked kernels in water, and may also 
have eaten them with a flesh relish: 
' ... the portion needed for consumption was re-soaked to swell the kernel, husked, and e tchor i 
tche wa' (presented to the mouth). The nuts so treated were nourishing, tasty and wholesome if 
eaten with a flesh relish; if eaten to repletion without the flesh relish the gourmet will suffer 
"heartburn and hiccoughs'". 
In other instances no mention is made of re-steaming or soaking the seeds before 
consumption. For example, a Rapaki Maori merely stated that before eating the karaka seeds 
'you took off the kiri (skin or husk) and ate the kernel' (Beattie 1994). Carol Greensmith 
(pers. comm.) informed me that her father-in-law carried a jar of 'peanuts' around in his 
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pocket which presumably were not re-steamed or soaked before being eaten. He described 
them as the 'lollies of his childhood'. 
Opinion was also divided on the palatability of the prepared karaka seeds. A Rapaki Maori, 
was of the opinion that they 'tasted well', while two Tuahiwi Maoris said they did not care 
for the taste (Beattie 1994). Several European writers were not so circumspect. Nicholas 
(1817) described them as 'extremely ill-flavoured to a European' while Wade (1842) thought 
they were 'nauseous'. Wakefield (1908, pg. 101 ), in describing karaka kernels that had 
undergone underwater fermentation, wrote: 
' ... their odour is so offensive that I could never prevail on myself to eat them; but I have known 
many Englishmen who had acquired a taste for them, and described them as very good food'. 
While the seed was certainly the most valued part of the fruit, there are some accounts of the 
flesh also being eaten. For example, Colenso (1880) wrote that the Maori ate both the flesh 
and the kernel. Crowe ( 1981) states that the raw flesh of the fruit was eaten, but was 
regarded as being oflittle importance. Kirk (1889) stated that the pulpy layer of the fruit was 
eaten, especially in seasons of scarcity. Writing on Moriori food sources on the Chatham 
Islands, Skinner and Baucke (1928) wrote that the pulp was considered 'sweet and 
wholesome when eaten raw, or as dried into a flour and patted into cakes with bird fat or 
whale oil'. It is unclear whether this means the cake was baked and this reference to the 
making of the pulp into cakes is the only one found. However, Colenso (1880) describes a 
similar process to bake a cake using the flesh of Elaeocarpus dentatus (hinau), which was 
considered to be a 'first rate dish'. 
The taste of the flesh of the karaka fruit is quite distinctive and evidently not to everyone's 
liking. For example, Taylor (1848) described the flesh as being 'similar in flavour to an 
apricot, but by far too strong to be agreeable'. Others have been more charitable. Skey 
(1871) described the pulp as 'wholesome and pleasant, though not powerfully flavoured', 
while Crowe (1981) described the taste of the flesh as being close to that of a fresh date. I 
have found the flesh to be sweet and quite palatable (pers. obs.) 
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Given the very unpleasant and often fatal effects of eating raw karaka kernels, it is lucky that 
instances of poisoning were probably relatively infrequent. Colenso (in Skey 1871, pg. 318) 
wrote: 
'The symptoms attending cases of poisoning through eating the raw kernel were violent spasms 
and convulsions of the whole body, in which paroxysms the arms and legs were stretched 
violently and rigidly out, accompanied by great flushings of heat, protrusion of the eyes and 
tongue, and gnashing of the jaws, but unattended by vomiting. Unless speedily attended to, the 
poisoning of the karaka quickly proved fatal; and, even in those few cases in which I have 
known Natives to recover, very likely it was owing to the small quantity of the poison received 
into the system than to the means used as internal remedies. Fortunately, the cases ofkaraka 
poisoning were but few, owing, no doubt, to the hard texture and disagreeable taste of the 
karaka kernel in its raw state - very much fewer than those arising from the eating of the sweet 
fruits of the tutu (Coriaria spp.), which latter, however, were more easily managed by the 
Natives'. 
However, the eating of the poisonous, raw karaka kernels produced results that, if not fatal, 
could be debilitating. Colenso (in Skey 1871, pp. 318-319) stated that: 
'The writer well recollects having seen at Whangarei (Bream Bay) in the years 1836-39, a fine 
healthy youth of about twelve years of age who had been recovered from poisoning by karaka 
kernels. He, however, had not been properly attended to as to the tying of his limbs in their 
right position while under the influence of the poison, and he was therefore now a curious 
spectacle, reminding one of the instrument called a caltrops more than anything else. One leg 
was curved up behind to his loins, and the other bent up in front with the foot outwards; one 
arm inclined behind his shoulder, and the other slightly bent and extended forwards; and all, as 
to muscles, inflexibly rigid. He could do nothing, not even tum himself as he lay, nor drive off 
the sandflies (which were there in legions) from feasting on his naked body, nor scratch himself 
when itching, nor put any food into his mouth'. 
Likewise, in Beattie (1994) one informant said that 'if eaten hot from the umu (oven) the 
eater would get kopeke (cramp) in the waewae (legs) and peke (arms) and this could not be 
stopped - it had to run its course and sometimes its after effects were visible for a lifetime in 
attacks of cramp'. 
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Various treatments and remedies are described for cases of poisoning. Crowe (1981) wrote 
that the victims were gagged, wrapped up in mats and buried up to the chin while water was 
forced down their throats. When the sufferers were dug out, they would be given a steam 
bath and fed a gruel ofkumara and water. Colenso (in Skey 1871, pg. 318) gave a similar 
description of the remedy for poisoning: 
' ... as the sufferers were invariably little children they were more easily dealt with, and, to 
prevent the limbs becoming distorted or stretched and rigid, a pit was quickly dug, into which 
the child was placed in a standing posture, with its arms and legs bound in their natural position, 
and the mouth gagged with a bit of wood to prevent the sufferer biting its own tongue; and 
there the child was left, buried up to its chin, until the crisis had passed by: sometimes it was 
also plunged repeatedly into the sea before being pitted.' 
In Kaikoura, Elvy (1996, pg. 57) was given a similar remedy for poisoning by a woman who 
was out collecting karaka berries: 
'The treatment in such cases was to spread-eagle the patient and to tread on his limbs until the 
poison lost its hold. In some cases his limbs were straightened out and he was buried in the 
sand until he either died or recovered.' 
One of Beattie's (1994) Canterbury informants knew of the poisonous qualities of the raw 
kernel but knew of nothing to counteract it. Another, from Nelson, was also aware of the 
effects of the poison but did describe a cure (Beattie 1994, pg. 486): 
' ... to eat the karaka berries, when these had not undergone the necessary preparation as food, 
brought on a paralysis (rori). The cure was to drink the water of the puha (Sonchus spp.) to 
induce vomiting (ruaki). They also sat the patient in cold water until the blood almost stopped 
circulating through numbness. "This was to kill the heated part of the body where the poison 
was working". In tutu (Coriaria spp.) poisoning the same remedies were tried'. 
Lastly, kohekohe (Dysoxylum spectabile) may also have been used to cure the convulsions 
caused by karaka poisoning, although no further details were given (Pickmere in Brooker et 
al. 1987). 
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No revie~ ofkaraka in Maori and Moriori culture would be complete without describing the 
carvings, or dendroglyphs, found on many trees on the Chatham Islands and in one location 
in the Wellington area. These carvings have perplexed anthropologists for years and their 
true significance will probably never be known. On the Chatham Islands, most depict 
stylized human figures but there are also representations of flounder, seals and albatross 
(Jefferson 1955). Carvings on trees in the Wellington area appear to represent whales and 
dolphins; most likely orca (Orcinus area), pilot whales (Glopicephala melaena), and Risso's 
dolphin (Grampus griseus) (Treeby & Harris 1995). The meaning of these carvings can 
only be guessed at. The human images may have been associated with the practice of each 
person having his or her own tree, or they may represent persons after their death (King 
2000). Skinner & Baucke (1928) reported that the carved trees were believed to be possessed 
by an evil spirit 'in that the kernels this season might be full and sound, and the season 
following bear only pe-e pe-e ( empty shells)'. These authors also wrote that the after-birth of 
important children were buried at the foot of karaka trees and a figure then carved on it. Fish 
and bird motifs could have been a deification intended to protect important food resources, or 
to promote successful fishing and hunting expeditions (Treeby & Harris 1995, King 2000). 
In addition to dendroglyphs, two trees in the Golden Bay area, and one in coastal Waikato, 
were observed to have had a bark strip removed vertically up the trunk (pers. obs., Wilkes 
1994). One of these Golden Bay trees may also have had dendroglyphs carved on its trunk, 
but the subject matter was unclear (pers. obs.). 
Individual trees with special significance sometimes had their own names. For example, at 
one time (1886) there were three named karaka trees growing at Jerusalem Bay, Taupo. 
Another exceedingly large karaka growing at Hallet Bay was named 'Kahukuri' (P. Fletcher 
pers. comm.). In the Kaikoura area, groves ofkaraka are sometimes associated with burial 
sites and are named after the person buried there (Elvy 1996). The word 'karaka' also found 
its way into many Maori place names, often referring to trees once found in those locations; 
for example Karakariki (karaka = tree, riki = small), a Maori village on the Waipa River, 
south ofNgaruawahia (Anderson 2000). The word also found its way into metaphorical or 
descriptive usage: a non-transparent, uniformly coloured type of greenstone, without spots or 
flaws being called karaka (Chapman 1891, Elvy 1996). Anderson (2000) also describes a 
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greenstone mere (a club-like weapon) called Rau-karaka, on account either of the colour of 
the stone or the shape of the weapon resembling a karaka leaf. Another non-food use of 
karaka was possibly to wear as a chaplet ofleaves around the neck when visiting the graves 
of the ancestors on important occasions (Laing & Blackwell 1927). Lastly, there are 
numerous references to karaka in coastal Waikato where they may have served as tohu, or 
landmarks for defining the boundaries ofland ownership (0. Wilkes,pers. comm.). 
2.5 Summary 
• Many of the plants that were translocated and cultivated in Oceania were tree species 
valued for their fruits and seeds. 
• Only two tropical tree crops introduced to New Zealand by the Maori survived. In their 
absence, fruits from trees such as karaka, hinau and tawa were greatly valued and were 
probably seen as replacements for traditional foods such as the Tahitian chestnut 
(lnocarpus edulis). 
• Techniques to detoxify or render palatable certain foods are well documented throughout 
the Pacific, and were able to be applied by Maori in the New Zealand context. With 
regard to karaka, the technique was a rigorous regime of steaming and soaking to rid the 
kernel of its toxic elements. 
• Oral traditions telling of the introduction ofkaraka to New Zealand cannot be taken 
literally. Instead, they probably describe the translocation of karaka beyond its natural 
range within New Zealand. 
• Despite many early authors listing karaka with other plants of 'wild' provenance, there is 
evidence that it was cultivated both within and beyond its natural range. 
• The importance and extent of prehistoric arboriculture utilising indigenous New Zealand 
tree species has been overlooked. 
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Table 2.1: frequency of types of use for eighty-four intentional Polynesian plant introductions (including twelve 
possible introductions). Number of species used sums to more than eighty-four because some plants have 
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Table 2.2: length and width (mm), standard deviation and sample size of intact, ripe karaka fruits. Auckland 
data from Dijkgraaf 2002 
Location Length (mm) Standard Width (mm) Standard Sample 
deviation deviation size 
Chathams (Korako) 35.26 ±4.10 20.85 ±2.84 n= 53 
Chathams (Te Awatea) 31.64 ± 3.48 19.79 ±2.60 n= 53 
Chathams (Ocean Mail) 32.44 ±4.92 20.69 ±2.53 n= 97 
Chathams (Combined) 32.97 ±4.57 20.50 ±2.65 n=203 
Auckland (Wenderholm) 27.46 ± 3.31 17.23 ± 1.64 n=36 
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Table 2.3: Nutritional characteristics of karaka mesocarp from three different regions. Missing values are due 
to different methods used by original authors. Data standardised and reproduced courtesy of 
A. Dijkgraaf. Source data derived from Williams 1982, Powlesland et al. 1995, Powlesland et al. 1997 and 
Dijkgraaf 2002 
Auckland Chatham Islands Orongorongo 
Moisture% 86.1 87 
Lipids% 0.07 1.36 4 
Protein% 1.16 7.75 8.1 
Ash% 1.78 13.23 8.9 
Total Carbohydrate 10.89 38.01 
Dietary fibre 14.3 
Insoluble% 3.6 9.62 




Maltose > 0.3 
Lactose > 0.3 
Sucrose > 0.3 
Calcium mg/kg 725 6.8 
Cadmium mg/kg 0.02 
Lead mg/kg 0.26 
Zinc mg/kg 2.22 37.9 
Energy kJ/1 OOg 208 165 
% fruit flesh 56 52 
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Chapter 3: Distribution of karaka and relationship with archaeological 
sites in New Zealand 
3.1 Introduction 
3.1.1 Previous records of karaka distribution 
In most cases there is a good correspondence between earlier and later writers on the 
distribution and abundance ofkaraka in New Zealand. Kirk (1889, pg. 173) described karaka 
as being: 
' ... found on the Kermadec Islands and at the North Cape, whence it extends southwards to 
Cook Strait ... and is found on nearly all the outlying islands both on the east and west coasts 
of the North Island, as well as in many inland localities. It is very rare in the South Island, 
being restricted to a few localities in the Nelson, Marlborough and Canterbury districts. In 
Nelson solitary trees are found near Collingwood and West Wanganui, but it occurs in some 
quantity on D 'Urville Island. It is found sparingly in the lower parts of Queen Charlotte 
Sound and the Pelorus, in Marlborough; but in Canterbury it is confined to two or three 
localities on Banks Peninsula.' 
Cheeseman (1906) described karaka as abundant in coastal and lowland areas in the North 
Island and the Kermadec and Chatham Islands while in the South Island (Marlborough, 
Nelson to Banks Peninsula and Westland) he describes it as very rare and local. Similarly on 
the west coast of the South Island, Townson (1907) reported only isolated patches from Cape 
Foulwind to Karamea and a few solitary trees on the banks of the Buller River. Cockayne 
(1928) described karaka as extending' ... from the North Auckland district to the north of the 
South Island and thence along the east coast to about lat. 43° [Banks Peninsula].' He 
reported it to be 'abundant at various places in the Egmont-Wanganui, Ruahine-Cook and 
North-eastern districts [Northland] but, in proceeding south, the number of species greatly 
j 
decreases' (Cockayne 1928). Later books on the New Zealand flora generally agree with the 
above (Richards 1949; Allan 1961; Poole and Adams 1986). However, Kirk (1899) gave the 
southern limit of karaka as far south as Ross or Jackson Bay in south Westland, while 
Roberts (1910), discussing Maori place names, wrote that' ... there were five islands in Lake 
Wanaka, the northernmost was Te Kura-mara-Karaka (the red garden of the karaka).' This 
name also translates as 'valued karaka cultivation' (J. Williams pers. comm.). 
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3.1.2 Observations on the relationship between karaka and Maori habitation sites 
From the late 1800's on, some degree of association between karaka and Maori habitation 
sites has been commonly noted in the scientific and general literature. However, this 
association is largely anecdotal. Colenso (1880) believed karaka to be cultivated in 
plantations and near Maori settlements, and that this accounted for its often being found 
'isolated, or in small clumps of trees, in many spots inland, away from its own natural habitat 
near the sea.' Townson (1907) noted that the groves he found on the coast north of Westport 
were in places with a history of Maori occupation. Laing and Blackwell (1927) described 
karaka as common in many places near the coast in the North Island where 'it has obviously 
been planted by the Maoris.' Cockayne (1927) described coastal forest associations 
dominated by karaka as being fairly common in the North Island and along the east coast of 
the South Island as far south as Cheviot (Gore Bay). He went on to say that ' ... whether this 
association is always an indigenous association, or whether it has originated, so far as karaka 
goes, from trees planted near Maori settlements as its nucleus, is not known, but probably a 
good deal is the original work of nature' (Cockayne 1927). However, a year later he 
observed that' ... as Maori were accustomed to planting this tree near their villages, doubt 
must frequently arise as to its occurrence in certain locations not being due to this cause' 
(Cockayne 1928). Numerous later authors have also commented on the relationship between 
karaka and Maori settlements (Molloy 1990, Sawyer et al. 2003) but only two studies have 
looked at this in a semi-quantitative or rigorous way. Mitcalfe (1969) mapped the occurrence 
of karaka in the coastal Wairarapa, and correlated this with the presence of pre-historic 
archaeological sites. It was found that karaka were concentrated in and about most former 
Maori settlements, as designated by pa, gardens and pits. He concluded that karaka 
distribution in this coastal region strongly reflected the pattern of Maori occupation sites. 
Simpson (1994) surveyed a number ofpa in the Taranaki-Wanganui district in relation to 
vegetation with ethnobotanical significance and noted the frequent presence of cabbage trees 
(Cordyline australis), flax (Phormium tenax) and karaka. 
The general lack of quantitative information, both on the distribution ofkaraka and the 
degree of correlation between it and Maori occupation sites, provided the rationale to attempt 
to look at this in a more consistent, rigorous way. Therefore, two approaches were taken. 
The first was to gather as much information as possible on the extant and historic distribution 
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ofkaraka in New Zealand. The second was to utilise the New Zealand Archaeological 
Association (NZAA) site record scheme to investigate the spatial correlation between karaka 
and archaeological sites. 
It was hoped that the patterns that emerged could elucidate the natural distribution ofkaraka 
before Maori cultivation and translocation. It would also provide a framework with which to 
generate hypotheses for the population genetic analysis of genetic diversity within and 
among populations of karaka in New Zealand. 
3.2 Methods 
3.2.1 Karaka distribution 
Data collection 
Records ofkaraka distribution throughout New Zealand and its near-shore islands were 
collected from a variety of sources including: 
• Protected Natural Area Programme reports 
• Biological Survey of Reserves Series 
• Regional Conservation Management Strategies compiled by the Department of 
Conservation 
• New Zealand Archaeological Association (NZAA) site record central file 
• scientific publications 
• historical sources (e.g. Maori Land Court hearings) 
• herbarium records 
• personal observations and communications 
A total of 951 records were obtained. This was reduced to 805 records after removal of sites 
which were doubtful, or for which an accurate grid reference could not be obtained. The 
Kermadec and Chatham Islands are not included in this data set but the distribution of karaka 
and archaeological sites on these islands will be discussed. 
The spatial location ofkaraka were expressed as grid references (eastings and northings), 
altitude (m) and distance from the coast or harbour (km) derived from NZMS 1 :50 000 
topographic maps. The data set also includes a site identification number, NZMS map 
I 
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number, a reference to the source of information, locality description, region and a 
description of common canopy associates (including, where known, those that had possible 
ethnobotanical significance). Status (cultural/unknown) and NZAA site record number and 
type were also included (see section 3.2.2 for explanation). 
Analysis 
For the purposes of analysis, New Zealand was divided into eleven regions (see Figure 3.1 
for map of New Zealand): 
1. Northland: the Northland region extends from Cape Reinga to the northern side of 
Kaipara Harbour in the south, and includes the Three Kings, Cavalli, Poor Knights 
and Hen and Chickens Islands. 
2. Auckland: the Auckland area includes the southern side ofKaipara Harbour, 
Warkworth, the Auckland isthmus, the Waitakere Ranges, islands of the inner 
Hauraki Gulf and extends south to include the Hunua Ranges. 
3. Waikato/Coromandel (Waikato/Coro): this region incorporates all of Coromandel 
Peninsula and associated islands to as far as Waihi in the east, as well as Little Barrier 
and Great Barrier Island. On the west coast, this region includes inland and coastal 
areas from Raglan in the north, to the Mokau River in the south. 
4. Taranaki: includes the greater Taranaki and Wanganui regions from the Mokau River 
south to the Wanganui River. 
5. East Cape/Bay of Plenty (East Cape/BOP): includes the entire Bay of Plenty, starting 
from W aihi and extending around the East Cape to Mahia in the south. This region 
includes islands off the coast of the Bay of Plenty such as Karewa and the Mercury 
Group, and also includes the Rotorua lakes area. 
6. Hawke Bay/Wairarapa (HBay/Wairarapa): begins at Mahia in the north and extends 
down the east coast of the North Island to Turakirae Head on the Wellington south 
coast. 
7. Wellington/Kapiti: includes the greater Wellington area from Turakirae Head to 
Cape Terawhiti and north up the Kapiti Coast to Palmerston North and Hunterville. 
8. Taupo: includes the land surrounding Lake Taupo and Pureora forest. 
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9. Nelson: comprises the Marlborough Sounds, Nelson, Takaka, Motueka and 
Collingwood. 
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10. West Coast South Island (WCSI): begins at Cape Farewell in the north and extends 
south to Punakaiki. 
11. East Coast South Island (ECSI): begins at Cloudy Bay in the north and extends south 
to Banks Peninsula 
Grid references for karaka presence were mapped using ARCVIEW software. Distance to 
the coast and altitude data were summarized graphically nationwide, region by region, and by 
status ( cultural/unknown). Median and mode were used as summary statistics as both coastal 
distance and altitude distributions were highly skewed. 
The resulting picture of karaka distribution is a reasonable representation of its occurrence in 
New Zealand and near-shore islands, and the full data set is reproduced in the Appendices. 
However, several points should be noted concerning this data. While an effort was made to 
investigate karaka distribution in all regions of New Zealand, the amount of information 
obtained varied between areas. For example, the number ofrecords in the Auckland area 
was swelled by the comprehensive database of archaeological sites held by the NZAA and 
Auckland Regional Council. Conversely, other regions may be under-represented ( e.g. 
Wanganui, East Cape). No attempt was made to indicate the number ofkaraka trees at any 
one site - therefore a grid reference may indicate an individual karaka tree, a grove of trees, 
or a wider area where karaka is present. Furthermore, some records are old or historic and the 
trees they represent may no longer exist. 
3.2.2 Correlation with archaeological sites 
New Zealand Archaeological Association (NZAA) site recording scheme 
The NZAA site recording scheme was established in 1958 to encourage the recording of 
information about archaeological sites. Initially a paper based scheme, a central file is now 
held in electronic form by the Department of Conservation in Wellington. Some features of 
this data should be noted. Absence of data for an area does not necessarily mean that it 
contains no archaeological sites - it may be that no survey has been carried out, or that sites 
were obscured at the time of the survey. Also, the grid reference given for the location of a 
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site does not delimit its extent and is only recorded to about the nearest 100 meters; although 
in some cases the accuracy may be less than this. 
Association of karaka with archaeological sites 
An initial keyword search of the NZAA database yielded only 128 sites nationwide where 
karaka was recorded as part of the description of an archaeological site. This is not 
surprising as surface features such as vegetation are often not recorded on archaeological site 
record forms. Subsequently every grid reference for karaka presence was manually checked 
against the location of all registered NZAA archaeological sites. If karaka was found to 
occur within 500 m of a registered archaeological site it was classified as "cultural". Ifno 
association within this limit was found it was designated as "unknown". This 500 m rule in 
determining the association between archaeological sites and karaka occurrence was thought 
to be justified given the limits to the accuracy of both sets of grid references and the extent of 
some of the archaeological sites. In practice though, the spatial association between karaka 
and archaeological sites was often much better than this. Where karaka were deemed to be 
cultural the NZAA site number and type were noted. This information is included with the 
distribution data in the appendix. In a few instances, NZAA site numbers are not given, 
either because they were not cited in the original information source, or the site had not been 
officially surveyed. 
The occurrence of karaka with particular site types was summarized by tallying all the types 
of archaeological sites with which karaka was spatially associated. Because some surveyed 
sites listed multiple features (e.g. Pa/pits/terraces) on one site record, these had to be split up 
and counted as individual categories. Some idea of the relative likelihood of occurrence of 
karaka with certain site types could then be gauged by investigating the frequency with 
which those site types occurred in the central file as a whole. Likewise, the number and 
distribution ofNZAA site records in different regions of New Zealand gives an indication of 
how comprehensively they have been surveyed, and therefore the likelihood of finding 
karaka with cultural associations. 
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3.3 Results 
3.3.1 Distribution of karaka in the New Zealand region and association with 
archaeological sites 
New Zealand mainland and in-shore islands 
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The resulting picture of karaka distribution in New Zealand largely confirms the descriptive 
accounts given in section 3.1.1 (Figure 3.2). Karaka is most abundant in coastal and inland 
areas of Northland and Auckland. South of Auckland it is fairly common in coastal forest, 
particularly in the Coromandel, Waikato, Taranaki, East Cape and Kapiti regions. In inland 
areas of the central North Island (e.g. Manawatu and Taupo) karaka is infrequent and is often 
represented by just individual trees or small groves of trees. Its occurrence down the east 
coast of the North Island from Hawkes Bay to the Wairarapa and Wellington south coast is 
patchy. In the South Island its distribution is especially fragmented. It is common only on a 
short stretch of coast in the Kaikoura area. South of Kaikoura and on Banks Peninsula it 
occurs only in small, isolated groves. In the Marlborough Sounds and down the west coast of 
the South Island it is similarly patchy in distribution. Early reports of karaka being present as 
far south as Jackson Bay on the South Island's west coast, and inland at Lake Wanaka were 
not confirmed. Karaka is also present on most of the near-shore islands off the mainland 
( e.g. Three Kings, Hen and Chickens, Poor Knights, Great Barrier, Little Barrier, Mercury 
Group, Kapiti, Mana, Stephens and D'Urville Islands) to name but a few. Summarized 
graphically, the distribution ofkaraka nationwide is predominantly coastal and low altitude 
with trees most frequently found less than 1 kilometer from the coast, and at altitudes below 
40m. The exceptions to this were Northland, and to a lesser extent Taranaki, where the 
median altitude and distance to the coast were higher than elsewhere. (Figures 3.3 & 3.4). 
Recorded archaeological sites reach their highest density in coastal regions of New Zealand, 
with fewer sites recorded in inland areas. Table 3 .1 summarizes the number of site records 
by region in the NZAA central file. At the time of writing the file held a total of 54 813 
records. Of these 8429 (15%) are historical records, 5049 of which are from the South 
Island. 43551, or 79%, ofrecorded sites occur in the North Island and together, the 
Northland and Auckland regions account for 19055, or 44% of North Island site records. 
Lower site densities occur in the South Island. Disregarding historical records, South Island 
archaeological sites comprise only 10% of the total recorded sites. The highest densities are 
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in Nelson and Marlborough and down the east coast to Banks Peninsula. South of Banks 
Peninsula and on the West Coast, prehistoric archaeological sites are relatively infrequent. 
Of the 805 records ofkaraka occurrence in New Zealand, 660 (82%) were cultural and 145 
(18%) were unknown. Figures 3 .5 & 3 .6 show the national distribution of cultural and 
unknown karaka respectively. There was variation within regions in the extent of 
association between karaka and archaeological sites. The greatest overlap between cultural 
and unknown karaka was in the Northland and Auckland areas, although there were also 
significant numbers co-occurring in the north Taranaki, Wellington/Kapiti and Nelson areas. 
The majority ofrecorded karaka from East Cape down to the Wairarapa and the south coast 
of Wellington were cultural. Trees in inland and/or upland areas such as Taupo and Waikato, 
as well as on the east and west coasts of the South Island were exclusively correlated with 
archaeological sites (Figure 3.7). Most occurrences ofkaraka on the in-shore islands of New 
Zealand are associated with archaeological sites. 
Distance to the coast and altitude of cultural and unknown karaka were similar to the overall 
picture nationwide. The majority of observations for both were low altitude (<100 m) and 
close to the coast (<1 km). However, trees growing above 400 min altitude and greater than 
30 km from the coast were exclusively cultural while at intermediate distances from the coast 
(10 - 30 km) a zone existed where there were similar numbers of both cultural and unknown 
karaka (Figures 3.8 & 3.9). 
This can be further illustrated on a regional basis. Cultural and unknown trees in Northland 
occurred at similar median altitudes, but unknown trees occurred at a much greater median 
distance to the coast (14 km) compared to less than 1 km for cultural trees. In the remaining 
North Island regions, unknown karaka also tend to be found at slightly greater distances from 
the coast than cultural trees. Once in the South Island, only the Nelson area has unknown 
trees, and these occur at the same altitude and distance to the coast as cultural karaka 
(Figures 3.10 & 3.11). 
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Kermadec Islands 
Karaka is locally common on gentler slopes on the north side of Raoul Island, in the vicinity 
of Farm terrace, Station terrace, Low Flat and Rayner Point (Figure 3.12). Elsewhere on 
Raoul Island it is rare or uncommon. Karaka is also abundant on the western side of North 
and South Meyer Islands (Sykes et al. 2000). 
Archaeological sites on the island are known only from the north-eastern coastal strip (Figure 
3.12). Sites K036/1, K036/2 and K036/4 are described as prehistoric settlements with the 
main cultural horizon at Low Flat extending 700 m along the front of the flat and120 m 
inland. Material remains from this horizon include charcoal, adzes, obsidian, whale tooth 
pendants and human/rat/dog/bird skeletal remains. Site K036/3 in Denham Bay was rejected 
as the material recovered could not be conclusively established as archaeological in origin 
(Johnson 1991). In addition, a number of probable pre-historic Polynesian plant 
introductions occur in this area, including candlenut trees (Aleurites moluccana ), ti 
( Cordyline terminal is) and Oxalis corniculata, a possible weed introduction (Sykes et al. 
2000). 
Chatham Islands 
See Figure 3.13 for a map of the Chatham Islands. Karaka is a significant component of 
coastal forest on suitable soils in the northern, eastern and western parts of the main island 
(Rekohu), in the Chathams group, where it can form mono-specific groves. It is also 
relatively common around the margins of the Te Whanga lagoon and many of the fresh water 
lakes in the north (pers. obs.). Sparse groves were recorded historically on the south west 
coast near The Homs and north along the coast to Point Durham and Waitangi (Begg 1977). 
It is absent from the southern tablelands and along the South Coast. On Pitt Island 
(Rangiauria) it is common in 5-6 km of coastal forest along the eastern coastline in the 
Hakepa (Walkemup) area with occasional groves to the south near the lowest reaches of the 
Waipaua catchments. Karaka is also present in very small numbers on South East and 
Mangere Islands, but these trees are thought to be recent introductions (A. Baird pers. 
comm.). 
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This distribution strongly resembles the density and location of recorded archaeological sites 
on the Chatham Islands, as well as the pre-European population distribution of Moriori 
proposed by Richards (1972). The Moriori population on Chatham Island late in the 18th 
Century is estimated to have been 2000, with most of these concentrated around the northern, 
eastern and western coastal areas, and Te Whanga Lagoon. Pitt Island is thought to have 
supported far fewer numbers, while Mangere and South East Islands, although likely to have 
been the focus of seasonal birding expeditions, are not believed to have supported any 
permanent human population (Richards 1972). Archaeological sites largely mirror this 
population distribution, being concentrated in the northern half of Chatham Island, with very 
little evidence of pre-historic occupation on the south coast (Simmons 1964). Archaeological 
sites on Pitt Island are also predominantly coastal, with the majority situated on the east coast 
from Tupuangi south to Glory Bay. Just five sites have been found on Mangere Island, and 
one on South East Island. 
3.3.2 Karaka cultural associations 
Site types 
The majority ofkaraka (84%) were associated with one or a combination ofpa (22%), 
midden (23 % ), terraces (21 % ) and pits ( 18% ). Smaller numbers were found to be associated 
with other site types such as stone walls/heaps/rows, cultivation areas, burials, findspots, 
camps, caves and shelters (Figure 3.14). Information is limited on the frequency of these site 
types in the NZAA central file as a whole. However, pa sites on their own ( excluding Gun 
Fighter pa) account for 12% of all recorded sites while middens (with no other features 
identified) comprise 22% of all recorded sites. 
Other ethnobotanical or economic species 
There were occasional records of species co-occurring with karaka that had ethnobotanical 
significance, or which could be considered unusual or out of their ecological context. Taro 
(Colocasia esculenta) was growing near presumed Maori plantings of karaka at Te Toto (site 
no. 643) and on Little Barrier Island (site nos. 653-655). Pohutukawa (Metrosideros excelsa) 
was found growing with karaka on the shores of Lake Taupo (site no. 605) and rengarenga 
(Arthropodium cirratum) was recorded as present at Oaro (site no. 337) in Kaikoura. Whau 
(Entelia arborescens) cropped up at several sites; once in Northland among terraces and 
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stonefields at Pouerua Bush (site no. 455), twice growing with karaka on pa sites in Taranaki 
(site nos. 566/580) and once on the west coast of the South Island at Kaihoka Inlet (site no. 
713). On the Kermadec Islands north coast, karaka are concentrated with a number of 
presumed Polynesian plant introductions: candlenut trees (Aleurites moluccana), ti pore 
(Cordyline terminalis) and Oxalis corniculata, a possible weed introduction (Sykes et al. 
2000). 
3.3.4 Endemic plant species co-occurring with karaka 
Common canopy associates ofkaraka were mostly those to be expected in coastal and 
lowland situations but depend also on climatic, ecological, and geographical factors. 
Generally, the most common associates are broadleaved species such as pohutukawa 
(Metrosideros excelsa), taraire (Beilschmiedia tarairi), kohekohe (Dysoxylum spectabile), 
titoki (Alectryon excelsus), mahoe (Melicytus ramiflorus), ngaio (Myoporum laetum) and 
puriri (Vitex lucens). Karaka is found growing in mixed kauri-podocarp-broadleaf forest in 
Northland and elsewhere occasionally with podocarp species such as rimu (Dacryidium 
cuppressinum), miro (Prumnopitysferruginea) and totara (Podocarpus totara). It is rarely 
found associated with beech (Nothofagus spp.). 
3.4 Discussion 
3.4.1 Interpretation of the data 
There are some obvious problems to be kept in mind with this approach to looking at the 
association between karaka and archaeological sites. Firstly, some of the unknown karaka 
may in fact be culturally associated but the sites have been destroyed or not yet recorded. It 
is also possible that naturalisation from old Maori plantings ofkaraka could have resulted in 
trees growing in places where there is no record of Maori settlement or activity. Secondly, 
spatial association need not imply causation i.e. some karaka designated as cultural may be 
growing coincidentally with archaeological sites, and the association is not a cultural one. 
Therefore a close relationship between the two could mean either that Maori did indeed 
transplant and cultivate karaka in their travels, or that they just chose to live in the locations 
where karaka grows naturally. 
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Another consideration is that in some regions there is a bias in archaeological site surveys 
towards coastal areas. In this context it is worth noting that many karaka growing on the 
coast do come out as cultural in origin. This is compared to intermediate distances (10-30 
km) where there were roughly equal numbers of cultural and unknown karaka, and with 
inland areas (<30 km from the coast) where all trees are cultural (Figure 3.8). However, 
where site recording has been undertaken in inland areas, the relatively frequent presence of 
unknown karaka at intermediate distances from the coast may be explained. For example, in 
a report on archaeological sites on the Waikato coastline, Wilkes (1995) described Maori 
settlement as being strongly focused both on the coast and inland in the Te Kuiti-
Otorohanga area, with the hinterland between the two largely devoid of archaeological sites. 
The exception to this was the main travel route between the two areas, the Marokopa Valley, 
where there were frequent signs of Maori presence, and probably not coincidentally, isolated 
patches of karaka. Likewise, the Buller and Wanganui Rivers were navigable by canoe and 
trees found historically some distance up these rivers probably owe their existence to the 
same phenomenon. Therefore, many of the unknown groves that occur at intermediate 
distances (10-30 km) from the coast, particularly in regions south of Auckland, are likely to 
be cultural trees associated with umecorded, or obscured, archaeological sites. 
3.4.2 The cultural and natural biogeography of karaka 
New Zealand mainland 
With these considerations in mind, it is possible to speculate on the distribution of karaka 
immediately before the arrival of humans in New Zealand. A corre8ponding model of the 
hypothesised genetic diversity will be presented in Chapter Five. 
On the basis of its distribution, abundance and degree of correlation with archaeological 
sites, karaka was likely to have been found naturally in the Northland region. This was the 
most densely settled area in New Zealand in pre-historic times (Prickett 1982) and has been 
the focus of intensive archaeological surveys. Nevertheless, karaka occurs in equal numbers 
here as cultural and unknown groves. In all other regions, cultural trees far outnumber 
unknown trees. Northland is also the only region where unknown karaka occur commonly in 
inland areas, where it is a fairly common canopy species of mixed kauri-podocarp-broadleaf 
forest, as well as in volcanic-broadleaf forest (Department of Conservation 1999). 
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However, a natural distribution extending as far south as coastal Taranaki/Wanganui in the 
west, and Coromandel in the east, cannot be ruled out given the number and distribution of 
unknown karaka in these areas. A natural distribution of this shape would have a precedent 
as it has long been recognized that the area above latitude 38° south contains many distinctive 
and exclusive elements of the New Zealand flora (Wardle 1983, Meurk 1995). This region 
contains many species, such as Metrosideros bartletti, Metrosideros excelsa (pohutukawa), 
Agathis australis (kauri), Pomaderris spp., Beilschmiedia tarairi (taraire), Litsea calicaris 
(mangeao), Meryta sinclairii (puka), Weinmannia silvicola (towai) and Vitex lucens (puriri) 
which are most common, or restricted to, the north of the North Island. In addition, the 
Northland area was the only region to retain forest throughout the Pleistocene glaciations 
(McGlone 1985). 
Because of its patchy distribution and high correlation with archaeological sites in the 
remaining parts of mainland New Zealand, karaka is likely to have been introduced to coastal 
and inland regions of the mid to lower North Island, and all of the South Island. In these 
regions it is more often than not found growing in old Maori settlements, and as Cockayne 
( 1928) observed, 'the presence [ of karaka] in apparently primeval forest does not disprove its 
being absent in the primitive community'. Karaka is over-represented on pa sites (relative to 
their occurrence in the NZAA database) and commonly found growing near pits and terraces, 
which are associated with both living areas and horticultural activity. Remnant trees are 
often found with other evidence of pre-historic gardening such as stone walls, heaps and 
rows and cultivation areas. Overall, the distribution of cultural karaka is very much aligned 
with that of recognisable prehistoric agricultural activity, as defined by the distribution of 
kumara storage pits throughout New Zealand (H. Leach pers. comm.). 
The two historical records ofkaraka in the lower South Island are interesting but cannot be 
confirmed, despite attempts to do so. While karaka is able to grow in garden situations this 
far south in the present day, no historical evidence of its cultivation by Maori was found. For 
example, none of Beattie's (1994) informants could recollect karaka as growing in the 
Murihiku (Otago/Southland) area, despite having knowledge of the tree and its uses. 
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Kermadec Islands 
Its occurrence in close association with archaeological sites and other pre-historic Polynesian 
plant introductions suggests that karaka was introduced to the Kermadec Islands. This 
proposition is consistent with other archaeological and molecular evidence that place the 
Kermadec Islands as a 'stepping stone' for voyages between Polynesia and New Zealand 
(Anderson 1980, Leach et al. 1986, Matissoo-Smith 1996). The introduction ofkaraka to the 
Kermadecs does not necessarily refute the tradition of the Aotea canoe bringing karaka seed 
to New Zealand from the islands (Smith 1913) as it could already have been present at either 
place beforehand. 
Chatham Islands 
The available evidence points to karaka also being a Polynesian introduction to the Chatham 
Islands. Karaka often occurs in mono-specific groves in the areas on Chatham and Pitt 
Islands that have the highest density of archaeological sites. Conversely, it is absent from 
vegetation communities on South East, Little Mangere and Big Mangere Islands - which are 
thought not to have supported any permanent human population. No fossil wood identified 
as karaka has been found on the Chathams (Mildenhall pers. comm.) and its pollen has only 
been found in the top few centimeters of soil and peat close to existing groves, and never in 
older sediments (Mildenhall 1994). Lastly, Moriori tradition has it that karaka was 
introduced to the north coast of the main island by their ancestors on the Rangimata canoe 
(Shand 1904). 
In-shore islands 
There is a good historical and archaeological record of both permanent and seasonal 
habitation by Maori on islands such as the Hen and Chickens, Cavallis, Three-Kings, Poor 
Knights, Kapiti and D'Urville. This often includes extensive evidence of horticultural 
activities (Hayward et al. 1978, Hayward et al. 1979, Cameron 1990, Hayward 1993, 
Holdaway 1999, Brook 2002). Therefore there is little doubt that karaka would have been 
exploited, either as a wild food, or as a deliberately introduced resource. Given the 
probability that karaka was introduced to mainland areas south of the Northland/Auckland 
region it is likely that its presence on islands to the south such as Great Barrier, Little Barrier, 
Mayor, Mercury, Kapiti, Mana, Stephens, Maud and D'Urville is due to human activity. A 
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more detailed investigation of karaka presence/absence within island groups would likely be 
informative. 
3.4.3 Additional plants with possible anthropogenic distributions 
Polynesian introductions to New Zealand of 'exotic' plants such as ti pore (Cordyline 
terminalis), aute (Broussonetia paprifera), hue (Lagenaria siceraria), kumara (Ipomoea 
batatas) and taro (Colocasia esculenta) are well known. However, based on the distribution 
data compiled in the appendix, at least two indigenous plant species besides karaka have 
suspiciously anthropogenic distributions within New Zealand. These are the rengarenga 
(Arthropodium cirratum) and the whau (Entelia arborescens). 
Whau 
Given the widespread cultivation and translocation of tree crops in Oceania, and similar 
evidence presented here for karaka, it would not be surprising to find another indigenous tree 
species treated similarly by Maori. This may have been the case for whau, whose very light 
wood was invaluable to Maori for use as fishing floats (Colenso 1868, Kirk 1899). It is 
common in coastal and lowland forest in the north of the North Island to as far south as 
Raglan on the west coast, and Tairua on the east coast, beyond which it is local to 
Marlborough and Nelson (Allan 1961). This distribution is quite similar to that of cultural 
karaka. Therefore, its presence as an outlier at Kaihoka Inlet on the South Island west coast 
with karaka trees and middens (site no. 713) and at two pa sites in Taranaki (site nos. 
566/580) could be worthy of further investigation. 
Rengarenga 
Rengarenga was formerly cultivated as food for its thick, fleshy roots (Colenso 1880), and 
also had medicinal uses and spiritual significance (Colenso 1868, Tregear 1926, Riley 1994). 
It is found from North Cape in the North Island to as far south as Kaikoura and Greyrnouth in 
the South Island (Allan 1976). However, its distribution in the Wellington area and north to 
East Cape is very patchy. Small, endangered populations exist on Kapiti and Mana Islands 
and a few mainland sites on the Wellington coast. It was found for the first time in coastal 
Wairarapa in 1994 growing at Cape Palliser in an area containing a high number of Maori 
habitation and gardening sites as well as a grove ofkaraka trees (Harris & Te Whaiti 1996). 
The only known populations north of this location are at Kairakau Beach, Hawkes Bay 
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(where it also occurs with karaka trees) and again 350 km north at Anaura Bay (Harris & Te 
Whaiti 1996). Its presence with presumed Maori plantings of karaka at Oaro (site no. 337) is 
the southern-most record known. The distributions of both these plants could bear closer 
inspection, in the same manner as has been done here for karaka. 
3.5 Summary 
• There is a high spatial association between the presence of karaka and archaeological 
sites indicative of settlement and horticulture. 
• The nature and degree of this association indicates that immediately prior to the arrival of 
humans in New Zealand, karaka was probably found naturally in the mid to northern 
North Island. 
• Karaka was subsequently introduced by Maori to the lower North Island, South Island, 
Kermadec and Chatham Islands, and many of the in-shore islands around the New 
Zealand mainland. 
• Arboriculture may not have been limited to karaka. Other indigenous tree species useful 
to the Maori such as whau (Entelia arborescens) could also have distributions that have 
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Figure 3.2: Karaka distribution (all records) on the New Zealand mainland and near-shore islands. 
Excludes Chatham and Kermadec Islands 
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Figure 3.3: median and mode of distance to coast (km) by region of all karaka records (excludes Taupo -
median and mode of distance to coast >100 km). WCSI = West Coast South Island, ECSI = East Coast 
South Island 
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Figure 3.4: median and mode of altitude (m) by region of all karaka records (excludes Taupo 
- median and mode of altitude >400m). WCSI = West Coast South Island, ECSI = East Coast 
South Island 
















Figure 3.5: Karaka distribution (cultural records) on the New Zealand mainland and near-shore islands. 
Excludes Chatham and Kermadec Islands. 
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Figure 3.6: Karaka distribution (unknown records) on the New Zealand mainland and near-shore islands. 
Excludes Chatham and Kermadec Islands 
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Figure 3.8: distance to coast and number of observations of cultural and unknown karaka nationwide. 
Note: scale on x-axis is not continuous 
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Figure 3.9: altitudinal range and number of observations of cultural and unknown karaka 
nationwide 
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Figure 3.14: karaka cultural associations nationwide ('other' includes platforms, ditches, 
tracks and flakes) 
Table 3.1: summary of site records by region held in the New Zealand Archaeological Association 
central file at 2002 
North Island Number of records South Island Number of records 
Northland 10285 Nelson 1569 
Auckland 8770 Marlborough 538 
Coromandel 4184 Canterbury 1346 
Waikato 3322 West Coast 907 
Bay of Plenty 7992 Otago 2518 
Taupo 455 Central Otago 2087 
East Coast 2853 Southland 1466 
Taranaki 1542 
Inland Patea 297 




North Island 43551 
South Island 10431 
Outlying Islands 831 
Total 54813 
The ecology and ethnobotany ofkaraka 
Plate 1: Semi-ripe karaka fruit. Photo from Salmon, J. T. 1980. 
Native Trees of New Zealand 
Plate 2: Abundant ripe fruit on a tree. Photo from Salmon, J. T. 
1980. Native Trees of New Zealand 
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The ecology and ethnobotany ofkaraka 
Plate 3: Karaka tree hanging in on the edge of a bluff at Gentle Annie Point, 
West Coast, South Island. Photo by C. Stowe 
Plate 4: In the absence of stock karaka regenerates freely. Seedling pool beneath 
mature, closed canopy ofkaraka. Photo by C. Stowe 
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The ecology and ethnobotany ofkaraka 
Plate 5: Karaka and limestone bluff, Punakaiki, West Coast, South Island. 
Photo by C. Stowe 
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Plate 6: Karaka trees with an uncertain futu1·e outside Hapupu Reserve on Rekohu (Chatham Island). 
Photo by Kiri Pullen 
Plate 7: New from old: shoots sprouting from an old trunk on the north coast of Rekohu 
(Chatham Island). Photo by Kiri Pullen 
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Chapter 4: Climatic parameters and discriminant analysis of cultural and 
unknown karaka 
4.1 Introduction 
4.1.1 The analysis of climatic correlates of plant distribution 
It is readily apparent that a large number of factors - including edaphic conditions, soils, 
competition, dispersal, disturbance, the presence of pests or predators, geological or historic 
events, and climate - operating on a range of spatial and temporal scales, can all play a role in 
determining the distribution and abundance of a species. However, climate has long been 
recognized as a major determinant in the distribution and characteristics both of individual 
species and of plant communities (Woodward 1987, Bonan 2002). Until relatively recently 
this assertion has usually been made on the basis of qualitative descriptions of the 
relationship between vegetation and climate, or by using environmental or climatic gradients 
as underlying factors to explain vegetation pattern or discontinuities (Zotov 1938, Wardle 
1983). 
The quantitative analysis of the role of climate in the distribution and geographic range of 
species in New Zealand has been assisted by the development of climate surfaces. Data on 
environmental parameters known to be relevant to the major physiological processes of trees 
such as temperature, solar radiation, precipitation, evaporative demands and soil water 
deficits are obtained from long-run meteorological stations at discrete locations. This data is 
then interpolated into a 'climate surface' which allows the climatic inputs for any given 
location to be described (Leathwick & Stephens 1998). Given this data and the knowledge of 
a species current distribution, a multi-variate model can be generated describing that species 
'climatic profile' which can then be compared with the climate profiles of other species. In 
addition, by mapping the geographic extent of all locations that fall within the envelope of a 
particular climate profile, the degree of congruence between the observed and predicted 
species distributions can be visualized. 
Using these methods, strong statistical correlations have been found between climate and the 
distribution of individual species and of vegetation communities (Hill et al. 1988, Williams 
1991, Prentice et al. 1992, Leathwick 1995, Lindenmayer et al. 1996, Peakall et al. 2002). 
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Climate profiles can be used to examine to what extent the current distribution of a particular 
species is in equilibrium with the environment (Mitchell 1991, Leathwick 1998) and have 
proved useful for predicting the potential for invasiveness of weed or pest species (Panetta & 
Mitchell 1991). They have also been used to identify climatically suitable areas for the 
growing of crops or trees for forestry (Richardson & McMahon 1992), to quantitatively 
estimate palaeoclimate from fossilized pollen (Mckenzie & Busby 1992) and to model the 
response of vegetation to human induced climate change (Huntly et al. 1995). 
Another interesting application of this approach was to analyze the environmental correlates 
of Maori pa and pit sites, both of which are strongly correlated with kumara growing, in 
order to predict the probability of their occurrence in different regions of New Zealand 
(Leathwick 2000). This study used the presence of pa and pit sites because it was thought 
that the dependence of the early Maori on cultivated food crops such as kumara, and on 
marine and freshwater resources, could lead to a bias in the location of archaeological sites 
towards particular environments or locations (Walton 2002). The results indicated that pa 
and pit sites occur most frequently in warm, sunny, dry environments with mild winters and 
dry summers, and in close proximity to major water bodies. This translated to the highest 
probabilities of occurrence of pa and pit sites being in the northern and eastern North Island, 
and those places close to the coast or rivers from Banks Peninsula northwards and west as far 
as about Farewell Spit in the South Island. Very low probabilities were predicted for the 
remainder of the South Island (Leathwick 2000). 
4.1.2 Climate of New Zealand 
Despite being a relatively small land mass, New Zealand is a climatically diverse country. It 
encompasses a wide latitudinal range, resulting in environments from near sub-tropical in the 
far north through to temperate to sub-antarctic in the south. A strong east-west gradient is 
also created by its geography, with axial ranges running nearly the length of the country, and 
its position astride the prevailing westerly winds. Therefore, western regions can be subject 
to very high rainfall and humidity and low sunshine hours, while eastern areas are frequently 
affected by extreme fohn winds which can be very strong and result in high temperatures, 
low humidity and often high irradiance. Mean annual temperatures at sea level range from 
15°C in the north to 10°C in the south, and decline with increased altitude to 4°C at treeline 
(Anon. 1983). A strong maritime influence moderates most temperature extremes and 
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diurnal and seasonal variation in temperatures is not strong, although some inland areas such · 
as central Otago do have a near continental climate with hot, dry summers and very cold, 
frosty winters. Frosts are rare in the north of the North Island, while in inland areas further 
south they are relatively common. Mean annual solar radiation is generally highest in the 
North Island (-15.5 MJ m2 day), and in parts of the South Island on sites with topographic 
protection from wind borne cloud masses. Lower values (<13 - 15.5 MJ m2 day) occur 
mostly in the south and west of the South Island. Relative humidity is generally highest in 
the west and in coastal areas throughout New Zealand. Soil water deficits vary markedly 
with topography. In the South Island, to the west of the Southern alps, little or no soil water 
deficits occur and rainfall can be as high as 12 000 mm annually. To the east of the main 
divide, much stronger rainfall deficits occur, and annual rainfall can be as little as 350 mm. 
In the North Island the situation is more complex. Montane areas, generally in the center and 
west, have low deficits and annual rainfall is about 6000 mm. Lowland areas, particularly in 
the southern and eastern parts of the North Island can experience considerably greater soil 
water deficits (Leathwick 1998). 
4.1.3 Rationale for doing climatic analysis on karaka and hypotheses to be tested 
Firstly, discriminant analysis of climatic parameters could further support the classification 
ofkaraka populations into cultural and unknown groups. Secondly, the examination of 
misclassified cases was likely to prove useful in further elucidating the human vs. natural 
biogeography ofkaraka. Thirdly, it would allow the climate profile and distribution of 
karaka to be compared quantitatively with those of other tree species. 
In addition, it allows for the testing of two hypotheses relevant to this study: 
• Ifkaraka has been translocated beyond its natural range then the climate profiles of 
cultural and unknown populations should be different. 
• Ifkaraka was treated as a cultivated tree crop, then the climate profile of cultural karaka 
should be biased towards the same environmental correlates of pa and pit site locations. 
i.e. warm temperatures, mild winters, dry summers and high insolation. 
" 
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4.2 Methods 
4.2.1 Generation of climate variables 
Climatic parameters were generated for each point co-ordinate where karaka occurred, 
utilizing the same data set used in the analysis ofkaraka distribution in Chapter Three. This 
includes karaka presence throughout New Zealand and near-shore islands. The Chatham and 
Kermadec Islands were not included as climate surfaces are not available for these regions. 
Estimates of climatic parameters were derived from thin-plate splines fitted using 
ANUSPLIN V. 4.1 to climate data collected from climate stations throughout New Zealand. 
For a technical description of these surfaces see Leathwick & Stephens (1998). Variables 
used in the analysis are those proven to be important in the landscape scale distribution of 
plants (Mitchell 1991, Leathwick 1995, Leathwick 1998, Leathwick & Whitehead 2001, 
Peakall 2002) and are given below, together with their derivation. Where necessary, data 
were transformed in order to improve normality or homoscedasicity. Methodology mostly 
follows Leathwick (1995): 
Mean annual temperature (TEMPan) 
Temperature is thought to be a major determinant of tree survival, growth, reproduction and 
competitiveness through its effect on physiological processes such as photosynthesis and 
respiration. Mean annual temperature was derived from the monthly mean of average daily 
temperatures expressed as °C and ranged from 11.23 - 16.09 °C. 
Temperature seasonality (TEMPseas) 
Absolute minimum temperature affects physiological processes in the same way as the above 
but is highly correlated with mean annual temperature. Therefore, following Leathwick 
(1995), an index of temperature seasonality was calculated for each site by subtracting mean 
annual temperature from mean July minima after both had been standardized; 
(
(J - mean (J))) -((TEMPan - (mean (TEMPan))) 
s.d.(J) s.d.(TEMPan) 
J = July minimum temperature, TEMPan = mean annual temperature and s.d. = standard deviation 
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This gives an indication of the departure of July minima from the expected minimum given 
the mean annual temperature. The index ranged from -1.8 - +2.0. Low values indicate more 
continental climates in locations such as inter-montane basins and alluvial plains subject to 
extremely low temperatures in the winter. High values tend to occur in coastal areas with 
strong maritime or wind influence. 
Mean annual solar radiation (SRDan) 
Solar radiation is largely an indicator of potential site productivity and is expressed as mega-
joules per m2 per day (MJm-2 daf1). This variable was derived from the monthly mean of 
daily solar radiation and ranged from 13.24- 15.48 MJm-2 daf1• Values generally decline 
from north to south, and in the south island there is also a strong east-west gradient; 
locations to the east of the southern alps having much higher values than those to the west at 
similar latitudes. 
Solar radiation seasonality (SRDseas) 
This was calculated as an index using the same method for calculating temperature 
seasonality above but using June solar radiation; 
(
(J - mean (J))) -((SRDan - (mean (SRDan))) 
s.d. (J) s.d. (SRDan) 
J = June solar radiation, SRDan = mean annual solar radiation and s.d. = standard deviation 
Values ranged from -1.7 -+1.9. Negative values indicate strong seasonal variation (i.e. low 
winter solar radiation) and generally occur in the south. Positive values indicate weak 
seasonal variation and mostly occur in more northerly sites. 
Humidity (HUM) 
Humidity was used as a measure of atmospheric evaporative demand. The value used was 
the lowest monthly mean daily 9 a.m. humidity(%) and ranged from 56.7 - 80.3 %. 
Vapour pressure deficit (VPD) 
Vapour pressure deficit was calculated from the spring (September, October, November) 
monthly mean daily 9 a.m. air saturation, or vapour pressure deficit, expressed in kP A. 
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Values ranged from 0.25 - 0.62 kPA. Data was log,0 transformed. Vapour pressure deficit is 
another measure of evaporative demand. 
Rainfall.potential evapotranspiration (RFEVTRA) 
This ratio was used as a measure of wetness or variation in water surplus on sites lacking 
rainfall deficits and was calculated from the January monthly mean ratio ofrainfall to 
potential evapotranspiration. Values ranged from 0.44 - 2.21; values greater than 1.0 
indicate adequate moisture. Data was log, 0 transformed. 
Rainfall deficit (RFDEF) 
Rainfall deficit was used as a surrogate for likely soil water deficits. The value used was 
January rainfall deficit expressed in millimeters (mm) and ranged from O - 277 mm. Data 
was transformed using log, 0 + constant. 
Wind(WND) 
Mean annual wind speed was calculated from the monthly mean of average daily wind speed 
expressed as km/hr and log, 0 transformed. Values ranged from 6.9 - 30.1 km/hr. 
Distance to coast (CD) and altitude (ALT) 
Proximity to coast or harbour was expressed in km. Altitude was expressed as meters above 
sea level. Data were derived from NZMS 1 :50 000 topographic maps as described in 
Chapter 3. The range of values was 0.1 - 100 km, and 10- 500 m respectively. Both 
variables were log, 0 transformed. 
4.2.2 Analysis 
Each variable was examined individually to check for univariate normality and equality of 
variance, and where appropriate, transformed. In order to check for differences between 
cultural and unknown karaka, all variables were subject to either one-way ANOV A or at-test 
(assuming unequal variance) using the statistical package STATISTIX. The multivariate 
linear discriminant function was then calculated on S-Plus using a heteroscedastic co-
variance model, with all variables included in the analysis. Hotelling's T-squared test was 
used to test for multivariate differences between cultural and unknown karaka. The hit ratio, 
proportional chance criteria, Press's Q statistic and cross validation were then used to 
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evaluate the utility and accuracy of the subsequent classification. Misclassified cases were 
then reviewed on a case-by-case basis and the distribution of cultural and unknown karaka 
re-examined given the classification given by the discriminant analysis. 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Univariate tests of climatic and geographic variables 
Cultural karaka were found in environments with greater solar radiation seasonality 
(SRDseas ), greater atmospheric evaporative demand (HUM), and greater moisture deficits 
(RFDEF, RFEVTRA) than unknown trees. Cultural karaka were also found to occur in 
windier locations (WND), and closer to the coast (CD) than unknown karaka. Mean annual 
temperature (TEMPan), temperature seasonality (TEMPseas), mean annual solar radiation 
(SRDan), vapour pressure deficit (VPD) and altitude (ALT) were not significantly different 
between groups. Means, standard errors and p-values are given in Table 4.1. 
4.3.2 Discriminant function analysis 
Classification 
Coastal distance, rainfall deficit, rainfall:potential evapotranspiration, solar radiation 
seasonality and wind provided the greatest discriminatory power in the discriminant function 
model. Hotelling's T-squared for differences in means between cultural and unknown karaka 
was highly significant (F=18.640, df=l 1, p-value 0.000). The hit ratio was good for cultural 
karaka (90% correctly classified), and moderate for unknown trees (64% correctly 
classified). The overall hit ratio was acceptable at 85% correctly classified (Table 4.2). The 
expected percentage of correctly classified trees based on proportional chance criteria (i.e. 
that based on a random allocation of trees into each group, taking into account the relative 
size of the two groups) is 70%. There is no formal significance test for these two figures, but 
as a rule of thumb, the overall hit ratio should exceed that of the proportional chance criteria 
by a factor of 1.25 (= 88%) to be considered a satisfactory classification (Hair et al. 1998). A 
different test for the significance of the classification is Press's Q-statistic, which is 
analogous to a Chi-square test (Hair et al. 1998). This was highly significant (Press's Q = 
398.5, P-value = 0.000). 
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Cross-validation 
Cross-validation is a 'leave-one-out' sampling procedure that gives nearly unbiased estimates 
of prediction error, and so is an evaluation of the predictive potential of the model. Error 
rates and hit ratios were similar to the classification table, with a slightly lower hit ratio 
(58%) for unknown karaka and the same hit ratio (90%) for cultural karaka. The overall hit 
ratio was 84% (Table 4.3). 
Analysis of misclassified cases 
A total of 118 cases were misclassified. Nearly half the total number of misclassified cases 
occurred in the Northland/Auckland regions. Significant numbers were also misclassified in 
the Taranaki, Wellington and Marlborough Sounds areas (Figure 4.1). The classification of 
cultural karaka as unknown (cultural- unknown) tended to be on the basis of being located at 
intermediate distances to the coast, and having lower rainfall deficits and evapotranspiration 
demands, less seasonal solar radiation and less windy conditions. Conversely, the 
classification of unknown karaka as cultural (unknown-;. cultural) was on the basis of being 
closer to the coast, having greater rainfall deficits and evapotranspiration demands, greater 
solar radiation seasonality and windier conditions (Table 4.4). 
4.4 Discussion 
4.4.1 Does the discriminant analysis classification support the previous classification? 
The classification ofkaraka into trees of cultural and unknown origin using spatial 
association with archaeological sites is justified given the results of the discriminant analysis. 
The majority of cultural trees were correctly classified as such on the basis of climatic and 
geographic parameters e.g. in extreme inland sites of the North Island and on the east and 
west coasts of the South Island. In addition, many karaka previously classified as unknown, 
but which occurred in areas where they were hypothesised to have been introduced (Bay of 
Plenty, East Cape, Hawkes Bay, Wairarapa, Wellington, D'Urville, Blumine, Titi Islands) 
were re-classified as cultural. 
If it is accepted that the natural range ofkaraka was in the north of the North Island, then the 
difficulty the discriminant analysis had in correctly distinguishing between cultural and 
unknown karaka in the Northland/Auckland region is understandable as the climatic and 
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geographic parameters involved would be similar for both groups. Likewise, the cluster of 
misclassified cases in the Taranaki area may be because this region shares some of the 
climatic attributes of the northern regions - such as adequate rainfall, high humidity, low 
rainfall deficits and relatively warm temperatures (Anon. 1983). However, as stated in 
Chapter Three, the possibility that the natural distribution of karaka extended as far south as 
Taranaki/Wanganui cannot be discounted on the available evidence. Further confirmation of 
the natural limits ofkaraka distribution could come from the analysis of genetic structure and 
diversity within populations ofkaraka. 
4.4.2 Similarities in the distribution and climate profiles of karaka and pa and pit sites 
The dependence of the early Maori on marine, freshwater and terrestrial resources is thought 
to have led to a bias in the location of archaeological sites towards particular environments or 
locations (Leathwick 2000, Walton 2002). In terms of terrestrial food resources, the 
cultivation of sub-tropical food crops was very important and was carried out on a large scale 
(Prickett 1982). For example, on visiting Tolaga Bay on the East Coast, Captain Cook 
reported seeing' 150-200 acres under crop' (Colenso 1880). Similarly, about thirty former 
agricultural complexes have been recorded on the Auckland/Tamaki isthmus, covering an 
estimated 2000 hectares (Sullivan 1972). Given the striking similarities in the distribution of 
karaka and kumara cultivation - in particular the southern limits for the cultivation of both 
species close to Banks Peninsula (Trotter & McCulloch 1999) - it is hardly surprising that 
karaka's climate profile is biased towards the same warm, dry environments indicated for pa 
and pit sites. This constitutes further proof that karaka was treated as a cultivated crop, and 
indicates that the requirements for the successful cultivation of both species was similar. 
4.4.3 Differences in the climate profiles of cultural and unknown karaka 
The differences found between the climate profiles of cultural and unknown karaka supports 
the hypothesis of translocation and cultivation beyond its natural range. However, because 
cultural karaka are frequently found growing in more southern latitudes than unknown 
karaka, it is surprising that this was not reflected in lower mean annual temperatures and 
lower mean annual solar radiation. In fact, there was no difference in mean annual 
temperature at all, and mean annual solar radiation was actually slightly higher, but not 
significantly so, for karaka with cultural affinities. This may represent additional evidence 
that karaka was treated as a tree crop and planted in places with a favorable micro-climate for 
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cultivation. The slightly greater temperature seasonality found for unknown trees is also 
incongruous, but may be a result of the number of trees of unknown origin in southern 
regions that are found at intermediate distances from the coast. These trees would experience 
greater seasonal temperature extremes than trees growing in coastal locations. If, as is 
suspected, many of these unknown trees are culturally associated, this result may have been 
different. 
4.4.4 Comparison of the climate profile of karaka with other New Zealand broadleaved 
species 
Quantitative data on the climatic optima of a range of New Zealand forest tree species is 
discussed below. This data comes from Leathwick (1995) and Leathwick & Whitehead 
(2001) and is derived from the same climate surfaces. Methods for calculating the variables 
were identical except for RFEVTRA. This study used the January figure for this variable, 
while Leathwick (1995) used the mean of January- March rainfall and evapotranspiration. 
Therefore, in order to make comparisons in the next section, RFEVTRA was recalculated 
using January- March figures. 
Broadleaved species reached maximum diversity and abundance in warm environments 
(TEMPan >13 °C) with high insolation (SRDan >13 MJm"2 day"1). The majority of species 
analyzed showed little or no bias towards seasonal or aseasonal temperature regimes along a 
range of mean annual temperature values. A few species, such as Beilschmiedia tawa, 
Melicytus ramiflorus, Dacrydium cupressinum and Prumnopitys taxifolia were biased 
towards strongly seasonal temperature regimes and lower mean annual temperatures 
(TEMPan 8 - 11 °C). Species that had a strong aseasonal temperature bias were those that 
also occurred at higher mean annual temperatures (13 - 14 °C). They included Laurelia 
novae-zealandiae, Weinmannia silvicola, Beilschmiedia taraire and Agathis australis. 
Species such as Griselinia littoralis and Ixerba brexiodes displayed no bias either way and 
occurred at intermediate values of mean annual temperature (TEMPan 11 - 13 °C). Climatic 
optima were more spread out in relation to moisture. Nestegis spp., Melicytus ramiflorus, 
Griselinia littoralis and Eleaocarpus hookerianus had optima on moderately dry (RFEVTRA 
1.0 - 1.5) sites. Others such as Weinmannia silvicola, Litsaea calicaris, Beilschmiedia 
taraire and Agathis australis reached greatest abundance on wetter sites (RFEVTRA 1.5 -
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2.0). Additional data on root zone and atmospheric moisture balance comes from Leathwick 
& Whitehead 2001. Results were variable, with some broadleaved species, including 
Griselinia littoralis, Alectryon excelsus, Melicytus ramiflorus and Pittosporum eugenioides 
having optima in drought prone environments, occurring at both high atmospheric water 
deficits (VPD 0.50 - 0.55 kPA) and high root zone water deficits. Broadleaved species with 
optima at low/intermediate atmospheric water deficits (VPD 0.23 - 0.38 kP A) included 
Beilschmiedia taraire, Ixerba brexioides, Litsaea calicaris, Nestegis spp., Weinmannia 
silvicola, W racemosa, Fuchsia excorticata and Quintinia spp .. 
In comparison, the climate profile ofkaraka fits comfortably with those of several other 
broadleaved species with tropical affinities, and which are found mostly in the north of the 
North Island - for example Litsaea calicaris, Weinmannia silvicola and Beilschmiedia 
taraire. In common with these species, karaka occurs in environments with high mean 
annual temperatures (TEMPan-14 °C), high insolation (SRDan >14 MJm-2 daf1) and 
slightly aseasonal temperature regimes. Atmospheric evaporative demand was moderately 
low (VPD 0.36 kPA) for karaka and well within the range of atmospheric deficits described 
above for other northern species. The root zone water deficits given above were somewhat 
variable, and comparative data for karaka is lacking. However, rainfall deficit (as a surrogate 
measure of root zone water deficit) was fairly low for karaka (RFDEF 36-55mm 
One point of departure was the ratio of rainfall to potential evapotranspiration. This was 
slightly lower for karaka (RFEVTRA 1.1) compared to the optima of most other northern 
species (RFEVTRA 1.5 - 2.0), and more in line with more widespread trees such as 
Melicytus ramiflorus and Griselinia littoralis, which appear to be tolerant of moderately dry 
environments. It could be that this is what enabled karaka to survive translocation to drought 
prone areas such as Hawke Bay, Wairarapa and the east coast of the South Island which are 
outside its probable natural range. On the other hand, the fact that the optimum habitat for 
karaka is probably in the relatively mild, wet and humid northern regions may explain why 
karaka associated with horticultural sites in the Wairarapa are often found growing on 
alluvial fan edges and stream sides. 
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4.5 Summary 
• The cultural and natural biogeography ofkaraka suggested in Chapter Three is supported 
and enhanced by discriminant analysis of climatic variables. 
• The translocation and cultivation of karaka beyond its natural range has resulted in 
significant differences in the climate profiles of cultural and unknown karaka. 
• The climate profile of cultural karaka is biased towards the same environmental 
correlates of kumara cultivation ( as defined by pa and pit site locations), further 
indicating that it was a cultivated tree crop. 
• The climate profile of karaka has more in common with other tree species currently 
restricted to the northern North Island than with more widely distributed species. 
• Further confirmation of the natural and anthropogenic distribution ofkaraka could come 
from the analysis of its genetic structure and diversity. 








Figure 4.1: Geographic location of karaka misclassified by discriminant analysis . 
.A= unknown karaka classified as cultural. •=cultural karaka classified as unknown. 
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Table 4.1: Means, standard errors and p-values from univariate comparison of climatic and geographic variables 
between cultural and unknown karaka 
Variable Statistical Cultural Standard Unknown Standard P-Value 
test mean error Mean error 
TEMPan (OC) ANOVA 13.96 0.085 13.95 0.039 0.932 
TEMPseas (index) ANOVA 0.01 0.025 -0.05 0.057 0.282 
SRDan (MJm2 day) ANOVA 14.86 0.016 14.77 0.031 O.D15 
SRDseas (index) t-test -0.05 O.Q18 0.23 0.046 0.000 
RFEVTRA (ratio) t-test 0.76 0.008 0.81 0.013 0.000 
RFDEF (mm) ANOVA 55.26 1.818 36.43 2.555 0.001 
HUM(%) t-test 75.24 0.147 75.86 0.164 0.005 
VPD (kPA) t-test 0.36 0.002 0.36 0.003 0.616 
WND (km/hr) t-test 14.61 0.168 13.42 0.270 0.001 
ALT (m) ANOVA 78.77 2.808 86.36 5.690 0.098 
CD (km) ANOVA 4.25 0.537 7.50 0.621 0.000 
Table 4.2: Classification table from discriminant analysis of cultural and unknown karaka based on climatic and 



















Table 4.3: Cross-validation table from discriminant analysis of cultural and unknown karaka based on climatic and 
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Table 4.4: mean values of climatic and geographic variables for cultural karaka classified as unknown 
(cultural--+ unknown), and unknown karaka classified as cultural (unknown-+ cultural) 
Variable cultural- unknown unknown- cultural 
CD (Ian) 9.42 2.64 
RFDEF (mm) 27.70 46.77 
RFEVTRA (ratio) 0.83 0.77 
SRDseas (ratio) 0.12 -0.02 
WND (km/hr) 14.19 14.68 
Number of observations n=66 n= 52 
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Chapter 5: Framework and model for addressing the genetic structure of 
karaka populations 
5.1 Introduction 
The laboratory work undertaken towards this thesis involved trialing AFLP (Amplified 
Fragment Length Polymorphism) analysis ofkaraka populations. While this exercise 
ultimately proved frustrating, it is useful to set out the methods used and the problems 
encountered. It is hoped that the general approach and predictive model suggested here for 
investigating the genetic structure ofkaraka will prove useful to future researchers. 
5.1.1 Biogeography and intraspecific genetic variation 
The contemporary and historic processes of genetic drift, gene flow and migration are 
responsible for the distribution of genetic variation among populations. With recent 
advances in molecular techniques, this genetic endowment can be integrated with 
distributional information, enabling hypotheses of historical migration and dispersal patterns 
to be tested. For example, a number of phylogeographic studies have found that populations 
in ancestral 'homelands' or glacial refugia tend to retain higher levels of genetic variability 
compared to that found across regions of recent range expansion, or in small founder 
populations (El Mousadik & Petit 1996, Soltis et al. 1997, Taberlet et al. 1998, Hewitt 1999, 
Cruzan & Templeton 2000). Molecular techniques have also begun to be utilised in the study 
of human commensals as models for prehistoric human mobility. These studies have been 
carried out on a number of species, including rats, dogs and pigs (Matisoo-Smith 1996, 
Matisoo-Smith et al. 1998, Matisoo-Smith 2001, Allen et al. 2001). However, considerable 
potential exists, particularly in the Pacific region, for similar studies on plants (Harvey et al. 
1997). The recent human dispersal ofkaraka from an ancestral 'homeland' in northern New 
Zealand provides an excellent hypothesis to be tested using phylogeographic methods, while 
the role ofkaraka as a human commensal could similarly serve as a model of prehistoric 
Maori settlement. 
5.1.2 Framework for addressing the genetic structure of karaka 
An investigation of the genetic structure ofkaraka could be broken down into two 
components. The first is to quantify genetic variability within populations, which would 
greatly help to separate karaka's 'cultural' and 'natural' biogeography. The second 
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component is to investigate the origin of, and relationships between, specific populations of 
karaka. Detailed information on the cultural and natural biogeography ofkaraka has already 
been presented in Chapters Three and Four. Section 5.2 below outlines information from 
archaeology, anthropology, molecular biology and Maori traditions regarding the pattern of 
settlement in New Zealand. These components have been integrated in order to build a 
model a priori of the population genetics ofkaraka. This model could then be tested against 
the results of any future molecular analysis. 
5.2 Models of the Polynesian settlement and exploration of New Zealand 
5.2.1 Evidence from archaeology, anthropology and genetic studies 
Three main paradigms have emerged from the debate regarding Polynesian settlement of 
New Zealand. Although speculative, these hypotheses are of some utility to this study 
because implicit in them are assumptions regarding the colonisation, settlement, resource use 
and demographics of the first Polynesian arrivals. 
The 'Short Prehistory' hypothesis: Based on a comprehensive review of radiocarbon dates 
from archaeological sites throughout New Zealand, Anderson (1991) concluded that there 
was no reliable evidence for settlement prior to 800 years BP. This conclusion is consistent 
with the palynological record, which indicates widespread anthropogenic fires and forest 
clearance beginning soon after this time (McGlone & Wilmshurst 1999). The proliferation of 
coastal settlements throughout New Zealand, and the discovery of most of the outlying 
islands (including the Kermadec, Chatham, Norfolk and sub-Antarctic Islands). within 100 -
150 years of first contact suggests a very rapid coastal exploration involving several hundred 
people at least (Anderson 1991, Anderson 2002). This scenario accepts the probability of 
multiple settlement events and is supported by the presence in New Zealand of multiple kiore 
mtDNA lineages (Matisoo-Smith 1996) and variation in human mtDNA sequences indicating 
a founding population of approximately 70 women (Rosalind et al. 1998). 
The 'Orthodox' hypothesis: An earlier arrival date of at least 1200 years BP was suggested 
with this scenario (Groube 1968, Green 1975, Davidson 1984). A progressive, patterned 
settlement from a defined point of origin is envisaged (Caughley 1988). New Zealand was 
colonised by just one or two groups followed by isolation from Polynesia. Permanent, 
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horticulturally based settlements were focused in the Northland area, where they formed the 
nuclei for an extended period of cultural and technological adaptation. However, these early 
settlements failed to leave any perceptible archaeological remains (Sutton 1987). The first 
visible signals of human settlement, archaeological sites and ecological disturbance dated 
700-800 years BP (i.e. 300 - 400 years after initial colonisation) are taken to represent a 
middle phase of expansion throughout New Zealand after acculturation in the northern North 
Island. This shift in settlement patterns was indicative of changes in resource use, probably 
driven by rapid population growth and increasing territoriality. 
The 'long prehistory' hypothesis: Sutton (1987) argued for a settlement date occurring closer 
to that for the settlement of East Polynesia, approximately 1500-2000 years BP. This was 
later supported by radiocarbon dates of 2000 years BP on kiore bone gelatin from both the 
North and South Islands (Holdaway 1996), although the dating methodology is disputed 
(Anderson 1996). Holdaway (1999) proposed a spatio-temporal model for the human-
assisted spread of kiore. In this model, rats were introduced to New Zealand by Polynesian 
voyagers at 2000 years BP. If these people stayed, they remained archaeologically and 
environmentally invisible for over 1000 years. Otherwise, there was a long hiatus until the 
main settlement phase which occurred at about 700-800 years BP. Rats were re-introduced 
at this time to mainland New Zealand, to island waypoints en route ( e.g. Raoul and Macauley 
Islands) and to other islands frequently visited for key resources ( e.g. Mayor and D 'Urville 
Islands for lithic resources). Other islands received rats later in the settlement process ( e.g. 
Alderman 500 years BP, Little Barrier and the Hen and Chickens 350 years BP). The long 
delay in rats reaching many off-shore islands, some as late as the European era, was taken to 
mean that contact with these islands occurred only when population growth and resources 
became limiting on the mainland (Holdaway 1999). 
The main difference between the short prehistory and orthodox scenarios, besides the date of 
arrival, is the emphasis in the short prehistory model on rapid coastal exploration and the 
speed at which settlement, adaptation, discovery and utilization of key resources proceeded. 
In contrast, if the very early disputed radiocarbon dates ofkiore are dismissed, there is no 
major difference between the long prehistory and short prehistory models. Both assume the 
same interplay between resources and settlement that served to drive the speedy exploration 
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and colonisation of much of New Zealand and off-shore islands. Ultimately though, all three 
paradigms acknowledge a more systematic migration into relatively under-populated districts 
such as Hawkes Bay, Wairarapa and the South Island late in the sequence, a process that was 
continuing at the time of European arrival (Anderson 1998, Anderson 2002). 
A range of evidence suggests contrasting histories for the place of the Kermadec and 
Chatham Islands in prehistoric Polynesian settlement. Material artifacts, lithic resources and 
kiore mtDNA sequences support the view of the Kermadecs as a 'stepping stone' island, with 
more than one contact likely between New Zealand and Polynesia (Leach et al. 1986, 
Anderson & McFadgen 1990, Johnson 1991, Matisoo-Smith 1996). 
In contrast, the Chatham Islands have probably experienced relative isolation. Moriori 
undoubtedly migrated to the Chatham Islands from New Zealand, but the number of migrants 
were thought to be very low and post-colonisation contact infrequent or non-existent (King 
2000, Matisoo-Smith 2002). For example, Maori and Moriori were unaware of each others' 
existence prior to European arrival (Davidson 1984). Kiore mtDNA lineages from the 
Chatham Islands are consistent with this implied isolation, forming a monophyletic group 
within New Zealand samples (Matisoo-Smith 1996). 
5.2.2 Evidence from traditional knowledge and tribal histories 
Given the complexity and variation inherent in the early Maori migration traditions and the 
move away from their interpretation as historical narratives, their utility in buildjng a model 
of the population genetics of karaka is limited. Nevertheless, without wishing to ascribe 
historical accuracy to the canoe traditions, it is worth noting that most of the migration stories 
tell of quite extended travels around the New Zealand coast prior to settlement at a particular 
location. 
While it would be very interesting to test some of the more specific or persistent incidents 
described in the traditions (such as those involving the Aotea canoe and its possible transport 
ofkaraka from the Kermadec Islands to the Taranaki area), it has been noted that the earliest 
post-contact writings, both European and Maori, tend to emphasise descent over incident 
(Anderson 1998). Therefore, whakapapa and broad traditions of tribal history are likely to be 
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of more value in building a model of the relationships between populations ofkaraka. A 
detailed, nationwide review of tribal histories is beyond the scope of this study, but 
Anderson's (1998) ethno-history of South Island Maori provides a case in point. 
The first settlers of the South Island, Te Rapuwai, originated in the central North Island and 
later moved to Taranaki. With the arrival of the Aotea canoe, they migrated to the South 
Island's eastern districts; in particular Canterbury. From about the late fifteenth century, 
Wellington and Manawatu tribes such as Ngati Ira, Ngai Tara and Rangitane were also 
crossing Cook Strait in small numbers and settling Golden Bay, Tasman Bay and the West 
Coast down to Karamea. Here, they intermarried with earlier residents, who were also 
descendents ofTaranaki and Wanganui tribes. South Island connections with the North 
Island's east coast come via Ngati Mamoe and Ngai Tahu. Ngati Mamoe formed on the East 
Coast of the North Island, eventually migrating south to reside at Sinclair Head, 'on 
Wellington's south coast. Around the late sixteenth century groups ofNgati Mamoe began 
to settle the South Island, first at Wairau, then with pressure from additional North Island 
migrants, the Kaikoura coast. Likewise, Ngai Tahu originated in Hawkes Bay and settled the 
South Island relatively late in the sequence (Anderson 1998). 
Tribal histories such as these support the contention that demographic pressures resulted in a 
general southward migration later in New Zealand's prehistory. They also suggest the type 
of connections that may be found between karaka populations in the South Island and both 
the east and west coasts of the North Island. 
5.3 Models of genetic structure for karaka 
5.3.1 Between populations 
New Zealand Mainland 
If it is accepted that New Zealand was settled 600-800 years BP, with a subsequent phase of 
rapid, chaotic coastal exploration followed in tum by a more patterned, consistent southward 
migration, then two general predictions of the relationships between karaka populations 
could be made - depending on the chronology of its use. lfkaraka was translocated and 
cultivated from the earliest times of human colonisation (i.e. during the rapid coastal 
exploration phase) then multiple connections could be found between any of the populations 
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sampled. For example, populations in close geographical proximity could come from very 
different, multiple lineages. 
In contrast, if translocation ofkaraka occurred in the later phase of north- south tribal 
migrations then a predictive model might involve more discrete groupings. This might be 
due to karaka translocation being more 'saltatorial' (i.e. taken from existing settlement nuclei 
nearby). For example, populations ofkaraka scattered down the South Island east coast may 
tend to group together and have single rather than multiple connections to other lineages. 
Kermadec Islands 
It is difficult to predict the relationships that may be found between the Kerrnadec Islands 
and New Zealand karaka. Maori traditions state that karaka was brought from the Kerrnadec 
Islands to the Taranaki area (Smith 1913), and this is entirely possible. Archaeological 
evidence introduces other possibilities. Mayor Island obsidian has been found on the 
Kerrnadec Islands, and Kerrnadec Island obsidian is known from two South Island sites 
(Leach et al. 1986, Anderson & McFadgen 1990). However, as obsidian was traded 
extensively throughout New Zealand this does not necessarily indicate direct contact between 
these areas. Kiore mtDNA samples from the Kerrnadecs grouped with populations from 
islands in the Marlborough Sounds (Matisoo-Smith 1996). Unfortunately, the small number 
of samples and the very restricted distribution ofkiore on the New Zealand mainland make 
this a tenuous association. 
Chatham Islands 
A connection between Chatham Island trees and the South Island east coast could be 
hypothesised, given the linguistic and skeletal affinities ofMoriori with South Island Maori 
(Clark 1994, King 2000). However, drift voyage simulations suggest that the most likely 
departure point for the Chatham Islands from New Zealand to be the southern North Island, 
albeit with moderate probabilities of success from as far north as Coromandel and as far 
south as Canterbury (Leach et al. 1986). Whatever the ultimate origin of karaka in the 
Chatham Island group, populations on Chatham and Pitt Island should be more closely 
related to each other than to any other population in New Zealand, given the isolation and 
limited number of colonising events presumed for the Chatham Islands as a whole. 
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5.3.2 Within populations 
New Zealand Mainland 
88 
Genetic variability should be greatest in the Northland/Auckland regions, with a subsequent 
reduction in variability through the lower North Island and South Island. This model 
assumes that translocated/cultivated karaka, even if derived from Northland stock, would 
show reduced genetic variation due to being established from a limited seed source, or from 
seeds gathered over a small spatial area. This 'bottleneck' would be even greater for karaka 
sourced from populations that were themselves translocations. 
Kermadec Islands 
Results from kiore DNA sequences indicate multiple, two way contact between New 
Zealand, the Kermadecs and Polynesia (Matisoo-Smith 1996). However, karaka is found 
only in New Zealand and there may be differences in the probability of translocation ofrats 
compared to plants. In addition, accidental introduction may be less likely for karaka than 
for kiore. Therefore, in contrast to the results of Matisoo-Smith (1996), it could be predicted 
that there will be limited genetic variation within karaka populations on the Kermadec 
Islands. 
Chatham Islands 
The isolation of the Chatham Islands indicates that multiple translocations ofkaraka there 
were improbable. Therefore there should be very little genetic variation within populations 
on these islands. 
5.4 Methods 
5.4.1 Consultation, sample locations and method 
The majority of the karaka populations sampled were on land administered by the 
Department of Conservation. This required collecting permits to be obtained from every 
conservancy in New Zealand, with the exception of Southland. Because karaka is a plant of 
cultural significance to iwi, and the ownership of genetic resources with regard to the Treaty 
of Waitangi is a sensitive issue, the issuing of permits and sampling was preceded by 
consultation with the appropriate iwi. 
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A total of sixty three populations from different locations were sampled nationwide (Figure 
5.1). Twenty-five came from the North Island, twenty from the South Island, ten from 
inshore islands, seven from the Chatham Island group and one from the Kermadec Islands. 
Mean number of trees sampled per population ranged from 1-10 trees with a mean of 5 
(Table 5.1 ). Sampling of South Island trees was carried out over March- April 2002. 
Sampling of trees in the North Island and off-shore islands occurred over November 2001 -
May 2002. These were mostly collected by Department of Conservation staff, with friends 
and acquaintances also coerced into collecting. Four to five leaves from each tree were taken 
and couriered immediately back to Dunedin where they were stored frozen at -20°C prior to 
DNA extraction. Grid references of sample locations were recorded, usually by GPS but 
sometimes estimated from topographic maps. 
5.4.2 DNA extractions 
Leaf tissue was ground to a powder in liquid nitrogen, 500 µl of CTAB buffer added, and the 
solution incubated in a water bath for 10 minutes at 65°C. The solution was then centrifuged 
for 4 minutes and the supernatant removed to a clean tube. An equal volume of 100% 
chloroform was added, the solution emulsified then centrifuged for 3 minutes and the 
supernatant again removed. This step was repeated once more, followed by precipitation of 
DNA in two volumes of95% ethanol and 1/10 volume of 3M sodium acetate. This solution 
was centrifuged for 5 minutes to collect the DNA, the liquid drawn off, and the DNA washed 
twice in 500 µl of70% ethanol. After drying, the DNA pellet was re-suspended in 50 µl TE 
buffer and stored in a -20°C freezer. DNA was visualized on 0.8% agarose gels stained with 
ethidium bromide and viewed under ultra-violet light. The molecular weight and quantity of 
DNA obtained was estimated against Invitrogen 1kb and High DNA Mass Ladders. 
5.4.3 Genetic fingerprinting technique 
Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphisms (AFLP) 
First described by Vos et al. (1995), AFLP analysis is a useful genetic fingerprinting method 
for assessing the genetic background of selected lines or populations. AFLP is based on PCR 
amplification of genomic restriction fragments and generates a high number of polymorphic 
bands. The technique has four main steps: (1) digestion of the DNA and fragment ligation to 
adapters, (2) pre-selective PCR (polymerase chain reaction) amplification, (3) selective PCR 
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amplification, and ( 4) fragment separation on polyacrylamide sequencing gels with 
visualisation by silver staining. 
5.5 Results 
90 
Working with freshly frozen leaf samples meant that the extraction of pure, high molecular 
weight DNA was relatively straightforward (Figure 5.2). However, other stages of the 
process had to be optimised and this required a great deal of trial and error. The first 
problem encountered was the incomplete digestion of DNA (Figure 5.3). This was optimised 
by manipulating the quantities of Eco RI, Msel and template DNA used in each reaction, 
followed by experimenting with different digestion times. Best results came from three hour 
incubation at 3 7°C using approximately 100 ng of DNA and 0.1 µl of enzyme in each 25 µl 
reaction. Problems also arose with a lack of PCR product at both the pre-amplification and 
selective amplification stages. Different dilutions (1/10 and 1/100) of ligated DNA and pre-
amplification DNA respectively were trialed but eventually, undiluted product was used. 
When sequencing polyacrylamide gels were run they showed only faint, very smeared bands 
which may have been due to a problem in the silver staining process. In other gels, good, 
clear bands were produced but there were inconsistencies within duplicate samples which 
may have been due to incomplete digestion of template DNA. 
Because this process of trial and error had taken some time, and we seemed to·be no closer to 
obtaining consistent results, it was decided that this component of the research was beyond 
the scope of a Masters thesis. 
5.6 Discussion 
5.6.1 Problems encountered with the molecular work 
Genetic fingerprinting using the AFLP technique is both time consuming and costly. With 
the benefit of hindsight, it may have been better to have used Random Amplified 
Microsatellites (RAMS) analysis (Hantula et al. 1996). Like AFLP, this technique generates 
a large number of bands and is a useful tool with which to investigate intra-specific genetic 
variation. However, RAMS is simpler and quicker than AFLP, requiring only one round of 
PCR. Furthermore, the results can be visualised on agarose gels stained with ethidium 
bromide and viewed under ultra-violet light. 
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5.6.2 Sampling considerations 
There were a number of practical difficulties associated with implementing the sampling 
strategy for this study. Firstly, obtaining permits from the Department of Conservation for a 
nationwide survey such as this is time-consuming as it requires dealing with each 
Conservancy on an individual basis. Secondly, the location of the populations to be sampled 
had to be known in advance in order for permits to be granted - which was sometimes 
problematic. A greater difficulty is the sample size required to construct a phylogeography 
ofkaraka. The need to sample throughout the species range in order to ascertain 
relationships between populations, and at a high enough frequency to estimate genetic 
frequencies and detect uncommon haplotypes within populations, rapidly leads to large 
sample sizes which are expensive and time consuming to process. Furthermore, in the 
absence of pilot studies or preliminary investigations, it is not possible to predict how many 
individuals should be sampled in order to quantify genetic variation within populations, or 
even if sufficient variation exists within karaka to identify genetic markers that would be 
informative. 
Another consideration is the effect on measures of genetic diversity of sampling individuals 
from populations at different spatial scales. For a species such as karaka, where local 
dispersal appears to be limited, sampling of trees over smaller areas (e.g. 100 x 100 m) 
compared to larger ones ( e.g. 1 x 1 km) could have a considerable effect on within population 
genetic diversity. Therefore, sampling of populations for this study was carried out over a 
consistent area - generally no more than 100 x 100 m. 
5.6.3 Advantages of karaka as a model of prehistoric human mobility in New Zealand 
While the work ofMatisoo-Smith (1996) on kiore DNA sequences gives a good starting 
point for comparisons between karaka and kiore, two factors make a phylogeography of 
karaka a potentially better model for prehistoric human mobility within New Zealand. 
Firstly, the contemporary distribution ofkiore is very limited in New Zealand, compared to 
karaka which is widespread. Therefore, provided the number of samples is not a limiting 
factor, there is a much better opportunity to build a picture of the relationships between 
karaka populations and by inference, patterns of human colonisation or settlement. Secondly, 
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natural dispersal of karaka by seed appears to be limited and this would tend to conserve the 
patterns of genetic variation developed during human translocation. 
5.6.4 Chronology of karaka's use 
Clearly, the pattern of settlement implied by the short prehistory, long prehistory and 
orthodox models has relevance to the possible genetic structure of karaka as a human 
commensal. Tied in with this is the chronology of karaka's use. It would appear logical to 
assume that karaka was utilised very early in the settlement process. The first human arrivals 
would have been searching for food resources familiar to them and karaka (when in fruit) is 
highly conspicuous. Furthermore, there is abundant evidence for horticulture relatively early 
in the settlement of New Zealand (Leach 1984), and for gardening within a mobile 
hunter/gatherer subsistence mode (Anderson 1991). Lastly, in historic times at least, it is 
known to have been taken as travel food on coastal canoe voyages (Wakefield 1908). 
However, this discloses a paradox in that planting a tree such as karaka as a food resource is 
a relatively long-term investment. This implies either some intention of permanent 
habitation, or at least the likelihood of frequent, future visitation to a particular location. The 
answer to this question awaits further population genetic work. 
5.6.5 Interpretation of results 
While there are advantages in using karaka as a model of human settlement, care would need 
to be taken in the interpretation of the results. Within-population genetic variation should be 
relatively straightforward but the possibility of multiple connections between populations 
underlines the advisability of sharing results with tangata whenua, as the origin and history 
of specific groves of karaka are sometimes known. If local iwi or hapu were willing to share 
this knowledge then the molecular whakapapa ofkaraka could be linked with traditional 
histories, adding considerable richness and detail to the results. 
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5.7 Summary 
• Population genetic studies have proved useful in testing biogeographic hypotheses such as 
the location of glacial refugia, migration and long-distance dispersal events. 
• Karaka's limited natural dispersal and widespread distribution makes it an ideal subject 
for the application of phylogeographic methods. 
• Because karaka was extensively translocated and cultivated by Maori, its phylogeography 
also has the potential to serve as a model for prehistoric Maori settlement in New Zealand. 
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Figure 5.1: Locations of karaka populations sampled for molecular analysis 
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Figure 5.2: DNA extractions from karaka leaf samples on agarose gel. Bands at top of gel indicate intact, 
high molecular weight DNA. Lane 1 = 1 kb ladder; 2 -4 = Hapupu (Chatham Island); 5-7 = Kermadec 
Island; 8-10 = Pallisser Bay, Wairarapa; 11-13 = Piha; 14-16 = Waipapa Point, Kaikoura; 17-19 = 
Punakaiki; 20 = 1 kb ladder. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 
Figure 5.3: Karaka DNA after digestion with EcoRI and Msel enzymes at 37°C for 2.5 hours. Faint 
bands at top of gel (e.g. lanes 11 & 14) indicate undigested DNA. 
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Concluding remarks 
This study reviewed the ethnobotany and ecology ofkaraka and investigated its human and 
natural biogeography via its distribution, climatic requirements and spatial association with 
archaeological sites. The commonly cited anecdotal evidence for the association between 
populations ofkaraka and Maori archaeological sites was confirmed. Furthermore, there is 
good evidence for the extensive cultivation of karaka within and beyond its natural range, 
and for its prehistoric human dispersal to the lower North Island, South Island, Kermadec 
Islands, Chatham Islands and many other in-shore islands off New Zealand. Karaka was a 
valuable Maori food resource and served either as a staple food, or as a luxury, prestige item. 
The use and preparation of seeds or fruits from trees such as karaka were not exclusive to 
New Zealand, but had precedents in Polynesia where a large variety of tree crops were 
utilised and grown. Consequently, one of the conclusions of this study is that the importance 
and extent of arboriculture in New Zealand has previously been overlooked. 
While ecologists have discovered evidence for large scale environmental impacts of Maori 
settlement ( e.g. avifauna extinctions and widespread forest clearance by fire), and 
archaeologists continue to find much physical evidence of Maori occupation, perhaps it is not 
surprising that more subtle environmental constructs such as cultivated groves of indigenous 
trees have not been fully recognised or explored. Early Pakeha believed that Maori were not 
capable oflarge-scale environmental change, and being unfamiliar with the ecology of New 
Zealand could not have recognised the extent of Maori appropriation of resources and the 
landscape. To some extent, modem day ecologists may be guilty of sharing the early 
European colonists' viewpoint. While recognising the impact of humans on ecosystems and 
habitats, the extant endemic flora of New Zealand often serves as a model for studying 
natural processes occurring in ecosystems which are assumed to be largely unmodified by 
human activity. 
In contrast, archaeologists are far more aware of how humans have lived in New Zealand's 
landscape. However, they have tended to look for physical remains while ignoring features 
such as the indigenous vegetation. For example, the majority of archaeological site records 
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do not record vegetation features. When plants are noted they are most often the obvious 
introduced Polynesian cultigens such as taro, not indigenous species such as karaka. 
Some avenues of future research are suggested. Firstly, a completion of genetic analysis 
within and between populations of karaka promises to add to our knowledge of Maori 
mobility and settlement patterns in the New Zealand region. Secondly, fruit/seed size 
(including pulp: seed ratio) and nutritional value could be compared between cultivated and 
natural populations to look for evidence of selective breeding. Thirdly, palynological studies 
can provide a wealth of information on vegetation change and early Polynesian 
environmental impacts and have the potential to date the first appearance ofkaraka at a 
particular location. Lastly, arboriculture by Maori in New Zealand is unlikely to have been 
restricted to just karaka. Although evidence is limited at present, other indigenous species 
may also have been cultivated within or beyond their natural range. For example, questions 
could be asked regarding other economically and culturally valuable species such as whau 
(Entelia arborescens), pohutukawa (Metrosideros excelsa) and titoki (Alectryon excelsus) on 
mainland New Zealand. 
The importance of indigenous vegetation as an integral part of some prehistoric 
archaeological sites is highlighted. Karaka is a very hardy tree and, except in the presence of 
stock, natural regeneration should be sufficient to maintain populations in situ. However, 
where stock do have access and karaka is to be preserved as a living component of a cultural 
site, fencing may be required in order to promote recruitment of young plants. 
The findings of this study challenge the assumption that certain endemic plant communities 
are natural and unmodified by humans. Furthermore, karaka is seen to represent a prehistoric 
human footprint in the contemporary landscape. They are a part of our history, and a visible 
reminder of how humans have lived with, and in New Zealand's environment. It would be 
folly to lose such an important, living part of our historic heritage. 
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Appendix: Karaka distribution and association with archaeological sites 
Abbreviations: 
ARC = Auckland Regional C0tmcil 
NZAA = New Zealand Archaeological Association 
Aki. = Auckland 
CANU= Canterbwy University 
FRI= Forest Research Institute 
DOC= Department of Conservation 
all.= altitude (m) 
dist = distance to coast (km) 
ID source location region status map east north alt. dist. notes NZAA site number 
1 ARC database Kaipara Auckland maori Q09 2621021 6520756 80 5 Terrace/pits Q09/105 
ARC database Kaipara Auckland maori Q09 2621076 6520373 60 Pits Q09/473 
ARC database Kaipara Auckland maori Q09 2622118 6524011 80 2.5 Pa (ringditch) Q09/79 
ARC database Kaipara Auckland maori Q09 2622233 6523565 100 Pits/midden (shell)/kan1ka Q09/374 
ARC database Kaipara Auckland maori Q09 2622356 6523998 60 2.5 Pits/terrace/midden (sheII) Q09/76 
ARC database Kaipara Auckland maori Q09 2622597 6524279 100 2 Pits/terraces/mound/karaka Q09/384 
NZAA database Helensville Auckland maori QlO 2622900 6519900 80 3.5 Karaka grove Ql0/635 
ARC database Helensville Auckland maori QlO 2623452 6516927 120 2.5 Terraces/pits/trees - indigenoll5 Ql0/414 
ARC database Helensville Auckland maori QIO 2623645 6519704 60 2.5 Pa (headland) Ql0/8 
10 ARC database Kaipara Auckland maori Q09 2623763 6524250 60 0.5 Pit/terraces/karaka Q09/389 
11 NZAA database Helensville Auckland maori QlO 2627000 6511300 100 3.2 Pits/karaka QI0/309 
12 ARC database Kaipara Auckland maori Q09 2627700 6536400 20 Pa (ringditch) Q09/151 
13 ARC database Helensville Auckland maori QIO 2628400 6510191 100 2.5 Pa (ridge) Ql0/303 
14 ARC database Helensville Auckland maori QIO 2628403 6509399 160 2.5 Pa (ridge) Ql0/301 
15 NZAA database Helensville Auckland maori QlO 2628600 6508700 100 2.3 Pits/karaka Ql0/290 
16 ARC database Helensville Auckland maori QlO 2628820 6509957 40 2.2 Pa (ridge) Ql0/302 
17 ARC database Helensville Auckland maori QlO 2628901 6509364 60 2.3 Pa (ridge) Ql0/277 
18 ARC database HelensviIIe Auckland maori QlO 2629303 6508388 100 2 Midden (shell)/pits/terraceslbotanical (karaka) QI0/266 
19 ARC database Helensville Auckland maori QIO 2629675 6507506 100 Terrace/botanical (k:araka) Ql0/248 
20 ARC database Helensviile Auckland maori QlO 2629733 6507678 80 Find.5pot/midden (shell)/botanical (karaka) Ql0/249 
21 ARC database Helensville Auckland maori QlO 2630864 6515797 20 Pa (headland) Ql0/411 
22 ARC database Helensville Auckland maori QlO 2631064 6506042 40 1.3 Midden (shell)'botanical (karaka) Ql0/197 
23 ARC database Helensville Auckland maori QIO 2631131 6515902 20 0.4 Trees - indigenoll5 Ql0/410 
24 ARC database Helensville Auckland maori QlO 2632300 6503500 60 4 Field system Ql0/129 
25 ARC database Kaipara Auckland maori Q09 2632680 6549570 40 0.8 Midden (shell) Q09/820 
26 ARC database Helensville Auckland maori QlO 2632900 6501900 80 3.5 Terraces/trees - indigenoll5 Ql0/508 
27 ARC database Helensville Auckland maori QlO 2633000 6502200 100 4 Pit/midden (shell)/trees - indigenoll5 Ql0/507 
28 ARC database Helensville Auckland maori QIO 2633100 6501800 120 3.6 Pit/terrace/trees - indigenoll5 Ql0/511 
29 ARC database Kaipara Auckland maori Q09 2633600 6541700 40 0.5 Midden (shell) Q09/314 
30 ARC database Kaipara harbour Auckland maori QlO 2633629 6501815 110 3.7 Pa (ridge) Ql0/534 
31 ARC database Kaipara harbour Auckland maori QlO 2633691 6500800 60 3.7 Pa (ridge) Ql0/599 
32 ARC database Kaipara harbour Auckland maori QlO 2633821 6501328 60 3.8 Pa (ridge) Ql0/605 
33 ARC database Kaipara harbour Auckland maori QlO 2634136 6501454 40 4.3 Pits/trees - indigenous Ql0/607 
34 ARC database Kaipara Auckland maori Q09 2634300 6541200 20 0.1 Midden (shell)/karaka Q09/3I3 
35 ARC database Kaipara harbour Auckland maori QlO 2634558 6499887 100 4 Pits/terrace/midden (shell) Ql0/586 
36 NZAA database Helensville Auckland maori QlO 2634700 6500400 80 4.3 Karaka/midden Ql0/595 
37 ARC database Kaipara Auckland maori Q09 2634750 6542300 20 0.1 Settlement (historic)/botanical site (Fig and acacia) Q09/736 
38 ARC database Kaipara harbour Auckland maori QlO 2634933 6499592 40 4.2 Pits/lrees - indigenous Ql0/580 
39 ARC database Kaipara harbour Auckland maori QlO 2634999 6499021 80 4.1 Pits/terrace/trees - indigenous Ql0/563 
40 ARC database Helensville Auckland maori QlO 2635300 6505200 40 Pa (ringditch) Ql0/131 
41 ARC database Kaipara harbour Auckland maori QIO 2635507 6499011 40 4.3 Pit/trees - indigenoll5 Ql0/560 
42 ARC database Helensville Auckland maori QIO 2636143 6497265 80 3.9 Pa (ringditch) Ql0/103 
43 ARC database Helensville Auckland maori QlO 2637334 6495724 60 4.8 Pa (ringditch) Ql0/90 
44 ARC database Helensville Auckland maori QlO 2637416 6495082 40 4.1 Pits/terrace/botanical (karaka) Ql0/87 
45 ARC database Kaipara harbour Auckland maori QlO 2637500 6493500 100 4.1 Pa Ql0/652 
46 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori Qll 2637551 6484437 60 0.3 Terraces/midden (shell) Qll/148 
47 ARC database Helensville Auckland maori QlO 2637607 6495042 60 4.1 Pits/terraces/botanical (karaka) Ql0/86 
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48 ARC database Otakamiro pa, Waitakere Auckland maori QI! 2637642 6484577 60 0.2 Pa (ridge) Qll/146 
49 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori Qll 2637660 6484655 60 0.2 Terrace/trees - indigenous Qll/145 
so ARC database Kaipara harbour Auckland maori QIO 2637700 6493100 100 3.4 Terrace/botanical site(karakarfi) Ql0/653 
51 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QII 2637800 6488700 100 1.9 Pits/Cultivations? Qll/343 
52 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QII 2638000 6483100 40 0.1 Terraces/midden (shell)/trees - indigenous Qll/154 
53 ARC database Kaipara harbour Auckland maori QIO 2638100 6518500 20 0.1 Settlement (Maori) (historic) QI0/726 
54 NZAA database Waitakere Auckland maori Qll 2638600 6479300 100 0.3 Terraces/karaka Qll/92 
55 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QI! 2638800 6478400 40 0.4 Trees - indigenous Qll/95 
56 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QII 2638900 6478300 60 0.3 Midden (shetl)/terrace/trees - indigenous Qll/96 
57 ARC database Motu, Waitakere Auckland maori QII 2638900 6480400 80 0.8 Cultivation QII/102 
58 ARC database Helensville Auckland maori QIO 2638924 6492216 60 3.9 Pa (ridge) Ql0/64 
59 ARC database Helensville Auckland maori QIO 2638929 6490426 80 3.1 Pa (ridge) QI0/483 
60 Wassilieff 1984 Kaukapakapa, Kaipara Auckland maori QIO 2639000 6511200 20 0.1 Occasional totara, karaka, titoki, cabbage tree QI0/474 
61 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QII 2639000 6478200 80 0.3 Midden (shell) Qll/97 
62 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori Qll 2639100 6478100 40 0.3 Cave/midden (shell) Qll/98 
63 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QII 2639200 6479400 80 0.8 Pits Qll/104 
64 ARC database Helensville Auckland maori QIO 2639500 6512200 60 0.6 Trees - indigenous QI0/496 
65 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QII 2639900 6473300 40 0.2 Midden (shell) Qll/196 
66 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QII 2639900 6473900 100 0.3 Midden (shell) Qll/190 
67 ARC database Helensville, Te papa Auckland maori QIO 2639900 6512600 110 0.8 Pa (ridge) Ql0/52 
68 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori Qll 2640100 6474800 20 0.2 Shelters/midden (shell) Qll/164 
69 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QII 2640100 6475000 40 0.3 Midden (shell) Qil/161 
70 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori Qll 2640200 6474800 60 0.2 Midden (shell)/terrace Qll/167 
71 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QII 2640200 6473800 100 0.3 Terraces/midden (shell)/stonework Qll/192 
72 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori Qll 2640300 6474800 100 0.2 Rock shelter/midden (shell) QII/166 
73 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QII 2640300 6474500 100 0.3 Shelter/midden (shell) Qll/172 
74 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QII 2640300 6481400 40 2.2 Bwial (ledge) Qll/108 
75 ARC database KukutaW1ga island; peach island, Kaipara Auckland maori QIO 2640400 6513700 40 0.2 Trees - indigenous QI0/533 
76 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QII 2640400 6477800 100 1.3 Pits/terraces Qll/128 
77 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori Qll 2640500 6475100 20 1 Rock shelter/midden (shell) Qll/173 
78 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QI! 2640500 6476000 100 1.2 Pa (headland) Qll/136 
79 Akl. Musewn herbarium Waiti Stream, Bethells Beach Auckland maori Qll 2640500 6478000 60 1.3 Pits/terraces Qll/128 
80 ARC database Helensville Auckland maori QIO 2640600 6511600 60 1.3 Pit/midden (shell)/trees - indigenous QI0/525 
81 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QI! 2640600 6482400 100 2.5 Pa (ridge) Qll/337 
82 ARC database Puketotara, Waitakere Auckland maori QII 2640800 6481000 180 2.3 Pa(hill) Qll/50 
83 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QII 2640900 6474600 190 0.9 Pa (ridgeYstonewmk Qll/181 
84 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QII 2640900 6474900 80 Rock shelter/midden (shell) Qll/175 
85 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QII 2641000 6474800 80 Rock shelter Qll/176 
86 ARC database Kaipara Auckland maori Q09 2641100 6528300 100 0.3 Midden (shell)/?terrace Q09/743 
87 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QII 2641100 6472400 80 0.6 Temces/midden (shell) Qll/200 
88 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori Qll 2641100 6475000 20 1 Pits/midden (shell) Qll/174 
89 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QII 2641100 6474800 40 Rock shelter/midden (shell) Qll/179 
90 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori Qll 2641100 6474700 100 Pa(hill) Qll/182 
91 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori Qll 2641100 6478100 40 1.9 Pits/terrace Qll/124 
92 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori Qll 2641300 6475000 80 1.2 Rock shelter/midden (shell) Qll/183 
93 Wassilieff 1984 Piha Auckland maori Qll 2641400 6471600 120 0.8 Cultivations/Pa. Secondary forest - kanuka, pohutukawa, kowhai, karaka, cabbage tree Qll/38, Qll/56 
94 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QII 2641400 6480500 100 Pits/terraces/trees - indigenous Qll/112 
95 Jolms, K pers.obs Wekatahi Stream, Piha Auckland maori Qll 2641500 6472000 20 0.6 Terrace/cultivations Qll/203,Qll/38 
96 Aki. Musewn herbarium Mercer Bay Auckland maori Qll 2641500 6468500 230 0.7 Terraces Qll/224 
97 ARC database Pou tu terangi, Waitakere Auckland maori Qll 2641500 6477700 100 2.2 Pa (ridge) Qll/126 
98 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori Qll 2641500 6479600 100 2.8 Pa (ridge top) Qll/117 
99 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QII 2641800 6480800 140 3.5 Rock shelter/midden (shell)/trees - indigenous Qll/114 
100 ARC database Te pae Kaka,Waitakere Auckland maori Qll 2641900 6477500 160 2.3 Pits/terrace Qll/127 
IOI ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QI! 2641900 6480700 100 3.8 ?Pa (ridge) Qll/115 
102 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QI! 2642000 6478200 100 2.8 Shelter/rock shelter Qil/123 
103 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QI! 2642100 6470200 260 1.2 Terraces/pit/midden (shell) Qll/217 
104 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori Qll 2642100 6473200 120 1.6 Rock shelter/midden (shell) QIJ/204 
105 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori QI! 2642200 6467200 120 0.7 Shelter Qll/237 
106 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori Qll 2642200 6467500 40 0.8 Midden (shell)/terraces Qll/229 
107 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori Qll 2642200 6473300 140 1.6 Rock shelter/midden (shell) Qll/206 
108 ARC database Waitakere Auckland maori Qll 2642300 6467500 100 0.8 Midden (shell)/terraces Qll/230 
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Qll 2642400 6467500 160 0.9 Midden (shell)/pits 
Ql 1 2642500 6467400 120 1 Shelter/midden (shell) 
Ql 1 2642900 6463700 20 1.2 Midden(shell) 
Q09 2643000 6530500 20 4 Pa (ridge) 
Qll 2643100 6464700 120 1.3 Pits 
Qll 2643300 6463300 40 1.3 Shelter/midden (shell) 
Ql 1 2643300 6463400 80 1.4 Terraces/midden (shell) 
Ql 1 2643400 6463300 80 1.2 Midden (shell) 
Qi I 2643400 6462400 20 1.3 Midden (shell) 
Ql 1 2643500 6462900 40 l.8 Terrace/midden (shell) 
Ql 1 2643600 6462700 80 1.9 Shelter/midden (shell) 
Ql 1 2643800 6464800 100 Shelter/midden(shell) 
Qll 2644300 6461800 120 Pa (ridge top) 
Ql 1 2645200 6461400 80 0.3 Shelter/midden (shell) 
Ql 1 2645200 6461600 140 0.3 Terraces/midden (shell) 
Ql 1 2645300 6461500 60 0.3 Shelter/midden (shell) 
Ql 1 2645800 6478400 40 5.9 Cultivations. Broadleaf forest with mahoe, tawa, taraire, karaka, kohekohe, puriri, rewarewa 
Ql 1 2647200 6462600 60 0.4 Shelters/midden (shell) 
Qll 2648100 6465700 180 1.4 Shelters/midden (shell) 
Qll 2648100 6466000 240 1.4 Shelter 
Qll 2648900 6463700 100 0.3 Midden (shell) 
Ql 1 2648900 6464700 220 0.6 Shelter/midden (shell) 
Ql 1 2650500 6465300 20 0.1 Midden 
Rl 1 2652500 6488600 20 4.2 Tree - indigenous 
Rll 2653200 6460100 40 0.1 Trees 
Rl2 2653800 6445500 80 1.2 Karaka 
Rl2 2654000 6446400 160 1.8 Trees - indigenous 
Rl2 2654000 6446600 160 1.9 Pits/karaka/spring 
R09 2654000 6521800 210 12 5 trees on papa outcrop in middle ofbush patch. No otherkaraka in vicinity 
Rl2 2654100 6445300 160 1.3 Karaka 
Rl2 2654400 6444800 80 1.6 Karaka 
Rl2 2654400 6445300 140 2.1 Karaka 
Rl2 2654500 6446600 120 2.3 Pits/terraces/karaka 
Rl2 2654800 6444800 20 1. 7 Karaka trees 
Rl2 2654800 6446400 80 2.4 Pits 
Rl2 2655300 6443000 40 2.1 Karaka/pit/terraces 
Rl2 2655300 6446000 120 2.4 Karaka 
Rl2 2655400 6445400 40 2.8 Midden (shell) 
Rl2 2655500 6445600 100 2.8 Karaka 
Rl2 2655700 6445400 60 2. 7 Karaka 
Rl2 2655800 6445100 40 2.7 Midden(shell) 
Rl2 2656200 6447000 60 3.3 Karaka tree 
RlO 2657100 6493100 40 Camp. Broadleaf forest 
Rl2 2658000 6441100 40 3.2 Terraces. Cutoverrimu, kahikatea, miro, tawa, puriri, karaka forest 
Rl2 2658300 6447400 20 1.3 Karaka 
RlO 2658400 6491500 60 0.2 Pits/terraces/middens. Tawa, karaka, puriri, nikau forest 
Rl2 2658400 6449900 20 0.4 Midden (shell) 
Rll 2659000 6479900 20 0.1 Karaka trees 
Rl 1 2659870 6476474 50 0.2 Tree 
RlO 2660200 6519000 20 I Midden (shell)/botanical (trees) puriri, karaka, titoki 
Rl2 2660300 6448900 20 0.2 Midden (shell) 
Rl2 2660300 6448800 20 0.2 Midden/k:araka 
ROS 2660400 6552500 120 1.9 Ditch. Large shrub in small valley 
Rll 2661800 6473200 40 0.3 Midden (shell)/trees - indigenous 
RlO 2662000 6516000 60 2 Pa. 
RlO 2662200 6515600 180 1.3 Pa(ridge) 
Rl 1 2662400 6486700 80 Midden/pits. Broadleaf forest with rewarewa, taraire, puriri, kohekohe, karaka in valleys 
RlO 2663200 6502000 80 0.4 Midden/k:araka 
RlO 2663273 6516462 40 0.2 Terraces/trees - indigenous 
RlO 2663300 6515500 40 0.2 Midden. 




























































Appendix: Karaka distribution and association with archaeological sites 
170 NZAA database Whangaparoa Auckland maori R!O 2663500 6501800 80 0.2 Midden/karaka R!0/363 
171 ARC database Whangaparoa Auckland maori R!O 2663681 6516429 100 0.2 Trees - indigenous RI0/204 
172 ARC database Whangaparoa Auckland maori RlO 2663875 6516321 60 0.2 Midden (shell)/trees - indigenous R!0/205 
173 ARC database Whangaparoa Auckland maori RIO 2663914 6516393 20 0.1 Pits/midden (shell)/karaka RI0/165 
174 ARC database MalUlgatauhoro, Whangaparoa Auckland maori RIO 2663978 6516647 140 0.1 Pa (ridge) R!0/135 
175 ARC database Whangaparoa Auckland maori RIO 2664000 6518900 60 0.6 Terraces/trees - indigenous RI0/325 
176 ARC database Auckland Auckland maori RII 2664100 6472800 40 0.2 Terraces/midden (shell)/trees - indigenous Rll/915 
177 ARC database Sutlivans pa, Whangaparoa Auckland maori RIO 2664360 6519602 60 0.2 Pa (hill top) R!0/413 
178 ARC database Whangaparoa Auckland maori R!O 2664505 6502335 20 0.2 Midden (historic) RJ0/371 
179 ARC database Whangaparoa Auckland maori RIO 2664521 6518138 80 0.2 Pa (headland) RI0/91 
180 NZAA database Whangaparoa Auckland maori RIO 2664700 6499800 20 2.2 Midden/karaka RI0/991 
181 ARC database Whangaparoa Auckland maori R!O 2664751 6519407 40 0.1 Pit/terraces/midden (sheil)/trees - indigenous RI0/334 
182 ARC database Whangaparoa Auckland maori RIO 2664800 6504300 40 0.2 Terrace/midden (shell)/trees - indigenous RI0/387 
183 ARC database Whangaparoa Auckland maori RIO 2665123 6502937 20 0.1 Pa (headland) (reported) RJ0/291 
184 ARC database Pukematekeo Mountain. Walkworth Auckland maori R09 2665282 6539316 180 Pa (hill) R09/544 
185 ARC database Walkworth Auckland maori R09 2665410 6535720 20 0.2 Midden (shell) R09/822 
186 ARC database Walkworth Auckland maori R09 2665700 6529200 40 0.2 Midden (shell)/tree (karaka) R09/162 
187 ARC database Walkworth Auckland maori R09 2665800 6531100 10 0.1 Pa (headland) R09/169 
188 ARC database Auckland Auckland maori RII 2665883 6467315 20 0.2 Terraces/?stone platfonns/karaka/midden (shelJ) Rll/1336 
189 ARC database Walkworth Auckland maori R09 2665900 6531500 40 0.2 Midden (shell)/tree (karaka) R09/168 
190 ARC database Auckland Auckland maori Rll 2666000 6467300 20 0.3 Terraces/midden (shell)/karaka/stone piles Rll/1334 
191 ARC database Auckland Auckland maori Rll 2666100 6467200 20 0.2 Terrace/midden (shell) Rll/1333 
192 ARC database Walkworth Auckland maori R09 2666500 6528400 40 0.3 Midden (shell)/tree (karaka) R09/155 
193 ARC database Auckland Auckland maori RII 2666655 6467508 20 l Stone wall/stone exclosure Rll/1395 
194 ARC database Pukeiti, Auckland Auckland maori RII 2666772 6467195 60 I.I Pa (volcanic hill) Rll/29 
195 ARC database Walkworth Auckland maori R09 2667401 6527767 20 0.2 Midden (shell)/tree (karaka) R09/151 
196 ARC database Walkworth Auckland maori R09 2668351 6526934 60 0.5 Midden (shell)/tree (karaka) R09/140 
197 Wassilieff 1984 Warkworth Auckland maori R09 2668600 6527400 60 0.2 Middens/pits/terraces. Kauri, mire, rimu, taraire, puriri, karaka, towai forest R09/147, R09/142-143, R09/950, R09/951 
198 ARC database Auckland Auckland maori RII 2668660 6470448 20 1.3 Midden (shell) Rll/744 
199 ARC database Walkworth Auckland maori R09 2669165 6526934 40 0.2 Midden (shell)/tree (karaka)/terraces/pit R09/139 
200 ARC database Walkworth Auckland maori R09 2669334 6526949 20 0.2 Midden (shell)/?pits/tree (karaka) R09/138 
201 Willans, M. pers.obs. Mullet Point Auckland maori R09 2669634 6527041 60 0.3 Pa/cultivation area/terraces/midden R09/121, R09/172, R09/!36-I37 
202 ARC database Walkworth Auckland maori R09 2669950 6538510 20 0.3 Midden (shell)/karaka tree R09/853 
203 ARC database Whangaparoa Auckland maori RIO 2672783 6508777 20 0.1 Trees - indigenous RI0/97 
204 ARC database Whangaparoa Auckland maori RIO 2672800 6509700 60 0.1 Pa (cliff) R!0/5 
205 ARC database Whangaparoa Auckland maori RIO 2672800 6509400 20 0.2 Terraces/midden (shell)/trees - indigenous R!0/156 
206 ARC database Crater hill, Auckland Auckland maori Rll 2672954 6466475 40 Platforms Rll/627 
207 ARC database Auckland Auckland maori Rll 2672980 6469110 40 1.9 Massey homestead historic trees RII/ 
208 ARC database Crater hill, Auckland Auckland maori RI! 2673003 6466464 40 1.3 Rock shelter Rll/674 
209 ARC database Waikaure, Walkworth Auckland maori R09 2673100 6534200 20 0.1 Pa (headland) R09/192 
210 ARC database Walkworth Auckland maori R09 2674228 6534543 40 0.1 Pa (ridge) R09/242 
211 NZAA database Warkworth Auckland maori R09 2674300 6534300 20 0.2 Terraces/pits/karaka R09/681 
212 NZAA database Auckland Auck1and maori Rll 2675500 6460300 40 0.1 Midden/karaka Rll/2010 
213 NZAA database Kawau Island Auckland maori R09 2678600 6527400 120 0.4 Terraces/karaka R09/620 
214 ARC database Kawau Island Auckland maori R09 2678700 6527600 100 0.3 Pits/terraces/midden (shell) R09/619 
215 ARC database Motukorea Island Auckland maori RII 2679100 6484100 20 0.2 Stonework (mounds)/terraces/? pit/midden (shell) Rll/1501 
216 ARC database Titiri Matangi Island Auckland maori RIO 2679400 6509200 40 0.3 Terraces/pits/trees - indigenous R!0/272 
217 ARC database Matanginui, Auckland Auckland maori RII 2679592 6471783 20 2 Pa (volcanic hill) Rll/24 
218 ARC database Musick Point, Auckland Auckland maori RII 2679960 6482060 20 0.1 Pa (headland)/Wahi tapu Rll/23 
219 ARC database Motutapu Island Auckland maori RIO 2680000 6490100 80 0.2 Midden (shell)/terraces/trees - indigenous RI0/401 
220 ARC database Motutapu Island Auckland maori Rll 2680900 6489600 60 1.2 Pits/trees - indigenous/terrace/midden Rll/1215 
221 ARC database Motutapu Island Auckland maori Rll 2681900 6488900 60 I.I Terrace/?pit/trees - indigenous Rll/1234 
222 ARC database Maungamaungaroa, Auckland Auckland maori RII 2682600 6473000 20 2.3 Pa Rll/221 
223 ARC database Motui he Island Auckland maori RII 2683600 6484900 40 0.3 Pits/terraces/midden (shell) Rll/157 
224 ARC database Motui he Island Auckland maori Rll 2683700 6485500 40 0.3 Midden (shell)/botanical site (puriri/taraire/karaka) Rll/884 
225 ARC database Pukekohe Auckland maori Rl2 2685000 6432800 40 26 Terrace Rl2/7!5 
226 Wassilieff 1984 Red hill, Papakura Auckland maori Rl2 2686300 6457000 20 4 Pits/terraces/pa. Kohekohe, taraire, puriri, pukatea, tawa, titoki, karaka forest Rl2/65, Rl2/4 
227 NZAA database Waiheke Island Auckland maori Rll 2687900 6488200 40 0.3 Karaka grove Rll/1313 
228 NZAA database Waiheke Island Auckland maori RIO 2688700 6490200 20 0.2 Midden/karaka RI0/858 
229 Wassilieff 1984 Mount William Auckland maori SI2 2690200 6441000 140 28 Pa/pits/terraces. Rimu, kahikatea, rata forest with pukatea, puriri occasional titoki, karaka Sl2/211-212 
230 ARC database Te Putiki O Kaku, Waiheke Island Auckland maori Sll 2690500 6486000 40 0.1 Pa (headland) SI!/14 
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231 Gardner et.al 1981 Clevedon, North Auckland Auckland maori Sil 2691000 6476300 100 1.9 Pits. Taraire broadieaf forest 
232 Gardner et.al 1981 Ruato, Auckland Auckland maori SIi 2692700 6468400 60 Pa. Puriri and karaka Sl!/557 
233 ARC database Waiheke Island Auckland maori Sil 2693500 6489700 40 0.2 Pits/terrace/? ditch/trees - indigenous Sll/71 
234 NZAA database Waiheke Island Auckland maori SIO 2694300 6490500 60 0.1 Pits & karaka SI0/11 
235 NZAA database Waiheke Island Auckland maori SIO 2694500 6490200 40 0.1 Pits & karaka SI0/10 
236 ARC database Waiheke Island Auckland maori SIO 2694500 6490400 60 0.1 Pits/terraces/trees - indigenous S!0/13 
237 ARC database Umupuia Beach Auckland maori Sil 2695700 6474800 40 0.3 Path/terraces/middens (she11,hangi stone)/botanical site (karaka tree) Sll/835 
238 ARC database Waiheke Island Auckland maori Sil 2697900 6488300 40 0.2 Midden (shell)/terrace SI 1/124 
239 ARC database Waiheke Island Auckland maori SIi 2698600 6489700 60 0.2 ? Terraces/trees - indigenous Sll/135 
240 NZAA database Waiheke Island Auckland maori SID 2699600 6490800 20 0.3 ?Terrace/karaka SI0/237 
241 ARC database Waiheke Island Auckland maori Sil 2699800 6486100 120 2 Pits/terraces/botanical site (karaka/totara) Sll/487 
242 ARC database Waiheke Island Auckland maori SID 2700350 6490450 20 0.2 ? Pits/terraces/trees - indigenous SI0/89 
243 NZAA database Waiheke Island Auckland maori SIO 2701100 6490700 20 0.1 Karaka/track SI0/241 
244 ARC database Waiheke Island Auckland maori S!O 2701100 6490500 60 0.1 Midden (shell)/? terrace/trees - indigenous SI0/243 
245 ARC database Waiheke Island Auckland maori S!O 2701200 6490900 20 0.1 Midden (shell)/terraces/pits SI0/97 
246 ARC database Waiheke Island Auckland maori Sil 2701500 6488500 160 I.I Pit/botanical site (karaka/nikau) Sll/565 
247 ARC database Waiheke Island Auckland maori S!O 2702300 6491500 20 0.2 Terraces/midden (shell)/trees - indigenous SI0/108 
248 ARC database Waiheke Island Auckland maori SIO 2702300 6491700 40 0.2 Terrace/midden (shell)/pit SIO/llO 
249 ARC database Orere Stream Auckland maori Sll 2704700 6464700 100 6.5 Karaka Sll/308 
250 ARC database Waiheke Island Auckland· maori SID 2706400 6491500 60 0.1 Terraces/? pits/trees - indigenous Sl0/137 
251 ARC database Waiheke Island Auckland maori Sil 2706700 6489800 20 0.1 Terraces/trees - indigenous Sll/308 
252 ARC database Matingarahi Auckland maori Sil 2710600 6463900 200 3.2 Trees - indigenous Sll/542 
253 Aki. Museum herbarium Hunua Range, McKeras Track Auckland maori S12 2712000 6457000 80 3 Stone heap/midden/terraces S!2/65 
254 ARC database Great Banier Island, Awana Auckland maori TOS 2733800 6552200 60 0.2 Pa (headJand) T08/8 
255 ARC database Great Banier Island Auckland maori T08 2733800 6553100 160 0.3 Midden (she11)/terraces/burial/trees - indigenous TOS/34 
256 Wassilieff 1984 Great Banier Island, Harataonga Auckland maori T08 2734000 6555000 60 I Archaic midden and pa. Kauri, totara, rimu with puriri, taraire, rewarewa, karaka TOS/30 
257 ARC database Rakitulsland Auckland maori TOS 2735280 6561680 60 0.3 Rock she1ter TOS/54 
258 Wassilieff 1984 Swanson, Waitakere Auckland llllknown Qll 2649800 6479800 80 10 Young mixed broadJeaf - mahoe, kohekohe, karaka, puriri, titoki 
259 Gardner et.al 1981 Henderson Valley, Waitemata Auckland llllknown RI! 2652200 6477400 60 5.2 
260 Dijkgraaf 2002 Upper Remigers Bush Auckland unknown R09 2655800 6521400 100 9.5 Taraire, puriri, kohekohe, rewarewa, nikau and occasional karaka 
261 Dijkgraaf2002 Lower Remigers Bush Auckland unlmown R09 2655900 6521100 40 9.5 Taraire, puriri, kohekohe, rewarewa, nikau and occasional karaka 
262 Gardner et.al 1981 John Bishop Memorial, North Auckland Auckland unknown Rll 2656700 6471900 60 1.2 Puriri kohekohe, rewarewa, kauri , rimu 
263 Gardner et.al 1981 Bishop park, North Auckland Auckland llllknown Rll 2657600 6472700 80 1.3 
264 Wassilieff 1984 Coatesville, Auckland Auckland llllknown RIO 2658500 6496900 80 Kahikatea, rimu, puriri, kohekohe, karaka, taraire ta11 scrub 
265 Wassilieff 1984 Pakiri, Warkworth Auckland llllknown ROS 2659000 6453500 40 2.3 Remnant totara, tanekaha, tawa, karaka, rewarewa forest with matai 
266 Gardner et.al 1981 Albany, Waitemata Auckland llllknown RIO 2661400 6497400 80 Puriri, taraire forest 
267 Akl. Museum herbariwn Duck Creek Auckland llllknown RIO 2662500 6506500 40 
268 Gardneret.a] 1981 Eskdale Bush, Auckland Auckland llllknown RI! 2663000 6487400 40 1.9 Mahoe, tawa, rewarewa, karaka, kohekohe 
269 Gardner et.al 1981 Le Roy's Bush, Birkenhead Auckland unlmown RI! 2664800 6486400 40 1.2 Broadleaf forest 
270 Gardner et.al 1981 Kauri Glen, Northcote Auckland unlmown RI! 2665100 6486900 40 0.8 
271 Wassilieff1984 Patumahoe, Manukau Auckland llllknown Rl2 2673500 6444100 60 10.2 Tawa, taraire dominant with pukatea, puriri and occasional titoki, karaka 
272 Gardner et.al 1981 Rooses Bush, Pukekohe Auckland llllknown R12 2680100 6442700 60 19 
273 Gardner et.al 1981 Coulthards, Pukekohe Auckland llllknown Rl2 2680600 6446800 40 19 Puriri with tarata, karaka, kohekohe 
274 Wassilieff1984 Kirks Bush, Papakura Auckland llllknown R12 2682800 6456800 20 3 BroadJeaf forest - tawa, pukatea, rewarewa over taraire, karaka, puriri. Original (brest remnant 
275 Dijkgraaf2002 Robertsons Bush Auckland llllknown Rll 2685200 6468700 40 2 Kohekohe, puriri, tawa, rewarewa, nikau. Mature karaka rare. 
276 Dijkgraaf2002 Whitford Bush Auckland llllknown RI! 2685300 6469300 40 1.4 Kohekohe, taraire, puriri, tawa, rewarewa with karaka, nikau, pigeonwood 
277 Wassilieff 1984 Wairoa Gorge, south Auckland Auckland llllknown Sl2 2694700 6460100 100 10 Kahikatea, rata forest with tawa and fewer rewarewa, karaka 
278 Gardner et.al 1981 Hwma Falls, south west Auckland Auckland llllknown SI2 2696!00 6457200 80 12 
279 Aki. Museum herbariwn Hunua Range, Mataitai Block Auckland llllknown Sil 2700000 6466000 80 
280 Aki. Museum herbarium Ponuilsland Auckland llllknown Sil 2705000 6478000 80 
281 Wilkes 1994 Tokoroa East Cape/BOP maori T!6 2737000 6334000 200 80 Shown in 1884 Maori lands and survey plan ML 6309. Sth. Aki district T!6#!0 
282 NZAA database Katikati, Bay of Plenty East Cape/BOP maori TB 2765890 6402920 60 4 Karaka tree T!3/612 
283 NZAA database Tauranga East Cape/BOP maori Ul4 2778140 6386830 20 0.1 Karaka U14/1329 
284 NZAA database Tauranga East Cape/BOP maori U!4 2781570 6389050 20 0.2 Midden/karaka Ul4/1274 
285 NZAA database Tauranga East Cape/BOP maori Ul4 2782380 6387840 20 Karaka trees U14/819 
286 Wassilieff 1984 Kaiate Falls, Tauranga East Cape/BOP maori Ul4 2795500 6377400 80 Pits/midden/terraces. Broadleafforest remnant-pohutukawa, puriri, karaka, rewarewa U14/2522, Ul4/2313 
287 NZAA database Mayor Island East Cape/BOP maori U13 2798900 6427800 40 0.3 karaka Ul3/119 
288 NZAA database Ngongotaha East Cape/BOP maori UIS 2805700 6353800 250 30 Karaka grove UIS/619 
289 FRI herbariwn Lake Tarawera East Cape/BOP maori Ul6 2807000 6330500 300 42 Pa. U16/60 
290 FRI herbarium Lake Rotoiti East Cape/BOP maori VIS 2815000 6344000 300 30 Solitary tree in small remnant bush on roadside. Tree 50ft. 
291 Wassilieff 1984 Pataua Island, Ohiwa East Cape/BOP maori WIS 2873800 6343800 40 0.2 Midden/ovens. Kanuka, manuka, rewarewa, kamahi, karaka, pohutukawa common WIS/518-519 
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292 Clarkson 1989 Hukutuia Domain, Opotiki East Cape/BOP maori Wl6 2884300 6339300 80 Pa/burial. Tawa, puriri forest with karaka WI6/52 
293 Clarkson 1989 Hine rae, Waioeka East Cape/BOP maori Wl6 2885800 6336300 80 II pre-historic pa/earthworks/midden. Puriri with karaka on river flats and low slopes WI6/364 
294 Clarkson 1989 Waioeka East Cape/BOP maori WI6 2887900 6337800 60 II pre-historic site/terraces/earthworks. Tawa, puriri forest 
295 Clarkson 1989 Oroi, Opape, East Cape East Cape/BOP maori XIS 2899200 6348900 60 Pa. Adjoins maori historic site. Tawa, rewarewa, puriri forest XIS/150, XIS/I I 
296 Clarkson 1986 Te Uritukituki, Maraenui East Cape/BOP maori XIS 2910700 6358300 100 0.4 Terraces/pits. Pohutukawa, karaka forest. XIS/234 
297 Clarkson 1989 Takata Point East Cape/BOP maori XIS 2913800 6362300 20 0.2 Pits/terraces. Pohutukawa, puriri forest XIS/77-78 
298 Clarkson 1986 Whitianga Block, East Cape East Cape/BOP maori XIS 2914000 6363200 80 0.2 Terraces/pits/pa. Pohutukawa, houpara, karakao, karaka on coastal cliffs XIS/149, XIS/80, XIS/74, XIS/82 
299 Clarkson 1986 Omaio Block, East Cape East Cape/BOP maori XIS 2916500 6365500 80 0.3 Pits/terraces. Omaio headland Tawa, pohutukawa, karaka, kohekohe, pwiri forest on basal hill slopes XIS/40-41 
300 Clarkson 1986 Wharawhara Block, East Cape East Cape/BOP maori XIS 2919500 6365500 60 1.2 Pits/terraces. Midway along Omaio beach. Tawa, pwiri, karaka, rewarewa, hinau, rimu, kohekohe forest XIS/55 
301 Clarkson 1986 Waiorore Stream, East Cape East Cape/BOP maori XIS 2922300 6369500 100 0.3 Terraces. Pohutukawa, karaka forest on coastal cliffs XIS/26 
302 Clarkson 1986 Te Kaba Block East Cape/BOP maori XI4 2925500 6376500 60 0.7 Pa. Tawa, mahoe, karaka, taraire, pwiri on alluvial stream terrace XI4/3 
303 Clarkson 1986 Maungaroa North, East Cape East Cape/BOP rnaori XI4 2926500 6377700 20 0.6 Field system/garden. North of Te Kaha. Pwiri, pohutukawa, karaka, kohekohe, tawa on marine & alluvial terrac X14/23 
304 Clarkson 1986 Motuaruhe Forest, East Cape East Cape/BOP maori YI4 2932200 6380200 40 0.1 Pa. West ofwhanarua. Pohutukawa, houpara, karaka forest on and above steep coastal cliffs YI4/325 
305 DOC 1998 Whanarua Bay, East Cape East Cape/BOP maori YI4 2932500 6379500 200 Hangi/terrace. East ofwhanarua stm. Pohutukawa with pwiri, kohekohe, karaka, nikau YI4/3!9, YI4/317 
306 Clarkson 1986 Maraehako - Te Waiti, East Cape East Cape/BOP maori YI4 2933300 6379800 100 I Pits/terraces/pa/findspot. Tawa, puriri, pohutukawa, karaka forest on steep valley slopes & gullies YI4/312, YI4/356, YI4/307 
307 DOC 1998 Te Arai,. Gisbome East Cape/BOP maori YI8 2934400 6264100 60 5.6 Pits/terraces. Semi coastal kohekohe, karaka YI8/200 
308 Wassilieff 1984 Pakowhai, Gisbome East Cape/BOP maori YI8 2935700 6262100 20 Pits/terraces. Kahikatea swamp remnant with pukatea, matai, miro canopy with kohekohe, karaka, nikau YI8/269, YI8/271 
309 Clarkson 1986 Tawaroa Topu, East Cape East Cape/BOP maori YI4 2940000 6381700 60 0.4 Headland pa. East side river, nearer sea. Tawa, puriri, karaka forest on moderate hillslope YI4/124 
310 Clarkson 1986 Raukokere Reserve, East Cape East Cape/BOP maori YI4 2940000 6380000 100 3 Pa/pits/terrace. East side of river, 3-4 km up. Tawa, pukatea, kohekohe, karaka mahoe on alluvial terrace YI4/176, YI4/160 
311 Wassilieff 1984 Greys Bush East Cape/BOP maori YI8 2941800 6278200 20 9.2 Pits. Forest remnant, kahikatea YI8/332 
312 DOC 1998 Okitu Bush, Gisbome East Cape/BOP maori YI8 2954100 6269600 40 0.1 Pits. Makarori Point. Broadleaf forest puriri, kohekohe, karaka YI8/49 
313 Aki. Museum herbarium Anaura Bay East Cape/BOP maori ZI6 2974500 6315000 40 0.5 Pits/terraces ZI6/79 
314 Clarkson 1989 Pukeamaru Range, Hicks, East Cape East Cape/BOP maori ZI4 2979000 6383500 60 2.1 Tarapahue pa. Kohekohe, tawaroa with puriri, karaka on lower slopes near pa 
315 Clarkson 1986 Haurere headland East Cape/BOP maori XIS 2900100 6350400 60 0.6 Pits/pa. Tawa, puriri, karaka forest XIS/150-151 
316 Landcare Herbarium (Lincoln) Torere Beach East Cape/BOP maori XIS 2902000 6350300 40 0.4 Pa/terraces. XIS/156, XIS/I I 
317 Clarkson 1986 Hawai East Cape/BOP maori XIS 2908500 6354300 20 0.8 Pa/terraces. Behind Hawai beach. Tawa, karaka, puriri, miro, pohutukawa in coastal gullies XIS/117, XIS/212 
318 Clarkson 1986 Haumiaroa Point, Hawai East Cape/BOP maori XIS 2908900 6355000 60 0.4 Pa/terraces. Pohutukawa, karaka forest XIS/120, XIS/99, XIS/117 
319 Campbell & Atkinson 1999 Karewa Island East Cape/BOP unlmown UI3 2787000 6403200 40 0.1 Karaka present 
320 Beadel et.al 1999 Tarepe Stream, Taneatua East Cape/BOP unlmown WIS 2864300 6341200 100 9 One karaka seen 
321 Clarkson & Regnier 1989 Oscar Reeve, Ohiwa East Cape/BOP unlmown WIS 2876200 6346700 40 0.3 Pohutukawa, puriri, rewarewa, tawa, kohekohe forest 
322 Wassilieff 1984 Haynes, Mahia Peninsula East Cape/BOP unlmown Y20 2929100 6213100 100 0.8 Kohekohe/tawa forest with mahoe, rewarewa, karaka, ngaio, titoki 
323 Basset, A pers.obs Raukaukaka, Gisbome East Cape/BOP unlmown YI8 2933500 6269500 20 7.3 
324 Wassilieff 1984 Norma Leonie Shelton, Tolaga East Cape/BOP unlmown ZI7 2974000 6296500 40 1.7 Coastal forest ofkohekohe, tawa, puriri, karaka 
325 Mo1loy, B. pers. obs. Port Levy ECSI maori N36 2498500 5733500 40 0.1 Midden 36/23 
326 NZAA database Decanter Bay ECSI maori N36 2509200 5727600 20 0.1 Middens/karaka N36/I4 
327 Jacomb 2000 Panau, LittleAkaloa ECSI maori N36 2512500 5727800 40 0.1 Pa/garden rows/village N36/73, N36/74, N36/72 
328 Wilson 1992 Raupo Bay ECSI maori N36 2512800 5727500 20 0.1 Pa/gardens(kumara) nearby. Scattered small groves N36/73, N36/I09 
329 Landcare Herbarium (Lincoln) North East Bay, Okains Bay ECSI maori N36 2514000 5724000 140 0.4 Small grove, facing south 
330 Landcare Herbarium (Lincoln) Okains Bay ECSI maori N36 2515000 5723000 60 0.4 Rock shelter N36/78 
331 NZAA database North West Bay ECSI maori N36 2515200 5725500 20 0.1 Middens/karaka N36/77 
332 Stowe, C. pers. obs. North West Bay ECSI maori N36 2515200 5725600 20 0.1 Pits/karaka N36/77 
333 Landcare Herbarium (Lincoln) Little Okains Bay ECSI maori N36 2516200 5723100 40 0.2 Find spot. Small grove behind beach N36/80 
334 Landcare Herbarium (Lincoln) Napenape, near Motunau ECSI maori N33 2529000 5806000 100 0.4 Midden/ovens/artefacts/fire area. Small groves. N33/16-I8 
335 Landcare Herbarium (Lincoln) Napenape, south ofreseive in gully ECSI maori N33 2530000 5807000 100 0.3 Midden/ovens/artefacts/fire area. Small groves. N33/16-I8 
336 NZAA database Gore Bay ECSI maori 033 2536100 5818100 40 0.2 Ovens/karaka 033/12 
337 Moore 1999 Oaro - Tarapuhi, Kaikoura ECSI maori 032 2551100 5851700 100 0.2 Ngaio, mahoe, karaka, fucshia, titoki. Southern-most rengarenga. Presumed maori plantings. Martin Solomon, Ngai Tahu (pers.com.) 
338 Moore 1999 Omihi Stream, Kaikoura ECSI maori 032 2552500 5856800 100 0.2 Pa site. Broadleaf forest, ma hoe, puriri, kowhai with some karaka ngiao. Near coast 032/6 
339 Stowe, C. pers.obs. Oaro ECSI maori 032 2552900 5857400 60 0.2 Pa. 032/7 
340 Wassilieff 1984 Goose Bay, Kaikoura ECSI maori 032 2554000 5859800 100 0.2 Artefacts/burial/pa. Karaka, titoki, ngaio treeland 032/48, 032/42 
341 Moore 1999 Kahutura-rosie Mom. Kaikoura ECSI maori 031 2554600 5860600 100 0.1 Pa site, significant to local iwi. Coastal broadleaf, mahoe, 5 finger, titoki, ngaio, karaka 031/21 
342 Moore 1999 Railway Lease, Kahutara ECSI maori 031 2556000 5861300 60 0.1 Pa site. Coastal broadleaf 031/21 
343 Wassilieff 1984 Puhi Puhi ECSI maori P3I 2570400 5881800 200 3 Coastal forest, rimu, matai, totara over mahoe, ngaio, titoki with kowhaiJ karaka conunon 
344 Stowe, C. pers.obs. Maungamanu ECSI maori P3I 2571603 5878300 20 0.1 Pits. P31/I5 
345 Wassilieff 1984 Maungamanu ECSI maori P3I 2574900 5881200 80 0.1 Caves/pits. Mahoe, 5 finger, with scattered emergent hinau, titoki, totara, karaka P31/13,P31/1I 
346 Wassilieff 1984 Rakautara ECSI maori P3I 2576200 5882000 60 0.2 Pa site. Secondary forest ofkaraka, ngaio, fuchsia, mahoe P31/9 
347 Stowe, C. pers.obs. Rakautara ECSI maori P3I 2576491 5882177 60 0.1 Pa P3I/9 
348 Wassilieff 1984 HalfinoonBay ECSI maori P3I 2576800 5883200 60 0.2 Pa site. Coastal low forest, karaka, mahoe, fuchsia, ngaio P31/9 
349 Moore, S. pers.obs. OkiwiBay ECSI maori P3I 2581000 5887600 40 0.3 Pa site/ovens P31/4, P31/6 
350 Stowe, C. pers.obs. Waipapa ECSI maori P3I 2581964 5887902 40 0.1 Pa P31/4 
351 Wassilieffl984 Waipapa Point ECSI maori P3I 2582100 5888500 40 0.2 Occupation site. Ngaio, karaka, mahoe forest. P3I/21 
352 NZAA database Grassmere ECSI maori Q29 2616000 5940000 40 0.2 Artefacts/karaka Q29/3 
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353 Williams, J. pers. com. The Kail< ECSI maori N37 2505000 5708000 20 O.l Several old karaka trees by marae 
354 Sawyer et al. 2003 Mukamuka Bay South Hbay/Wairarapa maori R28 2676400 5977500 20 0.3 Working floor R28/28 
355 Sawyer et al. 2003 Lake Powmi, Wairarapa Hbay/Wairarapa maori R27 2686500 5982800 20 Ovens and pa nearby R27/I22 
356 NZAA database Palliser, Whatarangi Hbay/Wairarapa maori S28 2695000 5967400 60 0.6 karaka S28/44 
357 NZAA database Pa1Jiser Hbay/Wairarapa maori S28 2695500 5970900 20 0.3 Karaka grove S28/3 
358 Wassilieff 1986 Putangirua Pinnacles, Palliser Bay Hbay/Wairarapa maori S28 2696800 5970500 60 1.2 
359 NZAA database Palliser Hbay/Wairarapa rnaori S28 2697000 5972000 100 1.9 Karaka grove S28/2 
360 NZAA database Palliser Hbay/Wairarapa maori S28 2697200 5975200 IOO 3.1 Pits/karaka S28/l I 
361 NZAA database Palliser Hbay/Wairarapa maori S28 2697700 5975100 JOO 3.8 Pits/karaka S28/!3 
362 NZAA database Palliser Hbay/W airarapa maori S28 2699700 5953000 80 0.7 Karaka/midden S28/!09 
363 NZAA database Pa11iser Hbay/\Vairarapa maori S28 2699800 5952800 60 0.2 Karaka S28/29 
364 NZAA database Palliser Hbay/Wairarapa maori S28 2699900 5952700 40 0.3 Karaka/midden S28/30 
365 NZAA database Palliser Hbay/Wairarapa maori S28 2700000 5952700 40 0.5 Karaka S28/31 
366 Sawyer et al. 2003 Cape Palliser Hbay/Wairarapa maori S28 2700800 5952400 20 0.4 Garden soil S28/33 
367 NZAA database Palliser Hbay/Wairarapa maori S28 2702000 5952800 20 0.2 Karaka S28/34 
368 NZAA database Pa11iser Hbay/Wairarapa maori S28 2702000 5952900 40 0.2 Karaka/walls S28/ll2 
369 Harris, G. pers.obs. Papawai marae, Papawai Hbay/Wairarapa maori S27 2718500 6009000 40 37 Trees by marae . vety productive 
370 NZAA database Pahaoa Hbay/W airarapa maori T28 2737700 5977100 40 1.4 Karaka T28/27 
371 NZAA database Pahaoa Hbay/Wairarapa maori T28 2737900 5977500 20 2 Karaka T28/28 
372 NZAA da!abase Pahaoa Hbay/Wairarapa maori T28 2738500 5977100 20 l.3 Karaka T28/26 
373 Sawyer et al 2003 Waimoana Station Hbay/Wairarapa maori T27 2750200 5987700 40 0.7 Stone wall T27/22 
374 Sawyer et al. 2003 Castlepoint Hbay/Wairarapa maori U26 2781700 6028800 40 0.2 Midden U26/J 
375 NZAA database Cast1epoint Hbay/Wairarapa maori U26 2784200 6039500 280 0.6 Karaka U26/4 
376 NZAA database Pongaroa Hbay/Wairarapa maori U25 2784500 6047700 40 5 Karaka groves U25/2 
377 Grant 1996 Te Waikaha Stream Hbay/W airarapa maori V22 2836000 6155000 JOO 18 Pit/pa V22/!90, V22/52 
378 Landcare Herbariwn (Lincoln) Tangoio Scenic reserve, Hawke Bay Hbay/Wairarapa maori V20 2844000 6203000 40 5 Pa. Forest renmant. V20/32 
379 Wassilieff 1984 Waipatiki, Hawke Bay Hbay/Wairarapa maori W20 2852000 6206000 JOO 2.2 Pa/old maori track. Coastal broadleafforest tawa, titoki, puriri, karaka W20/!4 
380 NZAA database Waimarama Hbay/Wairarapa maori W22 2854500 6157300 120 0.4 Midden. Karaka W22/159 
381 DOC 1998 Earthquake Slip, Hawke Bay Hbay/Wairarapa maori W20 2860000 6215900 140 0.2 Middens. Small renmant patches karaka, titoki, cabbage tree 
382 WassilieIT 1984 Kakariki, Mohaka Hbay/Wairarapa maori WJ9 2861000 6232500 200 17 Pa/pits/terraces. Broadleaf scrub with some podocaipS. Titoki, tawa, karaka, kowhai Wl9/227-229 
383 WassilieIT1984 Waiatai, Wairoa Hbay/Wairarapa maori XJ9 2895800 6233800 20 4.9 House/pits/terrace. Burial site for tohunga. Exotic and native bush. kahikatea, kauri, karaka, whau XJ9/ll5 
384 Sawyer et al. 2003 Turakirae Hbay/W airarapa unknown R28 2672500 5974700 JO 0.3 Manuk:a, flax, toetoe, shrubland 
385 Sawyer et al. 2003 Turakirae Hbay/Wairarapa unknown R28 2672800 5975200 40 0.4 Manuk:a, flax, toetoe, shrubland 
386 Havell, D. pers.obs Akitio Bush Hbay/Wairarapa unknown U25 2797925 6058850 60 0.3 
387 Wassilieff 1984 McLeans Bush Hbay/Wairarapa unknown V24 2814800 6082300 120 3.3 Coastal forest. Hinau, totara, miro, kahikatea, matai, rata, rewarewa, pigeonwood, titoki, karaka, kowhai 
388 Wassilieff 1984 Maraetotarara Gorge, Hawke Bay Hbay/Wairarapa unknown V22 2843700 6146800 300 8 Coastal karaka, ngaio forest with occasional rimu, kahikatea, titoki, pigeonwood, rewarewa 
389 DOC 1998 Hales RE Hbay/Wairarapa unknown U24 2805000 6081000 JOO JO Coastal forest remnant karaka, kowhai, rewarewa, puk:atea, nikau 
390 Stowe, C. pers.obs. Rangiltaeata Nelson maori N25 24924!0 6044920 20 O.l Pa/middens N25/35 
391 Landcare Herbariwn (Lincoln) Takaka river mouth Nelson maori N25 2492500 6045100 60 0.1 Pa/middens N25/35 
392 Moore, S. pers.com. Hanson Winter Scenic Reserve Nelson maori N25 2499500 6041000 20 0.5 Middens/pits/ovens N25/96, N25/21 
393 Stowe, C. pers.obs. Pohara Nelson maori N25 2500507 6041635 20 0.1 Cave/midden/pits/burial N25/8 
394 Moore, S. pers.com. Grove Scenic Reserve Nelson maori N25 2501300 6041300 80 0.5 Middens/pits/ovens N25/l6, N25/!9, N25/92 
395 Land.care Herbarium (Lincoln) Ligar Bay, NeJson Nelson maori N25 2501400 6041900 20 0.1 Middens/ovens N25/!6 
396 Walls 1984 Bay of Many Coves, Marlborough Sounds Nelson maori P27 2507300 2703200 40 0.3 Prehistoric site. kohekohe forest with nikau, karaka in gullies 
397 NZAA database Separation Point Nelson maori N25 2509900 6047100 JOO 0.1 Pits/k:araka N25/63 
398 Landcare Herbarium (Lincoln) Canoe bay, south of Awaroa Head Nelson maori N26 2513900 6039300 40 O.l Terraces/pits N26/9 
399 Stowe, C. pers.obs. McKee Domain Nelson maori N27 2517100 5999400 40 0.1 Three old trees in coastal forest renmant. 
400 Wassilieff 1984 Maud Island (Tom Shand) Nelson maori P26 2585000 6020000 60 0.3 Midden/pits/terrace. Kohekohe, mahoe, karaka at low altitudes P26/l 70, P26/J 74 
401 Walls 1984 Double Bay, Marlborough Sounds Nelson maori P27 2588300 5901800 40 0.2 Middens/ovens/flakes. Broadleaf forest. Karaka at heads of deep bays P27/16-17 
402 NZAA database D'Urville Island Nelson maori P25 2590300 6052900 40 0.J Midden/karaka P25/88 
403 Stowe, C. pers.obs. Mistletoe Bay, Marlborough Sounds Nelson maori P27 2591552 5997774 20 0.1 Ridge pits. Single old tree, with seedlings in coastal forest renmant. P27/l04 
404 Walls 1984 Weka Point, Marlborough Sounds Nelson maori P27 2593300 6001400 40 0.1 Oven/pits/terrace. Hard beech on spurs. Tawatawa, pukatea, mahoe, nikau coastal forest P27/53 
405 Walls 1984 Goulter Bay, Marlborough Sounds Nelson maori P27 2594200 6003800 20 0.2 Fire area/ovens. Broadleafforest P27/42, P27/29 
406 Landcare Herbarium (Lincoln) Stephens Island Nelson maori P25 2594500 6059000 60 0.2 Oven stones P25/226 
407 Walls 1984 Torea, Marlborough Sounds Nelson maori P27 2596800 5998600 60 0.1 Middens. Broadleaf forest, secondary treeland mostly P27/26 
408 NZAA database Chetwode Island Nelson maori P26 2598800 6033100 180 0.1 Karaka P26/248 
409 Walls 1984 Karaka Point, Marlborough Sounds Nelson maori P27 2599100 5994200 40 0.1 Earthworks/prehistoric site/pa P27/l33 
410 Landcare Herbarium (Lincoln) Patersons Bush, Marlborough Sounds Nelson maori P26 2605600 6019700 40 0.4 Walls/pits/terraces. Polynesian kumera cultivation site. P26/2!0, P26/2!2-214 
4ll Stowe, C. pers.obs. Punga cove Nelson maori P27 2606599 6008048 20 0.1 Midden P27/61, P27/68 
412 Walls 1984 Edgecombe Point Nelson maori Q27 26!0500 6005000 40 0.1 coastal forest 
413 Walls 1984 Spenser Bay, Marlborough Sounds Nelson maori Q27 2610500 6001900 40 0.2 Pits/walls. Boadleaf forest, kohekohe, tawatawa with hinau, titoki, karaka, pukatea Q27/2-3 
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414 Walls 1984 Arapawa Island, Ngaruru, Marlborough Sounds Nelson maori Q27 2611500 5997500 60 0.3 Prehistoric site 
415 wans 1984 Cape Lambert, Marlborough Sounds Nelson maori Q26 2612500 6022300 80 0.2 Prehistoric earthworks. kohekohe forest 
416 Landcare Herbariwn (Lincoln) Ships cove, Queen Charlotte sowid Nelson maori Q26 2613500 6011700 60 0.2 Argillite flakes. Q26/5 
417 Walls 1984 Howdens Bush Nelson maori Q26 2613500 6011800 40 0.3 Artefacts. Kohekohe forest dominant near sea Q26/IO 
418 Walls 1984 Cannibal cove, Marlborough Sounds Nelson maori Q26 2615200 6014000 40 0.2 Prehistoric site/artefacts Q26/6 
419 Walls 1984 Motuara Island, Marlborough Sounds Nelson maori Q26 2617200 6012100 80 0.2 Middens/terraces/pits. Kohekohe forest with understorey kawakawa, karaka Q26/8-9 
420 Wassilieffl984 Long Island, Marlborough Sounds Nelson maori Q27 2617700 6009700 60 0.2 Early maori/european contact. Kiore. Remnant kohekohe, karaka in gully on east side 
421 Walls 1984 Pickersgill Island, Marlborough S0tu1ds Nelson maori Q27 2617700 6004100 60 0.2 Prehistoric site. kohekohe forest with tawatawa, hinau, karnahi and some karaka, mahoe 
422 Wassilieff 1984 Arapawa Island, Marlborough Sounds Nelson maori Q27 2624500 6001000 40 0.3 Houses/pits/middens/terraces. Coastal kohekohe forest with tawatawa, nikau, karaka, kamahi Q27/l 1-12 
423 Walls 1984 Horahora Kakahu Island, Marlborough SolDlds Nelson maori P27 2604800 5985600 20 0.1 Terraces/pits/pa P27/95 
424 Walls 1984 Endeavour Inlet, Marlborough Sounds Nelson maori P26 2609500 6012400 60 0.2 Midden. Broadleafforest P25/177 
425 Walls 1984 Wakaretu, Marlborough Sounds Nelson unknown P27 2574900 5995200 40 0.1 
426 Wassilieff 1984 Stafford Point, Msounds Nelson unknown P26 2585500 6013500 80 0.2 Coastal kohekohe forest in gullies with karaka 
427 Stowe, C. pers.obs. Penguin Bay, D'Urville Island Nelson unknown P26 2586587 6039812 100 0.2 Unmodified coastal forest 
428 Walls 1984 Kenny Island, Marlborough SoWlds Nelson unknown P26 2591200 6018500 40 0.3 Kohekohe forest on low slopes near shore, karaka occasional 
429 Stowe, C. pers.obs. Waitaraia Bay, Marlborough Sounds Nelson unknown P27 2598914 6002891 20 0.1 Pits but a fair way away from trees. Three old trees on beach • no others seen in the area. 
430 Walls 1984 Blumine Island, Marlborough Sounds Nelson unknown Q27 2614000 6002800 60 0.2 Broad.leaf forest 
431 Walls 1984 Golden Point, Marlborough Sounds Nelson unknown P27 2600500 5997200 40 0.2 Broadleaf forest 
432 Walls 1984 Titi Island, Marlborough Sounds Nelson unknown P26 2605800 6027800 40 0.1 Broadleaf forest taupata, kohekohe, ngaio with karaka 
433 Otago University Herbariwn Three Kings Islands, West Island Northland maori LOI 2422100 6779400 120 0.1 Terraces/stonework LOl/5 
434 Otago University Herbarium Three Kings Islands, South West Island Northland maori LOI 2425500 6780500 200 0.1 Stoneheaps/terraces/midden LOl/29, LOI/28, LOI/4 
435 Aki. Museum herbariurn Three Kings Islands, Great Island Northland maori LOI 2431500 6782500 100 0.2 Burial cave/terraces/stonework LOl/12, LOl/7 
436 Otago University Herbarium Three Kings Islands, North East Island Northland maori LOI 2434300 6785300 80 0.1 Terraces/stonework LOl/6 
437 Conning & Holland 2000 Tapotupotu Bay Northland maori N02 2484700 6751600 80 0.2 Pa. Broadleaf forest kohekohe, puriri, taraire, houhere, mahoe, mapou, karaka M02/IO 
438 Conning & Holland 2000 Tauotupotu Bay, south in gully Northland maori N02 2485500 6751000 20 0.9 Pa/terraces in gully south of bay. Puriri, taraire with maire, karaka M02/15, M02/!57, M02/73 
439 Conning & Holland 2000 Tirikawa Trig Northland maori N02 2487000 6751000 280 0.9 Pa. Rewarewa, hinau, nikau, houhere, mapou, taupata & occasional karaka M02/98 
440 Conning & Holland 2000 Pandora, west end of Spirits Bay Northland maori N02 2490600 6750000 40 0.2 Pa/terraces. Scattered pohutukawa, karaka, tawapou N02/8-9 
441 Conning & Hoiland 2000 Broughtons Gully, north ofWaitiki Landing Northland maori N02 2496500 6744000 60 2 Pa nearby. Karaka, kanuka common in canopy N02/218 
442 Conning & Holland 2000 Kohuronaki Trig, north east of trig Northland maori N02 2496500 6747000 140 3.3 Pa/pits. Puriri, taraire forest with rewarewa, kohekohe, houhere. Karaka present N02/108, N02/!8, N02/l 17 
443 Conning & HoIIand 2000 Poroiki Hill Northland maori N02 2504000 6749600 40 2.5 Pits/terraces. Taraire, kohekohe common with karaka, puriri, kohuhu, nikaa N02/904-905 
444 Akl. Museum herbarium Kerr Point, North Cape Northland maori N02 2510200 6754800 60 0.3 Pa/house sites N02/65, N02/260, N02/253 
445 Wassilieff 1984 North Cape Northland maori N02 2513000 6755000 200 1.2 Pa. Coastal forest with karaka N02/188 
446 Aki. Museum herbarium Murimotu Island, North Cape Northland maori N02 2515700 6754000 80 0.1 Terraces/midden N02/567 
447 NZAA database Rawene Northland maori 005 2543300 6641400 40 2.5 Karaka 005/94 
448 NZAA database Hokianga Harbour, Waipoua Northland maori 006 2544500 6636300 20 0.5 Torere/karaka 006/68 
449 NZAA database Hokianga Harbour, Waipoua Northland maori 006 2545400 6634800 20 0.1 Karaka 006/83 
450 NZAA database Hokianga Harbour, Waipoua Northland maori 006 2545800 6639200 20 0.2 Karaka/midden 006/86 
451 DOC 1999 Huaki, Waipoua Northland maori 006 2555300 6619000 200 3.4 Pits. Remnant kauri with puriri, taraire, kohekohe, totara, karaka 006/473 
452 Aki. Museum herbarium Tauranga Bay Northland maori P04 2582300 6687700 120 0.2 Terraces/midden/pa P04/434, P04/152, P04/I57 
453 Conning 2000 Waikarakaamu Rd Bush, central Northland Northland maori P05 2591500 6651000 200 20 Pa. Totara, taraire, puriri forest with occasional karaka, titoki, rimu, kohekohe P05/198, P05/293 
454 Conning 2000 Tawnatataraire Stream Bush, central Northland Northland maori P05 2594000 6647500 110 16 Stoneheaps/rows. Puriri, titoki, taraire forest with karaka, kohekohe, rewarewa P05/710, P05/70 
455 Conning 2000 Pouerua Bush, central Northland Northland maori P05 2595000 6646000 60 16 Terraces/stonemounds. Puriri, titoki forest with occasional karaka, whau, totara, rimu P05/724, P05/726, P05/732, P05/73 l 
456 Conning 2000 Pouerua Cone, central Northland Northland maori P05 2595300 6647300 270 16 Pa/stonefields. Puriri, taraire forest with frequent kohekohe, karaka P05/367, P05/195 
457 Campbell & Atkinson 1999 Cavalli Islands, Motukawanui Island, Cavalli Group Northland maori P04 2597000 6689000 80 0.3 Pa/terrace. Few karaka - heavily modified by farming. P04/211 
458 Aki. Museum herbarium Motumaka Island, Cavalli Group Northland maori P04 2597600 6686500 40 0.1 Pits/pa P04/l 75, P04/39 
459 Campbell & Atkinson 1999 Nukutaunga Island, Cavalli Group Northland maori P04 2599000 6691000 100 0.1 Pits. Few karaka P04/225-226 
460 NZAA database Kerikeri Northland maori P05 2603900 6665100 20 0.2 Karaka/midden P05/129 
461 Manning 200 I Simons Rd, centtal Northland Northland maori Q07 2614900 6605600 160 17 Pits. Taraire, puriri, titoki, kohekohe and occasional karaka Q07/348 
462 NZAA database Bay oflslands Northland maori Q05 2616800 6653200 20 0.2 Karaka/terrace Q05/IO!O 
463 Manning 2001 Mallllgatapere Molllltain, central Northland Northland maori Q07 2618300 6602000 360 IO Pits. Taraire forest with occasional puriri, karaka, totara, kohekohe Q07/31 
464 Manning 200 l Mallllgakarakamea Mountain, central Northland Northland maori Q07 2618600 6594500 230 12 Pits/terrace. Totara forest with taraire, kahikatea frequent, occasional pukatea, karaka Q07/1002, Q07/1003, Q07/501 
465 Manning 200 I Tauaroa Rd, central North1and Northland maori Q07 2619500 6592700 100 12 Agricultural/pits. Taraire, totara forest with rewarewa, karaka, tawa Q07/503 
466 Manning 2001 Maungatapere, central Northland Northland maori Q07 2619500 6603600 180 17 Near Pukeatua Pa. Taraire dominant with puriri, karaka, kahikatea, karaka Q07/355 
467 DOC 1999 Whakapirau, Kaipara Northland maori Q08 2622400 6559900 40 Pa. Regenerating manuka, kanuka with emergent kauri, rima Small area ofkohekohe, karaka, puriri QOS/78 
468 Manning 200 I Cemetery Rd, central Northland Northland maori Q07 2624400 6604700 100 Pits/midden. Taraire dominant, frequent totara with tawa, karaka, puriri Q07/412, Q07/374 
469 Manning 200 I Te Hihi Stm. central Northland Northland maori Q07 2625300 6606200 100 6 Pa/burials/pits/terraces. Kahikatea swamp forest, pukatea, karaka, totara, kohekohe Q07/924, Q07/933 
470 Manning 200 I Mount Hikurangi, central Northland North1and maori Q06 2625600 6621000 360 20 Pits. Taraire, towai forest with totara, rimu, kauri, karaka, puriri, pukatea, nikau Q06, 238 
471 Manning 200 I Hurupaki Cone, centtal Northland Northland maori Q06 2626800 6612300 350 20 Pa. Taraire, totara forest with towai, rewarewa, karaka frequent Q06/208 
472 Manning 200 I Otaika Valley Bush, central Northland Northland maori Q07 2627500 6602500 180 3 Pa/pits. Towai puriri forest with occasional kohekohe karaka, rewarewa, matai, miro Q07/410. Q07/396 
473 Manning 2001 Rauntanga Valley, central Northland Northland maori Q07 2628000 6606300 60 4 Pa/pits/middens Q07/48, Q07/951, Q07/967-968, Q07/918 
474 Matu1ing2001 Lower Whau Va11ey forest, central Northland Northland maori Q06 2628100 6611300 120 20 Burial/pits/meeting place. Puriri, taraire forest with frequent kohekohe, karaka, karaka Q06/308, Q06/382-384 
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475 Manning 2001 Parahaki, Upper Whangarei Harbour Northland maori Q07 2631500 6609000 240 2 Pa/pits/terraces. Karaka, totara riverine forest Q07157, Q07166 
476 Manning 200 J Old Parua Bay Rd Bush, Upper Whangarei Harbour Northland maori Q07 2633000 6607600 80 1.3 Midden/work area. Towai, totara forest with frequent Puriri. Rewarewa, karaka, kauri Q07173 I 
477 Manning 2001 Waimahanga Walkway, Upper Whangarei Harbour Northland maori Q07 2633100 6604700 60 0.1 Middens. Coastal shrubland with scattered emergent towai, totara, karaka Q071706-708 
478 Manning 2001 Limestone Island, Northland Northland maori Q07 2633600 6601000 60 0.1 Middens/terraces. Pwiri, karaka Q07/526, Q071525 
479 Aki. Museum herbarium Te Mimiha Bay Northland maori QOS 2634000 6640000 40 0.2 Pa/terraces Q051713, Q051718 
480 Wassilieff 1984 Maungaturoto, Kaipara Northland maori Q08 2635800 6563500 280 Pa/pits. Kawi, rimu, kahikatea,nikau. tawa, totara, kobekohe, karaka common Q08151 
481 Manning 200 I Waitangi River, central Northland Northland maori Q06 2637000 6614600 80 4 Pits/terrace/pa. Taraire with common karaka, frequent puriri, kohekohe Q06/452, Q06/45 I 
482 Matu1ing200I Ngunguru Rd Bush, central Northland Northland maori Q06 2637000 6616100 40 Ovens. Taraire, kahikatea with frequent karaka, occasional Puriri, titoki. Q06/260 
483 Wassilieff 1984 Watkin Powell, Tauwhara Bay, east Northland Northland maori Q06 2643200 6633300 60 0.1 Pa site. Pohutukawa coastal forest with pwiri, taraire, kowhai. Karaka also present Q06138 
484 Wassilieff 1984 Matapouri, east Northland Northland maori Q06 2647300 6624500 20 0.3 Middens. PohuttL Coastal forest with puriri, kohekohe, karaka, nikau Q06/409-4 l I 
485 Beauchamp, T. pers. com. Bream Head Whangarei Northland maori R07 2653000 6593000 300 0.4 Terraces/pits. Coastal forest R07170 
486 Campbell & Atkinson t 999 Mauitaha Island, Hen & Chickens Group Northland rnaori R07 2663600 6588300 100 0.2 Pits/terraces. Karaka rare. R07/147 
487 Campbell & Atkinson t 999 Warewareware, Hen & Chickens Group Northland maori R07 2663700 6589500 so 0.1 Pebbles. Many karaka R071150 
488 Campbe11 & Atkinson 1999 Mwiwhenua Island, Hen & Chickens Group Northland maori R07 2663900 6589300 50 0.1 Pebbles. Many karaka R071150 
489 Campbell & Atkinson t 999 Pupuha Island, Hen & Chickens Group Northland maori R07 2664300 6589000 30 0.1 Terraces/pebbles. Karaka rare. R071149 
490 Campbell & Atkinson 1999 Taranga Island, Hen & Chickens Group Northland maori R07 2665500 6580500 240 0.3 Terraces/stone work. Karaka common, abundant regeneration. R07/36 
491 Campbell & Atkinson 1999 Lady Alice Island, Hen & Chickens Group Northland maori R07 2667200 6588500 120 0.3 Pa site. Karaka common, regenerating in most communities R071105 
492 Campbell & Atkinson 1999 Tawhiti Rahi Island, Poor Knights Islands Northland maori R06 2668500 6635800 180 0.3 Terraces/midden/pits/stone work. Karaka abundant R06113, R06124-25, R06/28 
493 Campbell & Atkinson 1999 Aorangi Island, Poor Knights Islands Northland maori R06 2668600 6634600 100 0.3 CliffburiaVstone heaps/stone work/terrace. Karaka abundant R06131, R06/33-34, R06/36 
494 Campbell & Atkinson 1999 Whatapuke Island,Hen & Chickens Group Northland maori R07 2669200 6588500 200 0.2 Terraces. Karaka common, mixed tall puriri and kohekohe forest R07/125 
495 Campbell & Atkinson 1999 Coppennine Island, Hen & Chickens Group Northland maori R07 2670500 6588600 160 0.2 Terraces. Karaka common R071110 
496 Aki. Musewn herbariwn Tangaoke Landing, Te Kao Northland llllknown N02 2508000 6730000 20 0.3 
497 Cotu1ing & Holland 2000 Te Topito Head, south end Northland unknown N02 2511500 6747700 60 0.2 Secondary forest Kanuka with, karaka, taraire, kohekohe 
498 Wassilieff 1984 Rotokakahi river, central Northland Northland unknown 005 2540500 6653800 120 5 Kahikatea, pwiri, tawa, karaka forest 
499 Wassilieff 1984 Broadwood, central Northland Northland unknown 005 2546200 6660200 120 12 In township. kahikatea, taraire, titoki with kohekohe, karaka 
500 Wassilieff 1984 Paranui, Northland Northland unknown 004 2551000 6681000 120 10 Large kauri/podocarp's with karaka, titoki 
501 Cotu1ing2000 Horeke Rd east bush, central Northland Northland unknown 005 2569400 6643600 100 7 Pwiri, karaka, kowhai on rock outcrop 
502 Cotu1ing2000 To Toke Stm Shrubland, central Northland Northland unknown POS 2571500 6653500 100 15 Secondary forest, totara, kahikatea with pukatea, karaka, rimu 
503 Cotu1ing2000 Mihi Rd bush, central Northland Northland llllknown POS 2577500 6653500 100 16 Karaka, taraire forest 
504 Cotu1ing2000 Kaipeha Swamp, central Northland Northland llllknown P06 2578000 6634000 40 20 Kanuk:a, totara forest with kahikatea & occasional karaka, kowhai, rimu 
505 Cotu1ing 2000 Waikaraka Stm Bush, central Northland Northland llllknown P05 2578300 6657500 80 16 Puriri, taraire forest on bluffs with karaka, totara 
506 Cotu1ing 2000 Bullman Rd broadleafremnants,central Northland Northland llllknown POS 2585800 6651700 20 20 Puriri forest with taraire & occasional rewarewa, kahikatea, karaka 
507 Co1U1ing 2000 Tauanui Vol. Lake, central Northland Northland llllknown P06 2589100 6634600 80 30 Taraire, puriri forest with occasional rewarewa karaka, totara, kohekohe 
508 Co1U1ing2000 Kahutotarao Stm remnant, central Northland Northland unknown POS 2597000 6649700 80 14 Titoki, karaka, mahoe forest 
509 Matu1ing2001 Wheki Strm Bush, central Northland Northland llllknown Q07 2612600 9599300 60 19 Totara riverine forest with occasional kowhai, karaka, puk:atea, taraire 
510 Matu1ing2001 Whatititi Rd, central Northland Northland llllknown Q07 2613400 6601500 40 19 Volcanic broadleaf forest remnants (several) karaka occasional 
511 Wassilieff 1984 Whatitiri, central Northland Northland llllknown Q07 2614000 6599800 100 19 Pwiri, taraire, karaka, nikau forest 
512 Matu1ing 2001 Wairua River, central North1and Northland llllknown Q06 2614100 6615000 80 31 Totara with frequent kahikatea, taraire, karaka 
513 Matu1ing2001 Whatititi, central Northland Northland llllknown Q07 2615000 6603000 300 18 Taraire dominant with tawa, nikau, karaka, kohekohe, kahikatea occasional 
514 Matu1ing2001 Waionepu River, central Northland Northland llllknown Q07 2615700 6597000 80 17 Kanuk:a, manuka, totara with kahikatea, titoki, karaka, kowhai 
515 Manning 2001 Tatton Rd, central Northland Northland unknown Q07 2616000 6603700 200 15 Taraire with karaka, kohekohe, totara, kahikatea, puriri 
516 Matu1ing2001 Bint Road Bush, central Northland Northland llllknown Q07 2616800 6595300 100 16 Taraire, totara forest wilh frequent karaka, kahikatea, kohekohe 
517 Manning 2001 Kamitutahi Stm, central Northland Northland llllknown Q07 2616900 6605500 120 15 Taraire dominant Titoki, karaka, pwiri, karaka 
518 Matu1ing2001 Mangere River, central Northland Northland llllknown Q06 2618500 6611500 100 28 Totara with occasional taraire, karaka, mamaku, kahikatea 
519 Matu1ing2001 Matu1ington Rd Wetland, central Northland Northland llllknown Q07 2618800 6604800 140 12 Taraire and pwiri with occasional tawa, rewarewa, karaka 
520 Matu1ing2001 Mirowhakatiki Trig Bush, central Northland Northland llllknown Q06 2619300 6616000 240 22 Taraire, totara with occasional towai, kohekohe, rewarewa, nikau, karaka, puriri 
521 Manning 2001 Kokopu Block Rd bush, central Northland Northland llllknown Q07 2620000 6606300 180 9 Taraire forest with karaka, tawa, rewarewa throughout 
522 Matu1ing2001 Maungatapere walkway, central Northland Northland unknown Q07 2620300 6600000 100 10 Near Pukeatua Pa. Taraire, totara forest with rimu, pwiri, karaka rewarewa, kahikatea 
523 Matu1ing2001 Newton Rd, central Northland Northland llllknown Q07 2620600 6605300 140 9 Taraire, totara with puriri, karaka, kahikatea 
524 Ma1U1ing2001 Jackson Rd Bush, central Northland Northland llllknown Q07 2621000 6603300 80 9 Taraiare riverine forest with pukatea, karaka 
525 Manning 2001 Matarau Rd, central Northland Northland llllknown Q06 2621400 6617400 180 21 Taraire, towai forest with frequent totara, rewarewa, karaka 
526 Matu1ing2001 Maunu Mountain, central Northland Northland unknown Q07 2622000 6606000 390 8 Taraire forest with occasional kahikatea, nikau, rimu, totara, pwiri1 karaka, kohekohe 
527 Manning 2001 Waiotu Riverine, central Northland Northland llllknown Q06 2622000 6630200 100 21 Totara dominant with matai, kowhai, kahikatea, karaka titoki occasional 
528 Manning 2001 Hayward Rd Bush, cenlral Northland Northland unknown Q07 2622900 6594100 100 8 Kahikatea over taraire with occasional totara, puriri, karaka, nikau 
529 Matu1ing2001 Whakapara River, central Northland Northland unknown Q06 2623100 6626500 100 21 Kowhai, totara forest with occasional matai, rimu, karaka, black maire 
530 Ma1U1ing2001 Millington Rd, central Northland Northland llllknown Q07 2623400 6605700 200 Taraire dominant with rewarewa, tawa, karaka, titoki 
531 Manning 200 I Tauraroa River, centr,11 Northland ·Northland unknown Q07 2623500 6595300 80 7 Totara dominant titoki common, occasional karaka, cabbage tree, manuka 
532 Manning 2001 Apotu Swamp Shrubland, central Northland Northland llllknown Q06 2624500 6618500 80 22 Totara forest with frequent kahikatea. Few titoki, karaka, cabbagetree, kanuka 
533 Manning 2001 Pukenui forest, Whangarei Northland llllknown Q07 2625000 6609000 200 Whau va11ey dam area. Taraire towai forest with frequent rewarewa, occasional karaka, miro, pwiri 
534 Ma1U1ing2001 Pukehinau Bush, central Northland Northland llllknown Q07 2625300 6595100 100 Totara forest with kahikatea, rewarewa, puriri occasional Kauri, pukatea, taraire, karaka 
535 Matu1ing2001 Corbett Rd Bush, central Northland Northland llllknown Q06 2625900 6626000 120 19 Taraire with infrequent karaka, tawa 
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536 Manning 200 I Motu1t Parakiore, central Northland Northland unknown Q06 2627000 6615200 300 17 Taraire, towai with occasional totara, rewarewa, tawa, karaka 
537 Manning 200 I Waitaua Stream, central Northland Northland unknown Q06 2629500 6613500 140 15 Totara forest with titoki, karaka, kahikatea, kohekohe, puriri, taraire 
538 Wassilieff 1984 Whangerei Falls Northland unknown Q06 2631700 6611900 40 IO Totara, kohekohe, karaka, taraire forest in gorge 
539 Manning 2001 Puketotara Hill bll5h, central Northland Northland unknown Q06 2631900 6614400 200 13 Taraire, totara with occasional karaka, kohekohe, nikau 
540 Campbell & Atkinson 1999 Cavalli Island, Piercy Northland unknown Q05 2632800 6669800 80 0.1 Frequent karaka seedlings & small trees in forest. Saplings common. 
541 Manning 200 l Waikokopa Stm, central Northland Northland unknown Q07 2633000 6593100 40 2 Totara with frequent karaka, titoki, kowhai 
542 Manning 2001 Owhina, Whangarei Hbor Northland unknown Q07 2634700 6603700 20 0.2 Kahikatea coastal forest with frequent puriri, occasional tawa, kohekohe, karaka 
543 Manning 2001 Ngunguru Volcanic Hill, central Northland Northland unknown Q06 2635400 6615000 200 Taraire totara with frequent towai, karaka 
544 DOC 1999 Topuni, Kaipara Northland unknown Q08 2642500 6553300 40 7 Totara, kahikatea, matai with puriri, karaka 
545 Schweikert, K. pers. obs. Kauri Motmtain, Whangarei Northland unknown Q07 2649800 6601700 JOO 1.4 Pa site I km away at grid ref. 510 008 
546 Manning 2001 Mangakahia River, central Northland Northland unknown P07 2604400 6603000 20 24 Totara, taraire forest with occasional karaka, kowhai, titoki, kahikatea 
547 Manning 200 I Hanhams Bush, central Northland Northland unknown P07 2605600 6601900 20 24 Taraire and totara dominant with kahikatea and occasional karaka, pukatea 
548 Manning 200 I Wairua Falls, central Northland Northland unknown P07 2607400 6604600 20 22 Karaka, puriri frequent 
549 Day, K pers.obs. Puketoretore Pa Taranaki maori P20 2579800 6207500 80 Karaka/pa site P20/64 
550 DOC 1997 Donald IR & J, Taranaki Taranaki maori P20 2582200 6218500 100 Pa nearby. Secondary kahikatea with karaka, matai, rewarewa, tawa, kohekohe P2on 
551 Wassilieff 1984 Tapuinikau Pa, Taranaki Taranaki maori P20 2582500 6217000 120 5.6 Pa. Rewarewa, karaka, lancewood, kohekohe secondary forest P20/21-22 
552 Wassilieff 1984 Maitahi, Taranaki Taranaki maori Pl9 2585400 6228900 20 0.2 Pa. Karaka, taupata, flax windshom Pl9/119 
553 Clarkson & Boase 1982 Okato Recreation Reserve Taranaki maori Pl9 2585500 6223000 120 4.9 Pa. Rata, rewarewa, tawa, kohekohe, karaka P 19/67, P 19/208 
554 Clarkson & Boase 1982 William Cotbelt, Okato Taranaki maori PI9 2585800 6222900 JOO 4.8 Pa. Kohekohe, titoki, matai Pl9/163 
555 DOC 1997 TaTaranakiimaka Pa, Taranaki Taranaki rnaori PI9 2587100 6229800 40 0.2 Major pa. Secondary pohutukawa, karaka on pa Pl9/218 
556 Wassilieff 1984 Patua, Taranaki Taranaki maori Pl9 2589700 6227300 JOO 3.2 Pa. Pukatea, rewarewa, kamahi, kohekohe. Secondary forest with karaka, pwiri Pl9/197 
557 DOC 1997 Te Koru Pa, Taranaki Taranaki maori Pl9 2595600 6230200 80 3.3 Pa/earthworks/stone walls. Secondary rewarewa, kohekohe, karaka on pa site Pl9/53 
558 Clarkson & Boase 1982 Barrett Domain Taranaki rnaori Pl9 2600200 6234300 40 3.1 Pa. Kohekohe, puketea, tawa dominant, with puriri, rewarewa, karaka, mamaku PJ9/52 
559 Clarkson & Boase 1982 Puke Taranakita - Parihamore, New Plymouth Taranaki maori Pl9 2604500 6237500 60 1.3 Pa. Mixed broadleaf, kohekohe Pl9/149, Pl9/150 
560 Clarkson & Boase 1982 Meeting of the Waters, New Plymouth Taranaki maori Pl9 2606500 6232800 60 6.2 Pa. Pl9/185 
561 Clarkson & Boase 1982 Sentry Hill redoubt Taranaki maori Ql9 2613700 6240000 60 4 Pre european pa. Secondary vegetation Ql9/119 
562 Clarkson & Boase 1982 Joe Gibbs, Inglewood Taranaki maori Ql9 2614600 6226500 220 18 Tawa, kamahi 
563 DOC 1997 Manukorihi, north Taranaki Taranaki maori QI9 2617800 6243000 40 Ngangana Pa. Karaka, kawakawa, puriri Ql9/104 
564 Wassilieff 1984 Awa Te Take, Taranaki Taranaki maori QI9 2621300 6237500 140 8.2 Pre-European pa. Small area of rewarewa, kohekohe, karaka secondary forest QJ9/231 
565 Simpson 1994 Te Ruaki Pa, Hawera Taranaki maori Q21 2625100 6180400 80 6.8 Remnant grove. Confluence ofMangimangi Stm & Tangahoe river Q21/5 
566 DOC 1997 Pukemiro, north Taranaki Taranaki maori Ql9 2628200 6244600 40 0.5 Pre-European pa. secondary coastal forest rewarewa, karaka, kowhai, pukatea, whau QI9/82, QI9/83 
567 Wassilieffl984 Onaero River, Taranaki Taranaki maori QI9 2628300 6244300 60 0.5 Pa. Rewarewa, karaka coastal forest with whau QI9/81 
568 Wassilieff 1984 Otoki Gorge, Taranaki Taranaki maori Q21 2629000 6175000 60 4.8 Pa. Rimu, rata, tawa, hinau, pukatea, rewarewa, kohekohe, karaka, ngaio Q21/85 
569 DOC 1997 Te Urinui Pa, north Taranaki Taranaki maori QJ9 2631100 6244900 60 0.5 Pa. Secondary kohekohe, kowhai, karaka Ql9/8 
570 DOC 1997 Rotokare, north Taranaki Taranaki maori Q20 2631500 6194000 220 21 Middens/food gathering sites. Karaka, tawa, rewarewa, rimu Q20/38 
571 Simpson 1994 OkokiPa Taranaki maori QI9 2633500 6245200 80 1.4 Trees with extra big seeds Ql9/24 
572 Wassilieff 1984 Mimi, north Taranaki Taranaki maori Ql9 2638700 6248500 60 2.3 Pa. Tawa, rewarewa, with pukatea, karaka Ql9/210 
573 Wassilieff 1984 Pukearuhe, north Taranaki Taranaki maori Ql8 2641000 6255500 40 0.8 Pa. Tawa, rewarewa, mahoe, karaka semi coastal forest QI8/16 
574 DOC 1997 MoWlt Davidson, Taranaki Taranaki maori Ql8 2644000 6255500 140 1.8 Coastal hardwood/rimu over tawa with occasional puriri rewarewa, karaka, hinau, kohekohe. 
575 DOC 1997 Whitecliffs, north Taranaki Taranaki maori QI8 2645000 6257000 100 1.3 Pa (true left ofWaipingau)/cultivations. Podocarp broadleaf, puriri, karaka tawa. QI8/65 
576 NZAA database Taranaki Taranaki maori Ql9 2645300 6234400 200 17.5 Karaka grove QI9/267 
577 NZAA database Hawera, Waitotara Taranaki maori Q21 2645800 6166100 100 12 Pits/karaka. Two trees only Q21/212 
578 Clarkson & Boase 1982 Pou Tehia, New Plymouth Taranaki rnaori Ql8 2648600 6264000 40 0.9 Pa and burial site. karaka, rewarewa, kohekohe QI8nI 
579 DOC 1997 Kawau Pa, north Taranaki Taranaki maori QI8 2649200 6269700 40 0.3 Pa/bwial. secondary growth oflow karaka, flax, mapou QI8/55 
580 DOC 1997 Tuhingakakapo, north Taranaki Taranaki rnaori RIS 2650900 6276100 40 0.2 Pa. Kohekohe, karaka, whau, titoki, kowhai Rl8/ll 
581 DOC 1997 Mokau, north Taranaki Taranaki maori Rl8 2654700 6275700 40 3.4 Pa. Semi coastal kahikatea, karaka,nikau RJ8/53 
582 Bayfield 1986 Arapere, Waitotara Taranaki rnaori R21 2662500 6183000 140 37 
583 Bayfield 1986 Lake Rotokohu Taranaki rnaori R21 2663400 6186000 20 40 House site/midden Several old trees by lake R21/73-74 
584 Greensmith, C. pers.obs. Pa Karaka Taranaki rnaori R22 2668200 6152000 140 5.2 Karaka planted on old marae site 
585 Wassilieff 1984 Ngawaierua Taranaki rnaori R22 2672000 6151000 100 5.4 Pa/pits/midden Kahikatea, tawa, rewarewa, titoki, karaka, karnahi R22/138 
586 Wassilieff1984 Katere, Taranaki Taranaki maori Pl9 2606700 6239200 20 1.3 Ancient pa/fortification/settlement. Karaka, titoki secondary forest Pl9/263 
587 Wassi1ieff 1984 Bowden, Taranaki Taranaki rnaori PI9 2608900 6239500 20 2.1 Pa/urupa. Karaka, titoki semi-coastal forest with kohekohe, pwiri, pukatea Pl9/172 
588 Clarkson & Boase 1982 Hopkins Covenant (proprosed), Okato Taranaki w,lmown Pl9 2583200 6221900 60 3.4 Semi coastal forest remnant, kahikatea, karaka, tawa 
589 Clarkson & Boase 1982 Dukes Covenant (proposed), Omata Taranaki unknown Pl9 2597400 6232700 100 2.2 Semi coastal forest remnant, kahikatea, puketea, kohekohe 
590 Clarkson & Boase 1982 Ratapihipihi, New Plymouth Taranaki unknown PI9 2600300 6233400 80 3.2 Tawa, pukatea, kohekohe 
591 Clarkson & Boase 1982 Ian Allan, New Plymouth Taranaki unknown PI9 2601000 6228900 180 Tawa, rimu, miro, pigeion wood, mahoe, kohekohe, puriri, karaka 
592 Clarkson & Boase 1982 Thomas Covenant, New Plymouth Taranaki unknown Pl9 2601500 6233800 80 4 Puketea, pwiri, kohekohe, tawa, rewarewa 
593 Clarkson & Boase 1982 Huatoki, New Plymouth Taranaki tmknown Pl9 2603100 6235000 40 3.3 Karaka & titoki patch on NE boundty 
594 Clarkson & Boase 1982 Huthnance, New Plymouth Taranaki unknown Pl9 2604100 6231300 120 6 Tawa, puketea, puriri, hinau, kohekohe, karaka, titoki 
595 Clarkson & Boase 1982 Welboum, New Plymouth Taranaki unknown Pl9 2604200 6236000 60 2.2 Lowland semi coastal forest, kohekohe, pukatea, rewarewa 
596 Clarkson & Boase 1982 Cantlop, New Plymouth Taranaki unknown Pl9 2604200 6234900 40 3.2 Karaka seedlings 
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597 DOC 1997 Mataro, north Taranaki Taranaki unknown Q19 2628000 6242000 60 2.8 Secondary rewarewa, tawa, pukatea with puriri, karaka, kohekohe 
598 DOC 1997 Uruti, north Taranaki Taranaki unknown Q18 2643000 6254000 100 Primary coastal forest puriri, karaka, tawa, rimu, kohekohe, kahikatea 
599 DOC 1997 Landcorp Mohakatino forest Taranaki unknown Rl8 2656500 6271300 100 Semi coastal rimu, rata over diverse canopy tawa, puriri, karaka, hinau 
600 DOC 1997 Frankley Rd Taranaki Taranaki unknown Pl9 2601500 6233000 80 Pines & pukatea, tawa with karaka, kohekohe, kahikatea, puriri, nikau 
601 Wilkes 1994 Pakaraka, Puerora (Taupo) area Taupo maori Tl7 2733000 6295000 500 100 Karaka from Kawhia planted by ancestor of Ha (progenitor ofNgati Ha) Tl7#48 
602 Aki. Musewn herbariwn Waihi Village falls Taupo maori T!9 2747000 6247000 460 100 Pa Tl8/II, Tl8/44 
603 Akl. Museum herbariwn Pukawa Headland, Lake Taupe Taupe maori TIS 2748500 6250500 400 100 Ovens Tl8/6 
604 NZAA database Te ltarata Point Taupe maori Tl8 2764400 6273600 500 100 Pa/karaka grove Tl8/13 l, Tl8/71 
605 NZAA database Lake Taupe Taupe maori Tl8 2767600 6272700 400 100 Pa/karaka grove. Pohutukawa presenl also. Tl8/135, Tl8/23 
606 NZAA database Kaiapo Bay Taupo maori Tl8 2769000 6272500 450 100 Terraces/karaka grove Tl8/112, Tl8/113 
607 NZAA database Hallet Bay, Lake Taupo Taupo maori Ul8 2770500 6254300 420 100 Pa/botanical oven/karaka Tl 8/34, Tl 8/60 
608 Fletcher, P. pers.com Jerusalem Bay Taupo maori UIS 2772800 6271200 400 100 Pa/whare/pits/stone row/karaka Tl8/24, Tl8/3, TIS/14, TIS/26 
609 Fletcher, P. pers.com Waipahihi Stream Taupo maori UIS 2778600 6272900 400 100 Pa/karaka Tl8/96 
610 Wilkes 1994 Marokopa area Waikato/Coro maori Rl7 2652300 6292900 60 0.3 Karaka/spur end Pa. Rl7/104 
611 Wilkes 1994 Huikomako Waikato/Coro maori Rl7 2652500 6297800 60 0.1 Karaka/terrace/occupation layer Rl7/215 
612 Wilkes 1994 Marokopa area Waikato/Coro maori Rl7 2652600 6298100 100 0.3 Karaka Rl7/95 
613 Wilkes 1994 Huikomako Waikato/Coro maori Rl7 2653100 6299000 100 0.6 Karaka/occupation layers Rl7/207 
614 Wilkes 1994 Tirua Point Waikato/Coro maori Rl6 2653600 6311300 100 0.4 Karaka/spur end Pa. Rl6/411 
615 Wilkes 1994 Waikawau Beach Waikato/Coro maori Rl7 2653800 6303100 100 0.3 Karaka/ridge Pa/pits R17/198 
616 Wilkes 1994 Marokopa area Waikato/Coro maori Rl7 2654000 6303000 160 0.4 Pits/terraces. Karaka RI7/199-200 
617 Wilkes 1994 Waipapa Stream Waikato/Coro maori Rl7 2654300 6304300 JOO 0.8 Karaka/ridge-crest pit Rl7/187 
618 Wilkes 1994 Marokopa area Waikato/Coro maori Rl7 2654500 6303600 250 0.9 Karaka/ridge-peak Pa/pits Rl7/61 
619 Wilkes 1994 Mangangu Valley Waikato/Coro maori Rl7 2654900 6307300 60 1.3 Karaka/spur end Pa/midden/ovenstones Rl7/39 
620 Wilkes 1994 Kiritehere Waikato/Coro maori Rl6 2658600 6316700 140 0.8 Karaka/pits. Adze foW1d here. Rl6/438 
621 Wilkes 1994 Waipawa Waikato/Coro maori R!6 2659700 6319400 40 0.1 Historical record ofkaraka, no longer present but recorded as archeological site Rl6/263 
622 Wilkes 1994 Soundy's airstrip Waikato/Coro maori Rl6 2659700 6317500 120 1.3 Karaka/ridge-crest terraces Rl6/448 
623 Wilkes 1994 Tauhua mouth Waikato/Coro maori Rl6 2660300 6324700 80 0.3 Karaka/Pa/pits/terraces Rl6/212 
624 NZAA database Marokopa Waikato/Coro maori Rl6 2660700 6332500 100 0.7 Terraces/karaka R!6/139 
625 NZAA database Marokopa Waikato/Coro maori Rl6 2660800 6333000 60 0.8 Terraces/karaka Rl6/141 
626 Wilkes 1994 HarihariLake Waikato/Coro maori Rl6 2660800 6331400 100 0.8 Karaka/terraces/pits R!6/351 
627 Wilkes 1994 Marokopa area Waikato/Coro maori Rl6 2660900 6324500 20 0.8 Garden lines/habitation area. Karaka Rl6/387-388 
628 NZAA database Marokopa Waikato/Coro maori Rl6 2660900 6333000 80 Karaka trees R!6/142 
629 Wilkes 1994 Tauhua Valley Waikato/Coro maori Rl6 2661000 6324600 20 0.9 Karaka/midden/terraces Rl6/386 
630 Wilkes 1994 TeAwaitiswamp Waikato/Coro maori Rl6 2661500 6332100 20 1.3 Karaka/terraces Rl6/341 
631 Wilkes 1994 Marokopa valley Waikato/Coro maori Rl6 2661600 6322100 60 1.4 Karaka/terraces Rl6/399 
632 Wilkes 1994 Marokopa valley Waikato/Coro maori Rl6 2661800 6322700 100 1.5 Karaka/occupation layers Rl6/398 
633 Wilkes 1994 Marokopa valley Waikato/Coro maori Rl6 2661800 6321000 100 1.8 Karaka/terraces/pits/midden Rl6/405 
634 Wilkes 1994 Marokopa va11ey Waikato/Coro maori R!6 2662100 6321100 100 2 Karaka/pits/garden? R!6/403 
635 Wilkes 1994 Matawhe Waikato/Coro maori Rl6 2663400 6320500 140 3.3 Karaka on high bench above valley. Bark strip removed from base to crown. Rl6/406 
636 Wilkes 1994 South side ofWaitapu Bay Waikato/Coro maori R!5 2664400 6341900 20 0.2 Karaka/terraces/pits/midden/habitation area Rl5/159 
637 Wilkes 1994 WaitapuBay Waikato/Coro maori Rl5 2664400 6342200 40 0.2 Karaka/terraces/midden Rl5/154 
638 Wilkes 1994 WaitapuBay Waikato/Coro maori R15 2664600 6342400 20 0.2 Karaka/terraces/midden Rl5/!49 
639 Wilkes 1994 WaitapuBay Waikato/Coro maori Rl5 2664700 6342000 20 0.1 Karaka/midden/stone pavement Rl5/161 
640 Wilkes 1994 Torea Waikato/Coro maori Rl5 2665300 6342700 20 0.1 Karaka/terraces/pits/midden Rl5/142 
641 Wilkes 1994 Parawai Waikato/Coro maori Rl5 2665300 6343100 40 0.1 Karaka/terraces/midden Rl5/136 
642 NZAA database RagJan Waikato/Coro maori Rl4 2665700 6371700 80 0.2 Karaka grove Rl4/260 
643 Fitzgerald, N. pers.obs. Te Toto, Raglan Waikato/Coro maori Rl4 2666500 6371700 220 Pa/pits/middens/beating stones. Karaka groves. Taro. Rl4/248, Rl4/257 
644 Wassilieff 1984 Ruapuke, Raglan Waikato/Coro maori Rl5 2666900 6365800 40 0.2 Pa/village/cultivation. Coastal forest puriri, karaka, kohekohe, mahoe, nikau Rl5/56 
645 Wassilieff 1984 Colebaker, Waikato Waikato/Coro maori Rl3 2667000 6424000 80 I.I Pa. Rimu, rata, taraire, tawa, kohekohe forest with local totara, kahikatea, maire, karaka Rl3/114 
646 DOC 1996 Nguhuinga Bluff, West Waikato Waikato/Coro maori Rl6 2670500 6326000 100 10.5 Burial. Karaka at foot of bluff. Rl6/541 
647 NZAA database Kawhia Waikato/Coro maori Rl5 2672500 6342400 40 0.1 Pa/midden/Karaka Rl5/352 
648 Wassilieff 1984 Motukokako Point, Raglan Waikato/Coro maori Rl4 2677500 6377500 90 0.5 Ridge pa. Kauri, kumarahou, pohutukawa. Some planting. Rl4/90 
649 Wassilieff 1984 Hawea, Raglan Waikato/Coro maori Rl4 2679500 6376800 40 0.3 Pa/pits/midden. Kanuka, kowhai, broadleaf, karaka, ngaio Rl4n2-73 
650 Wassilieff 1984 Ngatoka A Warihi, Raglan Waikato/Coro maori Rl4 2679800 6376500 20 0.2 Pits/midden. Scattered kanuka, kowhai, karaka, ngaio Rl4n2-73 
651 Wilkes 1994 Lake Whangape Waikato/Coro maori Sl3 2694500 6411500 40 50 
652 ARC database Little Barrier Island Waikato/Coro maori sos 2694980 6554570 40 0.2 Midden (shell)/reported/botanica] site(karaka/puriri) S08/93 
653 Lone Ranger pers.obs. Little Barrier Island Waikato/Coro maori sos 2695400 6551500 100 0.2 Ablllldant stone structures/pa/terraces/taro S08/6, sosn4, S08/90 
654 Lone Ranger pers.obs. Little Barrier IsJand Waikato/Coro maori S08 2695500 6551400 40 0.2 Abundant stone structures/pa/terraces/taro S08/6, S08n4, S08/90, SOS/244 
655 Lone Ranger pers.obs. Little Barrier IsJand Waikato/Coro maori S08 2695600 6551300 20 0.2 Abundant stone structures/pa/terraces/taro S08/6, 74, 90, 245 
656 Wilkes 1994 Hangatiki, Waitomo Caves Waikato/Coro maori Sl6 2700300 6325300 150 60 Pa in vicinity ofWaitomo caves, karaka trees there. Historical record? S!6#233 
657 Wilkes 1994 TeKuiti Waikato/Coro maori Sl6 2702200 6319900 140 60 Pa belonging to Tuhua. Karaka planted by Tuhua S!6/239 
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658 Wilkes 1994 TeAwamutu Waikato/Coro maori Sl5 2707500 6346500 300 55 Pa north side of Kakepuku Mnt. Karaka planted by Te Maungariri. Historical record Sl5/l88 
659 Wilkes 1994 Hammond Park, Hamilton Waikato/Coro maori Sl4 2714710 6374550 40 50 Pa and groves 
660 FRI herbarium Fantail Bay, Colville Waikato/Coro maori SlO 2719000 6517000 20 0.1 Pits/terraces. Sl0/1-3 
661 ARC database Great Barrier Island Waikato/Coro maori sos 2721700 6552950 20 0.2 Midden (shell)/terrace/rock shelter SOS/54 
662 Campbell & Atkinson 1999 Motukaramarama Island Waikato/Coro maori SlO 2724200 6498000 40 0.1 Pa. Occasional karaka, seedlings abundant Sl0/193 
663 ARC database Great Barrier Island Waikato/Coro maori S09 2729400 6544550 120 0.2 Stonework/pits/terraces/midden (shell) S09/34 
664 ARC database Great Barrier Island, Whangapoua Waikato/Coro maori sos 2729500 6558300 240 l Pa (ridge) S08/l 
665 Regnier 1987 Thornton Bay, Coromandel Peninsula Waikato/Coro maori Tl2 2735000 6457200 100 0.2 Pa nearby. Pohutukawa, puriri, kohekohe, karaka, titoki Tl21143 
666 Landcare Herbariwn (Lincoln) Totara, Thames Estuary Waikato/Coro maori Tl2 2737400 6445100 20 0.8 Pa. Karaka common. Tl2/938 
667 NZAA database Coromandel Peninsula Waikato/Coro maori TlO 2738500 6507800 40 0.2 Karaka tree Tl0/463 
668 NZAA database Coromandel Peninsula Waikato/Coro maori TlO 2739000 6501400 80 0.6 Midden/karaka Tl0/533 
669 NZAA database Coromandel Peninsu1a Waikato/Coro maori TlO 2739300 6498200 100 0.3 Karaka/midden/terraces Tl0/572 
670 NZAA database Coromandel Peninsula Waikato/Coro maori TlO 2739700 6500500 60 0.2 Middenlkaraka Tl0/514 
671 NZAA database Coromandel Peninsula Waikato/Coro maori no 2740000 6500700 140 0.2 Terrace/midden/karaka Tl0/513 
672 NZAA database Coromandel Peninsula Waikato/Coro maori TlO 2740100 6500800 140 0.5 Terrace/midden/karaka Tl0/503 
673 NZAA database Coromandel Peninsula Waikato/Coro maori TlO 2740100 6501600 120 0.6 Karaka/midden Tl0/471 
674 NZAA database Coromandel Peninsula Waikato/Coro maori TlO 2741200 6500700 80 0.2 Karaka grove/Pa sites Tl0/491 
675 Ryan, M. pers.obs Coromandel Peninsula Waikato/Coro maori TlO 2743745 6493452 40 0.3 Pa Tl0/207 
676 DOC 1996 Opera Point, Coromandel Peninsula Waikato/Coro maori TlO 2744900 6494700 100 0.2 Pa/terraces/middens. pohutukawa, karaka forest Tl0/722 
677 NZAA database Whitianga Waikato/Coro maori Tll 2747500 6481500 60 2 Karaka/midden/terraces Tll/147 
678 Wassilieff 1984 Onewhero Pa Waikato/Coro maori TH 2749100 6478300 40 0.2 Pa. Rata. kohekohe, pohutukawa, karaka coastal forest Tll/104 
679 NZAA database Matamata, central Waikato Waikato/Coro maori Tl4 2749600 6373900 100 35 Karaka 
680 Regnier 1987 Matarangi Bluff, Coromandel Waikato/Coro maori TlO 2750300 6493400 20 0.2 Pa/midden. Pohutukawa, karo, hangehange, karaka, karamu Tl0/641, non22, no1203, no1209 
681 Wassilieff 1984 Whitianga Rock, Tairua Waikato/Coro maori Tll 2752500 6481500 60 0.2 Defended pa site, visited by Cook 1769. Pohutukawa, karaka, puriri taraire forest n1n6 
682 NZAA database Wes tern Kaimai, central Waikato Waikato/Coro maori Tl4 2758400 6395700 100 10 Karaka trees Tl4/32 
683 Campbell & Atkinson 1999 Cuvier Island, Coromandel Waikato/Coro maori T09 2758800 6525500 80 0.3 Pa/terrace/midden. Karaka common, abundant T09/l34 
684 Wright 1976 Ahuahu Island (Great Mercury) Waikato/Coro maori TlO 2759100 6503800 100 0.3 Ridgetop pa/terraces. Tl0/368, Tl0/375 
685 Wright 1976 Ahuahu Island (Great Mercury) Waikato/Coro maori TlO 2759700 6504400 60 0.2 pits/terraces Tl0/671 
686 Wright 1976 Ahuahu Island (Great Mercury) Waikato/Coro maori TlO 2760000 6505300 60 0.3 Ridgetop pa Tl0/366 
687 Wright 1976 Ahuahu Island (Great Mercury) Waikato/Coro maori TlO 2760600 6506600 40 0.2 Headland pa/pits/terraces. Karaka present Tl0/363, Tl0/1013 
688 NZAA database Coromandel Peninsu1a Waikato/Coro maori TlO 2760900 6492100 60 0.3 Karaka tree Tl0/189 
689 Campbell & Atkinson 1999 Middle Island, Mercury Group Waikato/Coro maori TlO 2766200 6503000 40 0.1 Findspot/obsidian findspot. Localised karaka Tl 01710, Tl 01948 
690 Wassilieff 1984 Te Ramarama, Waihi, Coromandel Peninsula Waikato/Coro maori Tl2 2767000 6430300 40 l.l Pa/terrace/pits. Coastal forest puriri, karaka, manuka, kanuka Tl2/99l-992 
691 Court 1974 Shoe Island Waikato/Coro maori TH 2768900 6463300 40 0.2 Terraces/middell Karaka in valley adjacent to Shag Bay Tll/118-121 
692 NZAA database Paeroa Waikato/Coro maori Tl3 2769980 6412830 20 0.2 Middenlkaraka Tl31708 
693 NZAA database Waihi Waikato/Coro maori Ul3 2770280 6408420 20 0.5 Middenlkaraka Ul31553 
694 Campbell & Atkinson 1999 Whakau (Red) Island, Mercury Group Waikato/Coro maori TlO 2772500 6504500 40 0.3 Occasional karaka, forest and stream side. Pa site on southern side of island 
695 Campbell & Atkinson 1999 Aldennan Islands, Middle Chain Waikato/Coro maori Ult 2785000 6467000 40 0.1 Terraces/midden. Localiy abundant karaka Ull/2 
696 Campbell & Atkinson 1999 Fanal Island, Mokohinau Islands Waikato/Coro maori S07 2704200 6582200 40 0.5 Pits/terraces. Occasional karaka in more mature stands, dense patches of seedlings S07119, S07/32 
697 Wassilieff 1984 TeMarama Waikato/Coro wiknown Rl7 2655000 6303300 100 l.3 Regenerating coastal forest tawa, kohekohe, kamahi with occasional karaka,ngaio 
698 FRI herbariwn Colville, Coromandel Peninsula Waikato/Coro wiknown Sto 2724200 6511200 20 0.1 With nikau and pohutukawakawa. Covered in fruit 
699 Campbell & Atkinson 1999 Motuoruhi Island Waikato/Coro unknown SlO 2725000 6492700 80 0.2 Frequent karaka, many seedlings 
700 Regnier 1987 Motutapere Island, Coromandel Waikato/Coro unknown SH 2727200 6488400 80 0.2 Taraire, tawa, rewa, karaka 
701 Wassilieff 1984 Tapuaetahi, Coromandel Peninsula Waikato/Coro wiknown TH 2764600 6471300 60 0.3 Pohutukawa, puriri coastal forest with karaka, nikau 
702 Campbell & Atkinson 1999 Moturehu (Double) Island, Mercury Group Waikato/Coro wiknown TlO 2769800 6504300 40 0.2 Abundant karaka 
703 CANU herbarium Griegs WCSI maori J3l 2368300 5875800 20 0.1 Grove between SH6 and coast. Settlement site nearby. J3l/2 
704 Stowe, C. pers. obs. PlUlakaiki WCSl maori !GO 2372391 5898465 20 0.1 Grove under limestone overhang. K30/39 
705 CANU herbariwn Porari river WCSl maori !GO 2372500 5898900 20 0.1 Midden. Large karaka 1 Om tall K30/39 
706 Landcare Herbariwn (Lincoln) Limestone Creek, north of Punakaiki WCSI maori K30 2374800 5904800 20 0.1 Coastal forest K3014, K30/25 
707 Faletolu, F. pers. obs. Cape Foulwind WCSl maori K29 2382370 5937500 60 0.1 Settlement nearby. Wind shorn trees on slopes above bay. 
708 Landcare Herbariwn (Lincoln) Miko Point WCSl maori L28 2419800 5960600 40 0.2 Settlement nearby. Coastal scrub, single plant L28/l 
709 Landcare Herbarium (Lincoln) Gentle Annie point, north of Mokihinui river WCSI maori L28 2422200 5966300 20 0.1 Several old trees back of beach to south of bluff 
710 Landcare Herbarium (Lincoln) North ofKohaihai River WCSI maori L26 2434500 6011700 60 0.2 Coastal hillside 
711 Landcare Herbarium (Lincoln) Paturau River Mouth WCSI maori M25 2462300 6062500 20 0.1 Pits/terraces M25/28 
712 Landcare Herbariwn (Lincoln) Sharks Head WCSl maori M25 2467900 6067000 60 0.2 Middens. Limestone rocks M25/l05, M25/l04 
713 Landcare Herbariwn (Lincoln) Kaihoka Inlet WCSI maori M24 2474700 6072700 40 0.2 Midden. Several trees with whau M24/l8 
714 NZAA database Terawhiti, Oteranga Bay WelVKapiti maori Q27 2646800 5989100 40 0.4 Terraces/karaka Q27/45 
715 NZAA database Terawhiti Well/Kapiti maori Q27 2647000 5990200 40 l.3 Karaka grove Q27142 
716 NZAA database Opau Bay, Wellington Well/Kapiti maori R27 2651700 5995400 40 0.3 Karaka grove R27/63 
717 NZAA database OpauBay, Wellington WelVKapiti maori R27 2651900 5996600 20 0.2 Karaka grove R27/87 
718 NZAA database Sinclair Head, Wellington Well/Kapiti maori R27 2652300 5982500 20 0.2 Karaka trees R27/l0l 
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719 NZAA database Sinclair Head, Wellington We11/Kapiti maori R27 2653900 5981700 20 0.2 Midden/karaka R27/100 
720 Sawyer et al. 2003 Smiths Gully, Makara Well/Kapili maori R27 2654300 5998700 10 0.3 Midden/terraces R27/5, R27/4 
721 NZAA database Red Rocks Well/Kapiti maori R27 2654300 5982200 100 0.4 Karaka R27/l 18 
722 Sawyer et al. 2003 Mana Island Well/Kapiti maori R26 2660100 6012200 40 0.2 Midden R26/144 
723 Sawyer et al. 2003 TeAnapaura Well/K.apiti maori R27 2660200 6006800 20 0.2 Pa R26/43 
724 NZAA database Open Bay, Wellington Well/Kapiti maori R27 2661100 6007600 60 0.3 Pits/karaka R27/19 
725 Wassilieff 1986 Porirua Well/Kapiti maori R27 2663000 6006200 150 1.6 Adze findspot R27/188 
726 NZAA database Paraparumu Well/Kapiti maori R26 2664900 6015100 60 0.1 Midden/karaka R26/129 
727 Sawyer et al. 2003 Hongoeka Bay Well/Kapiti maori R26 2664900 6014100 80 0.1 Midden/karaka R26/124, R26/129 
728 NZAA database Paraparumu Well/Kapiti maori R26 2665300 6014000 40 0.1 Karaka grove R26/125 
729 NZAA database Paraparumu Well/Kapiti maori R26 2665700 6016000 100 0.2 Karaka grove R26/133 
730 NZAA database Pencarrow Well/Kapiti maori R27 2665700 5981600 20 karaka/dendroglyphs R27/62 
731 NZAA database Pencarrow Well/Kapiti maori R27 2665900 5981000 20 0.8 Karaka trees R27/72 
732 NZAA database Pencarrow Well/Kapiti maori R27 2666000 5981000 40 0.8 Karaka trees R27/75 
733 NZAA database Pencarrow Well/Kapiti maori R27 2666400 5981000 20 1.2 Karaka grove R27/78 
734 NZAA database Pencarrow Well/Kapiti maori R27 2666500 5980500 80 1.1 Karaka R27/84 
735 NZAA database Pencarrow W ell/Kapiti maori R27 2666600 5985700 20 0.2 Karaka/midden R27/93 
736 NZAA database Turakirae, Paiaka Stream Well/Kapiti maori R28 2666700 5979100 40 0.2 Karaka R28/18 
737 NZAA database Pencarrow Well/Kapiti maori R27 2666800 5980900 40 1.3 Karaka R27/79 
738 NZAA database Turakirae, Kakaho Stream WelVKapiri maori R28 2666900 5978500 60 0.2 Karaka grove R28/5 
739 NZAA database Pencarrow Well/Kapiti maori R27 2666900 5980800 40 1.4 Karaka trees R27/80 
740 Sawyer et al. 2003 Fitzroy Bay Well/Kapiti maori R28 2667000 5978500 40 0.2 Temices R28/17 
741 NZAA database Pencarrow Well/Kapiti maori R27 2667000 5980900 40 1.4 Karaka trees R27/82 
742 NZAA database Pencarrow Well/Kapiti maori R27 2667000 5980800 60 1.4 Karaka trees R27/81 
743 NZAA database Pencarrow Well/Kapiti maori R27 2667200 5981100 20 1.6 Karaka trees R27/83 
744 NZAA database Turakirae, Wainuiomata River Well/Kapiti maori R28 2667300 5977500 60 1 Karakatrees R28/4 
745 Sawyer et al. 2003 Pukerua Bay Well/Kapiti maori R26 2667500 6017700 100 0.4 Pits/terraces/burial R26/ 226, R26/209 
746 NZAA database Turakirae, Wainuiomata River Well/Kapiti maori R28 2668600 5979100 60 Karaka/ovens R28/22 
747 Sawyer et al. 2003 Muratai Park, Eastbourne Well/Kapiti maori R27 2668700 5987700 20 0.3 Midden R27/98 
748 unknown, pers. obs. Kapiti Island Well/Kapiti maori R26 2668800 6033600 20 0.1 Pits/terraces R26/233, R26/134 
749 Sawyer et al. 2003 Muritai Park, Eastbourne Well/Kapiti maori R27 2668800 5987800 20 0.3 Midden R27/98 
750 Sawyer et al. 2003 Turakirae Head Well/Kapiti maori R28 2668900 5974800 20 0.1 Pits/stonewalls. Manuka, flax, toetoe, shrubland R28/16, R28/23 
751 Sawyer et al. 2003 Gibbs Covenant, Eastbourne Well/Kapiti maori R27 2668900 5988100 40 0.4 Find/cultrnvation/soil?/midden R27/152, R27/129 
752 Sawyer et al 2003 Orongorongo River Mouth Well/Kapiti maori R28 2669000 5975000 20 0.2 Burial/pits/stone wall/shell midden R28/23, R28/16, R28/25 
753 Sawyer et al. 2003 Kapiti Is1and Well/Kapiti maori R26 2669200 6033800 100 0.3 Pits. Secondary & mature broadleaf. Rata, heketara, mahoe, tawa. karaka, kohekohe, hinau, rewarewa R26/16 
754 unknown, pers. obs. Kapiti Is1and Well/Kapiti maori R26 2669800 6034100 20 0.2 Midden/terraces R26/18, R26/15 
755 Sawyer et al. 2003 Motungarara Island Well/Kapiti maori R26 2670200 6033800 20 0.1 Terrace/burial R26/237, R26/228 
756 unknown, pers. obs. Kapiti Is1and Well/Kapiti maori R26 2670600 6035100 20 0.1 temices R26/15 
757 Wassilieff 1986 Haywards, east Hutt Hills Well/Kapiti maori R27 2671600 5996000 100 2 Pa nearby. Podocarp broadleafmosaic, extensively modified R27/229 
758 Sawyer et a1. 2003 Kapiti Is1and Well/Kapiti maori R26 2671800 6036000 10 0.3 Houses/pits/middens. Broad.leaf, rata, heketara, mahoe, tawa, karaka, kohekohe, hinau, rewarewa R26/13 
759 Sawyer et al. 2003 Kapiti Island Well/Kapiti maori R26 2672000 6036500 70 0.2 Houses/pits/middens. Broad.leaf. Rata, heketara, mahoe, tawa, karaka, kohekohe, hinau, rewarewa R26/13 
760 Sawyer et al. 2003 Kapiti Island Well/Kapiti maori R26 2672300 6036800 80 0.2 Middens. Broad.leaf, rata, heketara, mahoe, tawa. karaka, kohekohe, hinau, rewarewa R26/12 
761 NZMdatabase Paekakariki Well/Kapiti maori R26 2672400 6020300 200 1.3 Pits/terraces/karaka R26/121 
762 Sawyer et al. 2003 Kapiti Island Well/Kapiti maori R26 2672500 6037200 100 0.2 Middens/pits. Broadleaf, rata, heketara, mahoe, tawa, karaka, kohekohe, hinau, rewarewa R26/11 
763 NZM database Paekakariki Well/Kapiti rnaori R26 2672700 6020700 100 0.5 Terraceslkaraka R26/130 
764 unknown, pers. obs. Kapiti Island Well/Kapiti maori R26 2672800 6037500 60 0.3 Midden/pits R26/ll 
765 Sawyer et al. 2003 Kapiti Island Well/Kapiti maori R26 2672800 6037800 100 0.4 Terrace. Broad.leaf, rata, heketara, mahoe, tawa, karaka, kohekohe, hinau, rewarewa R26/282 
766 Sawyer et al. 2003 Kapiti Island Well/Kapiti maori R26 2673500 6038700 20 0.2 Terrace/caves. Broadleaf. rata, heketara, mahoe, tawa, karaka, kohekohe, hinau, rewarewa R26/267, R26/7 
767 Sawyer et al. 2003 Kapiti Island Well/Kapiti maori R26 2673700 6039200 10 0.2 Caves/terraces/pits. Broad.leaf, rata, heketara, mahoe, tawa, karaka, kohekohe, hinau, rewarewa R26/267, R26/7 
768 Sawyer et al. 2003 Raumati Escarpment Reserve Well/Kapiti maori R26 2678000 6027600 80 2 Houses/midden R26/265 
769 Wassilieff 1984 Lake Papaitonga (Motukiwi island) Well/Kapiti maori S25 2698400 6060000 20 6 Pa site. Karaka dominant with ngaio, cabbage tree S25/10 
770 NZAA database Palmerston North Well/Kapiti maori S24 2728600 6088400 240 30 Karaka grove S24/61 
771 NZAA database Palmerston North Well/Kapiti maori T24 2731800 6088800 60 35 Karaka trees T24/14 
772 Landcare Herbarium (Lincoln) Rangitikei river, Hunterville Well/Kapiti maori T22 2736000 6137000 300 43 Forest margin, river bank 
773 NZAA database Palmerston North Well/Kapiti maori T24 2744800 6096300 60 35 Karakagrove T24/31 
774 Havell, D. pers.obs. Pohangina Well/Kapiti maori T23 2759600 6123200 40 32 Podocarp tawa forest unlogged 
775 Sawyer et al. 2003 Arawhata Bush Well/Kapiti maori S25 2700300 6062700 10 7 Occupation site S25/76 
776 Sawyer et al. 2003 Battle Hill Fann Forest Park Well/Kapiti unknown R26 2667200 6015000 40 1.4 
777 Sawyer et al. 2003 Wainuiomata River Well/Kapiti unknown R28 2667400 5975700 10 0.4 
778 Sawyer et al. 2003 Butterfly Creek, Eastbourne Well/Kapiti unknown R27 2669200 5987300 60 1 
779 Sawyer et al. 2003 Days Bay Well/Kapiti unknown R27 2669800 5990100 40 0.3 
Appendix: Karaka distribution and association with archaeological sites 
780 Sawyer et al. 2003 I 00 Acre Bush (Kerehoma) Well/Kapiti wumown R26 2669800 6016700 120 1.2 
781 Sawyer et al. 2003 Motu1t Hawtrey, Rimutaka Well/Kapiti wumown R27 2670300 5988900 310 
782 Wassilieff 1986 Lowry Bay, Eastbourne Well/Kapiti wumown R27 2670500 5992500 40 0.3 Midslopes mixed forest mahoe, kamahi, pigeonwood, karaka 
783 Sawyer et al. 2003 Wairere Road, Hutt Valley Well/Kapiti unknown R27 2670800 5999500 40 3.6 Secondary broadleaved shrub land, scattered exotic trees 
784 Sawyer et al. 2003 Wainui Ridge Well/Kapiti wumown R27 2671000 5993200 200 1.4 
785 unknown, pers. obs. Kapitilsland Well/Kapiti unknown R26 2671200 6035700 100 0.2 
786 Sawyer et al. 2003 Catchpool, Rimutaka Well/Kapiti wumown R27 2671600 5982500 80 6.6 
787 Sawyer et al. 2003 Mwphy's Road, Porirua Harbour Well/Kapiti tmknown R27 2671900 6006300 160 3.6 
788 Sawyer et al. 2003 Taita, Hutt Valley Well/Kapiti wumown R27 2674800 6000600 300 
789 Sawyer et al. 2003 Orongorongo Valley Well/Kapiti unknown R27 2674800 5982700 100 
790 Sawyer et al. 2003 Orongorongo, Rimutaka Well/Kapiti wumown R27 2675400 5983300 140 10.5 
791 Wassilieff 1986 Trentham Well/Kapiti unknown R27 2680300 6007300 60 16 Seedlings of tawa, rimu, totara, rnatai, kahikatea 
792 Wassilieff 1986 Nikau, Paraparaurnu WelVKapiti unknown R26 2680400 6031300 80 3.8 
793 Wassilieff1986 Paraparurnu WelVKapiti unlmown R26 2681700 6031600 80 
794 Sawyer et al. 2003 Waikanae WelVKapiti wumown R26 2682700 6034300 10 3.1 Kohekohe, tawa with occasional mahoe and rewarewa. 
795 Bancroft, F. pers.obs Russel Reserve, Waikanae WelVKapiti wumown R26 2683060 6034799 20 2.8 
796 Sawyer et al. 2003 Nga Manu bird sanctuary WelVKapiti wumown R26 2683500 6035800 IO 2.4 
797 Wassilieff 1986 Waikanae Well/Kapiti wumown R26 2685800 6037600 40 3.3 Kohekohe, tawa with mahoe, rewarewa. Less common titoki, karaka, hinau, pukatea 
798 Wassilieff 1986 Hemi Matenga, Waikanae WelVKapiti wumown R26 2686000 6036000 80 4.4 Kohekohe, rewarewa, pukatea ,rimu, mahoe, tawa, pigeonwood, nikau, karaka 
799 Sa,;yer et al. 2003 Te Hora WelVKapiti unlmown R26 2687000 6039700 20 3 
800 Sawyer et al. 2003 OtakiBeach WelVKapiti wumown R25 2688900 6048000 20 1.3 
801 Sawyer et al. 2003 Prouse WelVKapiti wumown S25 2702800 6061200 30 
802 Sawyer et al. 2003 Himatangi Bush WelVKapiti wumown S24 2711500 6083000 20 12 Pigeonwood, kaikomako, rewarewa, tawa, pukatea 
803 Sawyer et al. 2003 Te Kowhai Bush Well/Kapiti wumown S25 2701800 6063300 10 
804 Sawyer et al. 2003 Rowid Bush WelVKapiti wumown S24 2704000 6082500 IO Kaikomako, matai, totara, rimu, tawa, rnapou, kohuhu and Jancewood 
805 Sawyer et al. 2003 Waiopehu Well/Kapiti wumown S25 2706600 6060500 60 13 Lowland podocarp/broadleaf. Totara, rirnu, tawa, hinau, karaka, fushia, mahoe, kawakawa, rewarewa 
